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Chapter 1
Introduction to high
multiplicity scheduling
1.1 Introduction
This thesis is about high multiplicity scheduling. The term high multiplicity
scheduling appears to have been first used by Hochbauin and Shamir [58],
to refer to a special type of scheduling problems in which "the jobs can bo
partitioned into relatively few groups (or types), and in each group all the
jobs are identical, i.e., they have the same set of parameters".
In recent literature (see, e.g., |2, 7, 9, 12, 15, 17, 21, 22, 41, 58, 68, 69, 76,
105]), many scheduling problems have been studied which can be viewed a»
high multiplicity scheduling problems, according to this informal definition.
However, despite their commonalities, these articles have not been considered
as a collection of interrelated literature. This thesis aims to collect, structure
and advance the theory of high multiplicity scheduling.
To make a more precise definition of high multiplicity scheduling prob-
lems, let us go back to the definition of scheduling problems. Scheduling
problems are problems focused on the efficient allocation of one or more
resources to activities over time [19]. The efficiency of the allocation is mea-
sured by some objective function and the problem is to find an allocation such
that the corresponding objective function value satisfies a specified property
(e.g., attains its minimum or maximum value over all possible allocations).
In machine scheduling problems, see [19] or [40], the activities are usually
referred to as jobs, and the resources are machines. Here, the allocation of
resources to activities over time requires to specify for each job and for each
9
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machine zero ore more time moments when the job starts to process on the
machine and correspondingly time moments when the job stops to process
on the machine. Such a pair of time moments is called a pair of starting and
ending times, and a set of such pairs is called a schedule.
Depending on the nature of the scheduling problems there are require-
ments and restrictions on the feasibility of schedules. For example, it is
common that machines can only process one job at a time. This entails
that for a schedule to be feasible, all pairs of starting and ending times on
a machine must define non overlapping time intervals. Similarly jobs can
usually only be processed on one machine at a time. Also, it is common
that jolwj must be processed for a certain amount of time, which is called the
processing time. In some cases all processing time of a job on machine must
be consecutive, such that the single time interval defined by its starting and
ending time must have length equal to the processing time.
In addition to the above described jobs and machines, and schedule re-
quirements and restrictions, other items and issues may play a role in schedul-
ing problems. The processing or transfer between machines or jobs may re-
quire additional materials or resources or set up times. There are many such
possibilities and, in general, we call them job attributes (see Chapter 2). No-
tice that if a job requires a resource or a raw material to be processed, the
problem input should also define the availability of these requirements.
Scheduling problems in general, and machine scheduling problems in
particular have received considerable attention ever since the late 1950's,
(38, 62, 63, 86]. Scheduling has become a research field of its own, with
many practicable applications and a sizeable and respectable body of theory.
From a theoretical viewpoint, an important characteristic of a scheduling
problem is its computational complexity. Computational complexity theory
deals with the issue of measuring the time it takes to solve a problem in the
size of the problem specification. More precisely, (see Garey and Johnson
[34] for terminology), each problem instance / has a certain length |/|, and
the computation time of an algorithm to solve the problem is defined as a
function of |/|. The length of a problem instance is usually referred to as the
size of the input. An algorithm is said to be polynomial if the computation
time is bounded from above by a polynomial function in the size of the input.
With these, somewhat informal, definitions from complexity theory at
hand, we are now able to pose a natural definition of high multiplicity
scheduling problems: A scheduling problem is a high multiplicity schedul-
ing problem if the minimal cardinality of the set of starting time - ending
i.l.
time pairs defining a feasible schedule is not necessarily polynomial in the
size of the input. Extensions of this definition are investigated in Chapter 5.
The reader should notice the following: any algorithm that gives a so-
lution to a high multiplicity scheduling problem by specifying all pairs of
starting and ending times is not polynomial since it is not possible to output
a superpolynomial number of pairs in polynomial time. This feature of high
multiplicity scheduling problems contrasts sharply with the status of tradi-
tional scheduling problems, where the set of pairs is polynomial in the input,
size. We refer to such problems as single multiplicity problems. 1-Voiii a com-
plexity viewpoint this means that whereas single multiplicity problems, and
indeed most traditional scheduling problem, are easily seen to be in NP, this
is not the case for high multiplicity scheduling problems. Thus, we conclude
that their complexity status differs significantly from the complexity status
of traditional scheduling problems.
We conclude this section by providing an example that illustrate» the
discussion above.
Example 1.1.1 (INTEGER KNAPSACK).
Consider the following scheduling problem. Given is a set of jobs ,7 to>
gether with job importance coefficients tu,, j € ./, and processing timM
Pj, j € J. Ideally all the jobs have to be completed by the common due date
D. It is required to find a single machine schedule that maximizes the total
importance of not late jobs.
This problem can be modelled as the well known 0-1 KNAPSACK prob-
lem, see, e.g., [93], and it can be written as the following integer linear
program:
^ maxTttyX^ " (1.1)
subject to
*,e{o,i}, j€J, (1.3)
where i^ takes value 1 if job j is not late and 0 otherwise.
Notice that a feasible solution of the problem is represented here by a
partition of the set J into late and not late jobs. Given such a partition, we
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can construct in polynomial time a list of starting-ending times for all the
jobs. To do this just schedule first all not late jobs in any order and then
schedule the late jobs. Since the set of starting-ending times for any feasible
schedule has cardinality O(|J|) the problem is clearly a single multiplicity
one.
Now, assume that not individual jobs but groups of individual jobs are
given. Set J becomes a set of job types and the input of the problem consists
of attribute triples (u;^,pj,rjj), j € J, where u>j, p^  and rij are the importance
coefficient, the processing requirement and the number of individual jobs of
type j e J respectively. This problem is known as INTEGER KNAPSACK
problem and it can be modelled by the following integer linear program (IK):
max
subject to
~~ :, < D; (1.5)
0 < X j < n j , j G J ; (1.6)
X;GZ+, j € J , (1.7)
where i j is the number of jobs of type j which are not late.
In this case, the cardinality of a set of starting-ending times of a fea-
sible schedule is O ( £ gj»j) which is superpolynomial in the input length
O(E>eJ log'»;) "f t"e problem. Thus, INTEGER KNAPSACK is by defini-
tion a high multiplicity problem.
As we discussed above, in high multiplicity scheduling the following nat-
ural question arises: is it passible to encode the schedule (the set of starting-
ending times) polynomially in the input size of the problem. For INTEGER
KNAPSACK we are able to manage this. Consider any job type. Let us
group late individual jobs of this type in one batch and not late individual
jobs in another one. Then given a list of starting-ending times of batches,
the start ing time of the fc-th individual job of type j can be determined by
t he following polynomial size mapping
{ SJ + (Jt - l)pj. if Jt < Jj (if the job is not late): (1.8)S* + (Jt - l)pj, otherwise.
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where Sj is the starting time of not late batch, 5^ is the starting time of late
batch, and x^  is the number of not late individual jobs of type j € J. Since
the mapping does not involve any attributes of an individual job but just the
index of it, the space we need to specify the mapping is polynomial in the
input size of the problem. D
1.2 Motivation
High multiplicity scheduling problems possess some characteristics which are,
in our opinion, not thoroughly investigated or well understood in scheduling
theory. In this section we set out to show that both from a practical as well
as from a theoretical background, a better understanding of high multiplicity
problems is called for.
Many of the basic scheduling problems stem from applications in produc-
tion environments or processor scheduling that date back to the IWiO's. At
the time, two extremes of process structures were common in industrial pro-
cesses. On the one hand the job shop, in which single product« are made to
customer order, in a non standard process, yielding high costs. On the other
hand, high volumes where being produced to stock in process and discrete
manufacturing settings, in highly standardized processes, yielding low costs
but zero customization. At present these two process structures are out-
dated. Advances in marketing, production technology and management, and
globalization have in many markets led to conditions in which high degrees of
customization must be combined with low production costs. To satisfy these
conditions production must be structured so that standardized high volume
processes are able to deliver a huge variety of customized products.
The desired customization is often reached by letting the customer com-
pose his or her own product variation by selection optional parts and color«
from a prespecified list. Notice how it differs from letting the customer de-
sign his or her own product. By letting the customer select options from a
prespecified set the process can still be highly standardized and be executed
at low cost.
The resulting product portfolios may consist of thousands if not millions
of product variations, and many of these variations have rather short life
cycles. Hence, keeping inventory of all end product variations is an unafford-
able option. By consequence, production must be performed on customer
order. Not necessarily so for the complete chain of production steps required
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to produce an end item, but it certainly applies to the final assembly or
configuration steps which are customer order specific. Process structures
which are designed in such a way often produce components or raw mate-
rials for components to stock, and end products to customer order. This
logistic design is referred to as Assemble to Order (ATO), or Configure to
Order (CTO). In view of the short planning horizon and the differences in
the production details, scheduling is often an important issue in ATO/CTO
environments. See, for instance, in Miltenburg [89] for a seminal paper on
scheduling problems in this context. Likewise capacity planning has become
much more complicated since each of the many different product variations
places different demands on the available capacity. See, for instance, Drexl
and Kimms [28].
Siirh nrnrticnl spftinpx nft*»n pntnil «rhfvtiilirvs'.nrnhlpm instanrp« in whir-h
there are many jobs, some of which may be identical or almost identical.
When the (almost) identical jobs are grouped together however, the instance
can often lx> viewed to be an instance of a slightly different scheduling prob-
lem in which there are relatively few groups containing a multiplicity of iden-
tical jobs. The resulting high multiplicity scheduling problems in operational
sequencing satisfy the definition of high multiplicity scheduling as given in
Section 1.1 naturally applies. In addition, high multiplicity problems may
arise when dealing with medium or long term objectives such as determining
system capacity and/or optimizing average throughput rates. Hence, we con-
clude that modern logistic and production management approaches naturally
give rise to high multiplicity scheduling problems.
The resulting high multiplicity problems have been widely investigated in
the context of assembly line balancing [4, 72, 74, 76, 89, 105] and in various
flow shop scheduling settings [2, 14]. Some authors somehow overlook or
disregard the high multiplicity feature of such problems, and indeed others
notice and study them and identify new research directions. In the subse-
quent section we discuss high multiplicity scheduling problems from a more
theoretical background.
As has become clear from Example 1.1.1 and several authors [59, 85] high
multiplicity features can often be naturally introduced in many combinato-
rial problems other than machine scheduling problems. Indeed, INTEGER
KNAPSACK is the high multiplicity version of the 0-1 KNAPSACK prob-
lem, the TRANSPORTATION PROBLEM is a high multiplicity version of
the MATCHING PROBLEM, for definitions see, e.g., [93], and as will be-
come clear in Chapter 2. many counting problems also posses high multi-
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plicity characteristics. Hence, we have chosen to study other combinatorial
problems in which high multiplicity can be practically motivated to bo of in-
terest as well. Chapter 3 contains a thorough investigation of the high mul-
tiplicity TRAVELLING SALESMAN PROBLEM, which is closely related
to the NO-WAIT FLOW SHOP scheduling problem. Chapter 4 deals with
high multiplicity scheduling problems arising in the context of maintenance
scheduling [7, 6, 9] and broadcasting [67, 68, 100]. These scheduling problems
are not machine scheduling problems as we have defined them above, but are
closely related to high multiplicity machine scheduling problems arising in
the context of assembly line balancing, as they are studied in Chapter 2 and
by [4, 72, 74, 76, 89, 105]. Finally, Chapter 6 addresses project scheduling
problems, and some of the high multiplicity issues which can be naturally
introduced in this setting.
1.3 Research issues in high multiplicity
scheduling
In this section we enlist research issues related to high multiplicity scheduling
problems. As mentioned before, high multiplicity scheduling problems fall
naturally in the broader classes scheduling and combinatorial optimization,
and much of the techniques that have been developed in this area can be
applied to high multiplicity scheduling problems. Illustration» can be found
throughout this thesis and by references such as [7, 6, 9, 59, 67, 68, 85, 100| to
name a few which borrow from different areas of combinatorial optimization.
In this thesis we will of course make frequent use of results and techniques
which are available, but since it is our intention to explore the new difficulties
posed by high multiplicity scheduling problems, the emphasis will be on
features of high multiplicity scheduling problems that are not encountered in
single multiplicity problems. The same holds for this section.
A first phenomenon in high multiplicity scheduling that make» it differ-
ent from single multiplicity problems stems directly from its definition: the
number of starting and ending time pairs (see Section 1.1) is not polyno-
mial in the input size of the problem. However, in general decision version«
of single multiplicity scheduling problems can easily be proven to be in NP
because a feasible schedule - in terms of pairs of starting and ending times
- suffices as a polynomial certificate. By definition this i» not the case for
high multiplicity problems, and therefore, their complexity analysis is quite
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different to start with, This phenomenon is recognized by many authors
[17, 21, 22, 41, 58, 73, 75, 77j, but disregarded in several more applied papers
[48, 49j, Interestingly, there are several basic high multiplicity scheduling
problems whose complexity ia open [7, 69, 104).
tYom the previous section it is clear that high multiplicity scheduling
problems can be» viewed to be harder than their single multiplicity counter-
part«, Notice however, that our definition excludes single multiplicity from
being a Hpecia! case of high multiplicity. Nevertheless, viewed from another
angle, high multiplicity scheduling problems can also be seen to be signif-
icantly more structured versions of single multiplicity problems. Consider
any NP-complete machine scheduling problem with n jobs. Now, suppose
that it is also given that these jobs fall into A' classes, A" < n. Then it may
happen that the problem becomes poiynomially solvable when A" is bounded,
for example, by logn, or a constant. For instance, it is well known [23] that
the TRAVELLING SALESMAN PROBLEM (TSP) is poiynomially solvable
when the number of cities is fixed. What is more, any scheduling problem
which can be modelled as an integer linear program in which the number of
variables is a function (not necessarily poiynomially bounded) of a number of
classes which is bounded by a constant, is poiynomially solvable by Lenstra's
algorithm [80).
In recent years, techniques have been developed for the design of approx-
itnation algorithms and approximation schemes which are also based on the
idea of partitioning the job sets into classes of jobs whose processing require-
ments are alike, see, e.g., [56, 106]. A deeper understanding of the complexity
of high multiplicity scheduling problems could therefore also contribute to
improvements in approximation algorithms.
A customary, albeit often implicit, requirement in complexity theory, is
that the encoding of a problem is efficient (see, for instance, Garey and John-
son [34]). Efficiency here roughly requires that the encoding scheme does not
require more space than necessary to specify instances. Now, consider a
high multiplicity scheduling problem where the job set can be partitioned
into classes where all jobs in any same class have identical processing re-
quirements. For such a problem, any encoding scheme that specifies the
processing requirements per job is not an efficient encoding. Indeed, efficient
encoding schemes describe the processing requirements per class, and specify
(binary encoded) the number of jobs in each class.
By consequence, we have that if a single multiplicity problem is in P. then
the corresponding high multiplicity problem can be solved in pseudopolyno-
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mial time. If the multiplicities are unary, and hence inefficiently, encoded,
the problem becomes polynomially solvable. Notice however, that under the
tacit assumption that the encoding scheme is efficient, the problem then does
not satisfy our definition of a high multiplicity scheduling problem anymore.
Nevertheless, several high multiplicity scheduling problems are considered
under such inefficient encoding schemes [48, 49, 89].
For high multiplicity scheduling problems, the complexity issues raised
above, which are a mandatory feature, have not always led to satisfactory
answers in terms of the traditional complexity classes polynomially solv-
able, pseudopolynomially solvable, and NP-complete. A similar situation
also arises in counting problems. For example, Johnson et al [641 have con-
sidered problems such as counting the number of maximal independent sets
of a graph. In such a problem, the answer, a number, is not lUH-essarily poly-
nomial in the input size of the problem, nor is the following natural certifi-
cate: a list of all maximal independent sets. Nevertheless, many interesting
questions about (optimal) solutions remain. For example, in a scheduling
problem, one may consider the following question: given a job, what are its
starting and ending time? In Chapter 5 we shall see that it is possible that
this question can be answered in polynomial time, even when it is not known,
how to compute the optimal solution in polynomial time. (Notice however,
that answering this question for every job easily entails a pseudopolynomial
procedure.)
Complexity issues of this type are investigated by several authors [12, 73,
77, 88, 105). Chapter 2 provides a thorough discussion of these issues and
the related literature. In addition, we propose several different natural ques-
tions and output encoding schemes for high multiplicity scheduling problems.
The ideas and proposed framework enable us to classify and interrelate the
existing literature, and identifies several opportunities for future research.
The high multiplicity TSP as it is studied in Chapter 3 also entails en-
coding related complexity issues. In the classical TSP, the input consists of a
distance matrix, encoding the intercity distances between a set of cities, and
it is the task of the the salesman to find a short, (shortest possible) tour in
which each of the cities is visited exactly once. In the high multiplicity TSP,
every city t has a multiplicity n,. and the salesman has to make a tour along
the cities, such that every city i is visited n, times. When the output, i.e., the
tour of the travelling salesman, is encoded as an explicit sequence of cities,
the length of the output is not polynomial in the input size (assuming the
input is efficiently encoded). Nevertheless, the problem is known to be poly-
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nomially solvable when the number of cities is fixed [23], or using Lenstra's
algorithm [80] to solve an ILP with a constant number of variables. This
result helps to answer the decision version of the problem, but not necessar-
ily question such as 'What is the j-th city in some optimal tour?" Chapter 3
shows how to efficiently encode a high multiplicity tour, from the solution of
a standard ILP formulation for the high multiplicity TSP.
Another question is also easily understood in terms of the high multiplic-
ity TSP. If all multiplicities are doubled, does the length of the optimal tour
also double? Consider, for instance, Example 3.3.7 from Chapter 3. Given
t-' \1
Figure 1.1: High Multiplicity TSP: Every city has to be visited twice
three cities 1, 2, and 3 with distances as on the figure, it is required to find a
minimum length tour that visits every city twice. Is the optimal tour twice
longer than the optimal tour in the single multiplicity version? It may well be
the case that the length of the optimal tour increases by a factor of less than
two. Indeed, the length of the optimal tour, take, for instance, (1,2,3,3,2,1),
in the high multiplicity version is 6, but the length of the optimal tour (1,2,3)
in the single multiplicity version is a + 2, which can be even bigger than 6
(take a > 4). Likewise, one may ask what happens if the multiplicities are
multiplied by a multiplicator /. Is there a finite value / for which the tour
length divided by / reaches the overall minimum value? Is this finite value
polvnomiiilly bound«!? Can it be efficiently computed? Let us illustrate this
issue also on the example of INTEGER KNAPSACK.
Example 1.3.1 (INTEGER KNAPSACK - continued).
The problem at hand can be seen as follows. Assume that during a month
we have to complete some number of jobs and we are trying to maximize the
importance of jobs completed in time. On the other hand, if this situation
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repeats many months in a row, for example, during a couple of wars, we
can be interested in the following questions. If we multiply the common due
date by a factor Z (assuming that the number of jobs to be completed is
multiplied by Z also), does the importance of the average number of not late
jobs increase? The problem can be modelled by the following parametric
integer linear program (IK(Z)):
= max - 5 ^ u>;.r, (1.9)
subject to
" ~ : Z x D ; (1.10)
0 < X j < / x n . , , j e J ; (1.11)
Zj€Z+, ; g J , (1.12)
and we are interested in the analysis of the function F : N —» R+. In
particular, we are looking for a multiplicator Z* G N that maximizes F(/)
over all natural numbers.
For INTEGER KNAPSACK the multiplicator /' always exists. To see
this, we notice that the linear relaxations of IK and IK(Z) are identical for
any Z € N. The optimal objective value of the linear relaxation of IK is an
upper bound on the optimal objective value of IK(Z) for any Z € N. Now,
given a fractional optimal solution of the linear relaxation of IK (we assume
that all input data of INTEGER KNAPSACK are integer, and therefore the
fractional optimal solution is rational) we can find the common denominator
of the fractions in this solution. Let the common denominator be /i. Then the
numerators of the solution form an integer optimal solution for the problem
IK(/i) and also for the linear relaxation of IK(/i). Hence, Z* - /i is required
multiplicator. D
In Chapter 3 we investigate the existence of such a multiplicator in the
high multiplicity TSP. In contrast to INTEGER KNAPSACK, in TSP the
finite optimal multiplicator does not necessarily exist. We present some tech-
niques to analyze the relations between multiplicators Z and corresponding
optimal solutions of high multiplicity TSP. We hope it serves as a start-
ing point for related high multiplicity studies on combinatorial optimization
problems.
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Another direction in which this research is extended is in the direction of
cyclic scheduling, in which the multiplicity is more implicit than in thus far
encountered models.
A general problem description for a set of high multiplicity scheduling
problems defines relative quantities in which the jobs of various classes are to
be produced. In the literature on repetitive manufacturing [48, 49, 54, 55, 84]
such sets are defined as minimal part set. One view of the minimal part set
is to see them as the minimal production quantities that yield the desired
output ratios, and that repeating sequences in which the parts in a minimal
part set are produced is desirable for various reasons. Among these reasons
are a balanced demand on sub assemblies and low levels of end item inventory.
Alternatively, one may argue that repeating these shortest possible cycles
results in a IONS in throughput: higher throughput rates may be attainable
when allowing more general production sequences. Notice how this resembles
the discussion on the high multiplicity TSR In fact, the analysis on TSP is
motivated by its role as a basic sequencing problem that is applicable to
a variety of machine scheduling problems, among which NO-WAIT FLOW
SHOP scheduling.
High multiplicity scheduling problems in which the problem input can be
interpreted in terms of such relative ratios appear also in other applications
|7, 68]. A first issue in these problem is to determine the optimal objective
function value which minimizes some long run performance measure, such as
throughput rate. It is then not clear that the minimum is at all attainable by
a finite solution, and hence membership in NP is again a nontrivial issue. For
the maintenance scheduling problem in Chapter 4 this complexity has long
been completely open, and the complexity of some of its variants is still open.
For example, even when the minimum objective function value is attainable
by a finite sequence, it remains open to find it. Moreover, if determining
(the length of) an optimal sequence is known to be in P or NP, this is not
necessarily the case for a sequence of a prespecified length, and vice versa.
Chapter 3 deals with many of these problems, and Chapter 4 explores such
problems from a slightly different angle.
In Chapter 4 we deal with a problem in which there are costs associated
with scheduling and not scheduling a job of each type at a certain time
moment, and these costs are dependent on the time interval elapsed since
a job of the type was scheduled last. The objective is now to minimize the
long run average costs [7], or the cost for a time period of given length.
To illustrate the problem consider Example 4.1.1 from Chapter 4. Given
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are three operating machines 1, 2, and 3. Let the jobs be the maintenance
services of these machines.
Day:
Maintenance schedule
(machines):
Operating cost on machine 1:
Operating cost on machine 2:
Operating cost on machine 3:
Maintenance cost on machine 3:
Maintenance cost on machine 3:
Maintenance cost on machine 3:
Total operating and
maintenance costs:
M
1
0
20
1
1
0
0
22
T
2
10
0
2
0
1
0
13
W
1
0
10
3
1
0
0
14
T
2
10
0
4
0
1
0
15
F
1
0
10
5
1
0
0
16
S
2
10
0
6
0
1
0
17
S
3
20
10
0
0
0
1
31
Total
50
50
21
3
3
1
128
Table 1.1: An optimal maintenance schedule
We assume that the processing time of a job has unit length. If ti ma-
chine is maintained some day the operating cost of that machine decrease« to
zero, and contrary if a machine is not maintained then the operating cost of
that machine increases by some additive factor. Let the additive factors for
machine 1 and 2 be 10, and for machine 3 it is 1. Let the maintenance cxmt
for any machine be 1. It is required to find a cyclic maintenance schedule for
a week that minimizes the total operating and maintenance costs.
Here, the relative ratios (frequencies or number of maintenances) in which
the machines are maintained are not specified in the input, but determining
them is part of the problem. Notice how we thus introduce a high multi-
plicity problem for which there is no direct single multiplicity counterpart.
Research on this and closely related problems has thus far naturally focused
on complexity and approximation issues. In Chapter 4 we present the first
thorough study on exact solution methods for this problem, which is shown
to be NP-hard by Bar-Noy et al [9]. This, and several related problems (see
also Chapter 5) can be modelled by a SET PARTITIONING formulation
based on a time indexed formulation, see, e.g., [5j. An approach that i.s
taken by other authors as well, see, for instance, [10]. Not surprisingly the
high multiplicity results in an "avalanche" of symmetry when solving the
problems using branch-and-price methods, and we propose and investigate
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several techniques to reduce the running time, and consider other mathemat-
ical programming formulations as well.
Chapter 5 deals with many of the aspects discussed so far, in the context
of supply chain scheduling problems. We investigate scheduling problems
that arise in the following materials requirements planning (MRP) based
context, see, e.g., [8]. At a certain moment in time a manufacturer enters
his booked and/or forecast demand, and executes an MRP run to generate
tin; material requirements for this demand. Usually, since materials have
a certain lead time, this is performed some time in advance, such that the
situation at this moment of materials requirements planning is different from
the actual situation that materializes when assembling to order the customer
orders. The difference may be due to forecast inaccuracy, but also to changes
in customer orders, or even to changes in delivery orders. This situation is
frequently encountered in practice [70], and studied, for example, by Gouw
[39] and Holthuijsen [60].
Multiplicity arises naturally in such problems, since usually customer or-
ders and delivery orders contain multiple items. For illustration take Exam-
ple 5.2.2 from Chapter 5. Assume that there are two types of end items and
one type of row material required to produce end items. Customer orders
consists of 3 items of type 1 and 5 items of type 2. To produce one item of
type 1 we need 3 units of row material and to produce 1 item of type 2 -
2 units. Production of one item of any type takes unit processing time. It
is required to find a production schedule which is feasible with respect to a
material supply and that minimizes the maximum completion time over all
demanded items. In the figure we present the supply schedule of the row
material and the optimal production schedule.
Supply schedule
5
Production schedule
Figure 1.2: Supply and production schedules
In Chapter 5 we prooaMt several complexity results such as NP-completeness
results, and polynomial algorithms for several classes of such problems. Chap-
ter 5 also investigates scheduling problems and issues as encountered in Chap-
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ter 2 - about the representation of a solution -, Chapter 3 - about polynomial
encodings of solutions and repetitions of sequences - and Chapter -I, regard-
ing exact solution methods. In addition, we explore other implicit forms of
multiplicity where, for example, the demand and supply patterns are givc-n
by functions rather than by due dates and delivery dates. This leads agivin
to polynomially solvable problems, and very hard (undecidable) ones, and
relates to the analysis presented in Chapter 6.
1.4 How to read this thesis
The subsequent chapters of this thesis are based on articles. Chapter 2 is
based on [13] presented on the Fifth Workshop on Models and Algorithms for
Planning and Scheduling Problems (MAPSP'2001). Chapter 3 in bawd on
[43] presented on the 17th International Symposium on mathematical Pro-
gramming (ISMP'2000). Chapter 4 is based on working paper [44]. Chapter
6 is based on [46] presented on 13th International Symposium on Algorithms
and Computation (ISAAC'2002).
We have chosen to present the Chapters in such a way that they can be
read independently of one another and of this introductory chapter. We ex-
pect from a reader some basic knowledge of machine scheduling terminology,
for example, understanding the a|/?|7 notation by Graham et al, see [40] or
[19].
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Chapter 2
On the complexity of high
multiplicity scheduling
problems
2.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to propose a definition of several complexity
classes which may appear useful for the analysis of so-called /ug/i m«//jp/iri<j/
sc/iedu/mg prü6/ems. Such problems have been recently investigated by sev-
eral researchers (see, e.g., [23, 95, 96), and (99] for early references, and other
articles cited below for more recent ones). Hochbaum and Shamir (57, 58],
in particular, have coined the term "high multiplicity" and have underlined
the need of discussing the complexity of such problems with special care. A
paper by Clifford and Posner (22) provides a more detailed framework for
this complexity analysis, as well as applications to several specific problems.
We take a further step along this line of research, by formulating several
proposals to cast high multiplicity scheduling problems into a more precise
computational complexity framework. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 describe the class
of scheduling problems that we want to consider. Section 2.4 contains a typol-
ogy of algorithms which is applicable in the simplest case of non-preemptive
one-machine scheduling problems. These concepts are illustrated on specific
examples in Section 2.5. The typology is extended to more general schedul-
ing problems (involving multiple machines and job preemptions) in Section
2.6, and further illustrated in Section 2.7. The chapter concludes with a brief
discussion and an outline of perspectives for further research.
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2.2 High multiplicity scheduling problems
For the sake of simplicity, we initially restrict ourselves to non-preemptive
one-machine scheduling problems. More complex problem formulations will
be tackled in Section 2.6.
The input of a classical scheduling problem «SP consists of a list of n
jobs, together with a list of attributes of each job. The attributes of job j
(j - 1,2,... ,n) typically include its processing time p^, its release date r^,
its due date d,, etc. The binary input size of an instance of «SP is O(nL),
where L is the largest input size of an attribute.
It frequently happens, however, that the input of a scheduling problem
can bo described in a much more compact way, due to the fact that the jobs
naturally full into a small number, say s << n, of distinct jo6 Jj/pes, where all
the jobs of a same type share exactly the same characteristics, i.e., attribute
values. When this is the case, we only need to describe one representative
job in order to completely define a type, so that an instance of the problem
only consists of the following data:
- the number of job types, viz. a;
- for each job type t = 1,2,..., s, the number of jobs of type i, viz. n<;
- for each job type i = 1,2,..., s, the attributes of a representative job
of type i.
When the data is encoded in this compact form, we say that S P is a
mu/<«p/ici<y scheduling problem. So, a generic instance of the (one-machine
non-preemptive) high multiplicity scheduling problem S P takes the form
£) = (s.t i i .nj , . . . , n,, A), where A comprises ail the relevant job attributes.
This kind of situation is encountered, for instance, in repetitive manu-
facturing environments. Here, a minima/ part se< (MPS) is described by a
vector (fii.rij,... ,n,) where n^  represents the number of parts of type » in
the MPS (1 < i < s). The whole part set is then viewed as consisting of a
large number of copies of the MPS (in the limit, infinitely many copies) to
be produced repeatedly (see, e.g., [89], and (94)).
In other applications, the number of job types may be artificially reduced
by aggregating jobs with different, but similar characteristics, into a single
type. The resulting scheduling problem is only an approximation of the
original one, but may prove easier to handle [59].
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If we denote by |D| the input size of an instance D of a high multiplic-
ity scheduling problem, then |D| = O(£,<,<, logn, f sL) ~ O(,slogn +
aL), where Z, is again the largest input size of an attribute value and n =
5Ti<i<»"«- Typically, this input size is much smaller than n/.,, as is, e.g., the
case when s is viewed as a constant. More precisely, we say that 5 P is a AigA
mu/ltp/tcity scAeduitn«; prob/em if n is not polynomially bounded in the input
size of the problem, i.e., if there is no constant A- such that n O ((.s/,)*) for
all instances of «SP. Thus, an algorithm for «SP whose complexity is poly-
nomial in a, L and n is only p.seudo-po/ynom«a/, but not polynomial in the
input size. This distinction has been drawn by several authors and stressed
especially by Hochbaum et al. [57, 58, 59], and by Clifford and Posner [22).
In order to discuss it more precisely, we need a formal definition of the
problems we are dealing with.
2.3 A scheduling problem is three problems
Consider an instance D = (s, rii, n j , . . . , n,, A) of a (one-machine non-preemp-
tive) high multiplicity scheduling problem SP. We assume without loss of
generality that all the entries of D are integral, and that the jobs are num-
bered from 1 to n in such a way that jobs 1 to rij are of type 1, jobs r»i 4 1
to rii + "2 are of type 2, etc.
A schedule for the instance D can be seen as an assignment
5* : {1,2,.. . ,n} —» R where 5*(j) denotes the starting time of job j
(j = 1,2,..., n). However, in order to be able to handle more general prob-
lem formulations (as those in Section 2.6), we prefer to define a j»cAedu/e for
an instance D as a (finite) sufae* 5 of {1,2,... ,n} x R x R, where 5 may
be (and usually, is) restricted to belong to a set ^ of /eaatWe schedule« as-
sociated with D. The interpretation of 5 is that, if (j, Ji.Jj) € 5, then job j
is processed continuously during the time interval [<i,<2J- This model allows
to recover more traditional readings of the schedule by considering various
mappings derived from 5, for instance:
• a job-onenfea' description of the schedule is defined by the mapping
S j : { l , 2 , . . . , n } - R x R : j « £,(j) = («i,«a) if tMi. 'a) € 5;
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• a ttme-onewte<i description of the schedule is defined by the mapping
{0, l , . . . , n } x R x R :
job j is the first job
to be processed at
or after time t;
(0,0,0) if there are no more
jobs to be processed
after time t.
Remark 2.3.1. /n C/iapter 5 dea/ini; un<A sin^/e machine scAedu/inff pro6-
Inru we consider aiso //ie </»rrf <j/pe o/ sc/iedu/e descriptions:
• a seyiience-ohenled description o/ tAe sc/iedu/e is de/ined 6y </ie mopping
5s: {0,1,... ,n} - {0,1,... .n} : j >- 5s(j) = fc i/jo6 j is «ne/c-</i jo6
<o 6e processed on Me
mac/iine.
5tnce t/je sequence-oriented description does no< depend on time at a//,
it is /eas in/ormottve t/ian t/ie jo6-oriented or t/ie time-oriented description.
On tAe other hand, in Chapter 5 we «n// see that /or some pro6/ems u/e can
rast/j/ ronstrurt a po/ynomia/ time and po/jmomia/ space seguence- oriented
drsrription, 6ut the existence o/ po/ynomia/ time and po/ynomia/ space jo6-
oriented and time-oriented description remain the open questions.
In the one-machine non-preemptive context, the job-oriented description
Sj is roughly equivalent to the full description of 5, as well as to the map-
ping .<?* mentioned earlier. The time-oriented description corresponds to the
viewpoint of a human machine-operator, who must know, at every instant,
which job is being processed or which job will be processed next on his or
her machine.
Of course, still numerous other mappings could be associated with the
schedule 5. For instance, a mapping from time instants to joö types, rather
than to individual jol>s, may prove useful in some frameworks. But in this
discussion, we shall restrict ourselves to the above-mentioned mappings.
Lot us now turn to the objective function of SP. If ^o denotes again
the set of feasible schedules associated with D, we let /D : ^ D —• R be the
cost function to be minimized over /"p (for instance, / D ( 5 ) could measure the
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makespan or the weighted tardiness of schedule 5). For the sake of simplicity,
we assume that J D is non-empty for every £>, and that /D always attains its
minimum over ^"p. Moreover, we also assume that, given a description of 5
in extension (i.e., given a list of the elements of 5), / D ( 5 ) can be computed in
time polynomial in |D| and |5| (note that this is a rather weak hypothesis).
As in [93] (from where we have borrowed the title of this section), we now
define three distinct scheduling problems associahxi with />> and />> (see
also [22]).
RECOGNITION PROBLEM SP,:
INSTANCE: D = (s,ni,na,... ,n„ A) and A'€ R.
OUTPUT: Yes if there is a schedule S E / D with / D ( S ) < A'. No otherwise.
EVALUATION PROBLEM j
INSTANCE: D = (s .m.nj , . . . ,n., A).
OUTPUT: The minimum value of /o over /"D-
OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM SP3:
INSTANCE: D = (a .m.nj , . . . ,n., A).
OUTPUT: A schedule S € ^ D which minimizes / D ( S ) over ^ .
Issues related to the complexity classification of SP, or 5P,j fall within
the traditional scope of complexity analysis, as discussed, e.g., by (jurey, and
Johnson in [34] or Papadimitriou, and Steiglitz in [93]. However, analyzing
the complexity of any specific high multiplicity problem may turn out to be
a tricky matter. Indeed, proving that 5Pj is in /VP, for instance, requires
the existence of an algorithm .4 and of a polynomial-size cerfi/icate r(/J, A')
for each Yes-instance (D, A") of SPi, with the property that, when applied
to c(D, A"), .4 returns the answer Yes after a polynomial number of steps (we
use the terminology of Papadimitriou, and Steiglitz[9.'lj). Intuitively, when
the answer to 5Pj is affirmative, the certificate provides a concise proof that
it is indeed so. Now, the most natural certificate for problem 5Pi would
be a feasible schedule 5 such that /o(5) < A". But in many cases, obvious
descriptions of 5 are not concise, i.e., not polynomial in the size of (D, A").
(As a matter of fact, it may even be the case that some high multiplicity
recognition problems are neither in JVP nor in co-/VP.) Similar problems
pop up, of course, if we are to prove that «S£>i or SPj is in P.
In spite of these difficulties, many high multiplicity scheduling problems
have been proved to be polynomially solvable (see, for instance, |14, 21, 22,
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41, 57, 58, 59, 61, 85), etc.) or in co-WP ([12]) or NP-hard [9, 21, 22, 95],
etc. Such results (and other similar results found in the literature) can be
established by displaying (optimality or feasibility) certificates whose size is
polynomial in the input length O(a log n + sL). The certificates, clearly, do
not enumerate the list of n starting times, but rather provide an implicit,
concise encoding of these starting times. Let us illustrate this on a problem
solved in [58].
Example 2.3.2. (Weighted number of tardy jobs), /n t/ie sc/iedu/ing
tAree-/ie/d (a|/?|7^ notation, see [40], <Ais is t/ie proft/em l|pj
/ts input tafce.i t/ie /orm
Wiere dj ia t/ie due-da<e /or jots o/ <j/pe i and u>j is t/ieir u;eig/it. /Mjo6s one
assumed <o nave unit-processing time. T/ie objective /unction is to minimize
t/ie weig/ited n«m6rr o/ tardy jo6s. f/oc/itaum and 5/iamir proved t/iat t/ie
pro6/em ran 6e trans/ormed into a transportation pro6/em unt/i constraint
matrrr o/sire s x ( s + l), ui/iere uaria6/e jj,t indicates t/ie number o/jo6s o/
type i processed in t/ie interua/ (d<_i,d<], /or i = 1,2,..., s, t = 1,2,...,s + 1
fu>it/»out /oss o/ (/enera/ity, d o - 0 < d i < . . . < d , < d,+ i = n / T/ie
variafc/es .r^ mti.st satis/y t/ie transportation constraints
£ Zj,t = d , -d ,_ i , t = l , 2 , . . . , s + 1;
J3 IM = "«. * = l ,2 , . . . , s .
(-1
t/ie transportation pro6/em is po/ynomia//y so/va6/e, t/ie recognition
and //»r fwi/Mation version o/ l|p^ — 1| J^. u'jfj can 6e so/ted in fstrong/yj
po/j/nornia/ t»?»e fin /act, in O(s log s) time t/ a specia/ized greedy a/gorit/im
is usedj. D
Let us now turn to the optimization problem SP3. Few authors have
attempted to discuss precisely what it means to "solve" «SP3. Namely, the
way in which the optimal schedule 5 should be described, is usually not
explicitly stated.
Hochbaum et al. in [58] and [59] have observed that SP3 can sometimes
be solved by first obtaining a concise encoding of the optimal schedule, then
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applying a decoding algorithm to generate all the elements of the schedule.
For instance, in Example 2.3.2 above, the solution (x<,,) of the transportation
problem provides a concise encoding of the solution. In order to obtain
a schedule in extension, i.e., in order to compute a starting time for each
job, one needs to "decode" the solution (x*,() by carrying out additional
computations (see Section 2.5).
Clifford and Posner in [22] established a clear distinction between the
recognition version and the optimization version of high multiplicity prol>-
lems. They noticed: "Under high multiplicity encoding, wo cannot output a
job-by-job, machine-by-machine schedule if we want the output length to be
a polynomial function of the input length. Consequently, we allow for a high
multiplicity description of the schedule." Clifford and Posner set out to define
a jo6 group as an arbitrary subset of jobs of a particular type and describe a
high multiplicity schedule as an ordered set of job groups (their definition is
actually complicated by the fact that they consider multiple machines). In
[22], only this type of schedule is regarded as "legal". Under this hypothesis,
the authors argue that certain high multiplicity problems are in EA7' \ /*,
meaning that such problems are solvable in exponential time, but not in
polynomial time. More precisely, they establish that there is no polynomial
description of the optimal schedule in terms of job groups.
This view of high multiplicity schedules, however, may appear to be too
restrictive. In the next section, we propose more general models for describing
a solution of problem S^V An advantage of these alternate models is that
they allow to obtain a more precise complexity classification of algorithms
solving
2.4 Complexity models
In this section, we shall rely on several interpretations of the task "output
an optimal schedule 5". A main distinction takes place according as we
view schedules as sets, or as we focus on one of their derived (single-valued)
mappings.
2.4.1 List-generating algorithms
In our first interpretation, we assume that the set 5 is to be generated in
extension.
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Definition 2.4.1. 4n a/goritAm .4 is a /w<-ffenerofinff a/goritnm /or 57*3 i/,
/or ewery instance o/57>3, .4 5uccesstue/y outputs t/ie efemenfe (w',«},^),
(7r'V?,t!j), . . . ,(7r",<y, «5) 0/ on optima/ sc/ieduie 5, mAere (jr',7r^,... ,7r") w
permutation 0/t/ie e/ements o/jo6-se<.
For a list-generating algorithm .4, we let r(0) = 0 and for j = 1,2,..., n,
we denote by r(j) the running time required by .4 in order to output the
first j elements of the schedule, i.e., (ir', *},tj), (*•*,*?,$),...,(»>,*{, tj)- So,
r(n) is the total running time of .4, and r(j) - r(j - 1) is the time elapsed
between the (j - 1 )-st and the j-th outputs.
The classification of list-generating algorithms to be described in Defini-
tion 2.4.2 is based on a proposal due to [64], for problems in which the size of
the output may be exponentially larger than the size of the input (such as,
for instance, the problem of listing all maximal independent sets of a graph,
or all vertices of a polyhedron; see also [79] or [29] for related concepts).
Definition 2.4.2. 4 /tst-generating a/pont/im .A/or 6*7*3 runs in:
• paeudo-po/ynorota/ time i/r(n) »s po/ynomia//y 6ounded in |D| and M,
u>nere A/ is <Ae /aryes< num6er appearing in D;
• po/ynormai total time i/r(n) is po/ynomia//y founded in n and |D|;
• incremenlaJ po/ynomia/ time i/r(j) - T(J - 1) is po/ynomia//y founded
in j and |D|, /or j = 1,2, . . . , n ;
• poiynomtai de/oy i/r(j) - r(j - 1) is po/ynomia//y founded in |D|, /or
j = l ,2 , . . . ,n ;
• po/ynomiaf time i/r(n) is po/ynomia//y founded in |D|.
These definitions will be illustrated on several scheduling problems in
Section 2.5. For now, let us place a few comments on the above definitions.
Pseudo-polynomiality and polynomiality are usual concepts from com-
plexity theory and are only mentioned here for the sake of completeness. In
particular, if SP3 can be solved in polynomial time, then n is bounded by
a polynomial in | / ) | for all instances of this problem, and the problem does
not qualify as a high multiplicity problem. On the other hand, if 57>3 can be
solved in pseudo-polynomial time, then the same complexity holds for
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and S'P? (since we assumed that / D ( S ) can be computed in time polynomial
in |D| and |5|).
Total time polynomiality is, in a sense, the weakest notion of polynomi-
ality which can be applied to «S^, since the running time of any algorithm
which lists the starting times of all n jobs must grow at least linearly with ».
Incremental polynomial time captures the idea that the algorithm outputs
the starting times sequentially and does not spend "too much time" between
two successive outputs. In computing the starting time of job n ,^ however,
the algorithm may need to look at the starting times of 7r', TT* TT-'"' (for
instance, to check feasibility of the partial schedule) and therefore we allow
T(J) - T(J - 1) to depend on j as well as on |D|.
Remark 2.4.3. 77»e intuition 6e/»ind </iis concept is s/ijnt/y dt//erent ./rom
tAat in [64]. J4 more straig/it/oruiani adaptation o/ t/ie rfe/inifton pn>po.secf
fey Jo/inson et a/. u>ou/d 30 somet/iing /i/;e t/iis: </ir;en any subset 0/ jobs,
say J C {1,2,... ,n}, as we// as t/ie starting times 0/ a// /Tie joft.s m ./, t/ie
aigorif/im s/iou/d 6e a6/e to output a jo6 A ^ J and its processing interi'u/
[<*, 2^] in time po/ynomia//y bounded in |J | and |D|. T/iis notion M .stronger
t/ian t/ie one u/e introduced, 6ut we do not /ee/ t/iat it presents muc/i interest
in f/ie sc/iedu/ing context. D
Remark 2.4.4. Jo/inson et a/ in [64] aiso consider f/ie case w/iere >4 ts
required to produce its outputs in some speci/Ied order. SucA a rr(/jiirf:mcnt
may easi/y 6e adapted /or sc/iedu/ing pro6/ems, see (7/iapter .5. for mstanr«,
since scftedu/es are to oe imp/emented in tAe course 0/ time, it may ap;;rar
"natura/" to as/:/or >1 to output 5j(l), 5j(2) 5j(n) in »ncrrasino rm/er
0/ t/ie starting times. WTietAer suc/i reouirements actua//y are meanmg/u/ or
not may 6e de6ata6/e. /It any rate, t/ie corresponding a/gontnms can A^ i^ / te
in terms 0/ t/ie a6ove c/assi^cation. D
Finally, an algorithm runs with polynomial delay when the time claimed
between two successive outputs is polynomial in the input size of the problem.
This is a rather strong requirement, the strongest, in fact, among those dis-
cussed in [64]. We also feel that it is one of the most meaningful requirement«
that may apply to algorithms for high multiplicity scheduling problems.
The following statement summarizes the above discussion.
Proposition 2.4.5. / / .4 w a /ist-generating a/gont/im /or t/ie optimization
version «SP3 0/ a sing/e-macnine sc/iedu/ing pro6/em untAout preemption*,
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.4 run« in po/j/nom»ai hme = > .4 run« witA po/ynomia/ de/ay
= > .4 runs in incrementa/ po/ynomia/ time
=*• .4 runs in po/ynomia/ tota/ time
= > .4 runs in pseudo-po/ynomia/ time.
Proo/. All the implications are easy. For instance, if .4 runs in incremental
polynomial time, then the whole schedule can be generated in time r(n) =
$3" ,[r(j) - r(j - 1)], which is polynomial in n and |D|. Hence, .4 runs in
polynomial total time.
Moreover, if .4 runs in polynomial total time, then .4 also runs in pseudo-
polynomial time, since n = $3i<<<» «j < M* by definition of M. D
2.4.2 Pointwise job-oriented algorithms
In this and the next section, we assume iliai alguiiMiiu »4 1» not inrccaamllj
required to produce the optimal schedule in extension, but that it should
only be able to compute one of the mappings derived from 5 as explained in
Section 2.3.
Definition 2.4.6. .4 pointwise jo6-orien<ed a/</ori/nm /or «ST^  is an a/go-
ri</im .4 w/itr/i, on ewry input (O,j) fj € {1,2,... ,n}j, outputs a pair
j e {1.2 n}
is an optima/ scAedu/e /or D.
As usual, a pointwise job-oriented algorithm for ST>3 is polynomial if,
for every instance D of «SP3 and every j e {1,2,... ,n}, 4^ outputs 5j(j)
in time polynomially bounded in |D|. Thus, the existence of a polynomial
pointwise algorithm .4 simply means that the job-oriented description of the
optimal schedule can be queried in polynomial time or, in other words, that
t he fuiii't ion .S'j: {1,2 n } - » R x R can be computed in polynomial time
(in the sense of [34]).
The following relations hold.
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Proposition 2.4.7. For a sing/e-mac/iine sc/iedu/m<? pro6/em un'tnoui pre-
emptions.
(a) t/«SP3 Aas a po/ynom«a/ />5<-pencra<mg a/gor»Üim, </ien 5P» Aos a po/y-
nomta/ pointwtse jo6-onen<e<f a/goritnm;
(b) »/<f>7>3 «as a po/ynomia/ pomtutse jot-oriented a/gontnm, fAen 5Ps «as
a po/ynom»a/-de/ay /t
Proo/. Assertion (a) holds trivially, since all the elements of an optimal sched-
ule can be generated in polynomial time when a polynomial list-generating
algorithm is available.
Conversely, if .4 is a polynomial pointwise job-oriented algorithm, then .4
can be called n times to compute successively Sj(l), Sj(2), . . . , S/(n). Since
the running time of each call is polynomial in |£)|, the resulting list-generating
algorithm runs with polynomial delay. D
So, intuitively, polynomial pointwise job-oriented algorithms full some-
where between polynomial and polynomial-delay list-generating algorithms
in the hierarchy described in Proposition 2.4.5.
We shall present some examples of polynomial pointwiso algorithms in
Section 2.5. Interestingly, all such algorithms actually consist of two distinct
algorithms: a first algorithm .4,. which solves <S7>2 while producing a com-
pact "encoding" ("certificate") E of the optimal schedule .S\ and a second
algorithm .4,, which computes 5 j by "decoding" the output produced by .4,-
Let us formulate this notion in more precise terms.
Definition 2.4.8. 4 £-p/iase jofc-oriented a/gorilAm /or 57>3 w a pair o/ o/-
(?ori</ims ( ^ , > ^ ) suc/i </ia<
/j on t/ie mpu< D, A outputs a string (/£?*,E) u»Aere /^* i.s t/jp optima/
oftjective ra/ue 0/5P3;
2; on t/ie input (D, j , / ) f ,E), A outputs a pair 5 J ( J ) - (<iO).<2Ü)) ««c/i
t/iat
5 - {(j,<i(j).MJ)) : j € { l , 2 n}}
is an optima/ sc/iedu/e /or Z).
The string E in this definition represents the encoding of the optimal
solution.
Now, a 2-phase job-oriented algorithm runs in polynomial time if both
.4, and .4„ run in time polynomial in the size of their respective inputs (this
implies, in particular, that the size of E must be polynomially related to the
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size of D). Note that these requirements are stronger than the requirements
for a polynomial pointwise job-oriented algorithm: indeed, for a polynomial
pointwise job-oriented algorithm to be polynomial, it need not compute the
optimal objective value /£?* in time polynomial in |D|. In fact, for such an
algorithm, the only requirement on the computation of the objective function
value comes from our blanket assumption that, given a description of 5 in ex-
tension, the corresponding objective function value can be computed in time
polynomial in |D| and |5 | (cf. Section 2.3). Prom a complexity viewpoint,
the following problem captures the difference between polynomial 2-phase
job-oriented algorithms and polynomial pointwise job-oriented algorithms:
3-SAT SCHEDULING:
INSTANCE: D = (2",C), where C is a 3-SATISFIABILITY (3-SAT) in-
stance on A/ variables, and there are n — 2^ jobs of the same type.
SCHEDULES: There is only one feasible schedule, namely Sj = {(j, j , j+1) :
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION: //, = 1 if C is satisfiable, /D = 0 otherwise.
The reader may verify that all of our blanket assumptions concerning
high multiplicity problems hold for 3-SAT SCHEDULING; in particular, the
optimal value of the schedule can be computed in time polynomial in the
length of the schedule, viz. 2^.
Proposition 2.4.9. Pro6/em 3-SAT SCHEDULING Aas a po/ynorma/ point-
tuwe jot-oriented a/<7ori<Am, 6u< i< Aas no po/;/nomia/ 2-pAase jo&-orien<ed
un/ess P = ,/VP.
Proo/. For 3-SAT SCHEDULING, the mapping Sj can trivially be com-
puted in polynomial time: given (D,j), just return (j, j + 1). Hence, the
problem admits a polynomial pointwise job-oriented algorithm. But com-
puting the optimal value of the problem (i.e., solving 5^a) is NP-hard, since
this amounts to solving the 3-SAT problem in polynomial time. Since a 2-
phase job-oriented algorithm requires an algorithm .4« which outputs a string
(/p*, E) where /p* is the optimal objective value of «SP3, such an algorithm
cannot be polynomial unless P = TV P. Q
The following proposition identifies the conditions under which the ex-
istence of a polynomial 2-phase job-oriented algorithm is equivalent to the
existence of a pointwise job-oriented algorithm.
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Proposition 2.4.10. TAe optimization version «SP3 0/ a sinp/e-macAine
scAedu/tnp pro6/em t/n/Aou< preemptions admits a po/ynor«ia/ 2-pAa.se jo6-
oriented a/(?ont/im t/ and on/y 1/ it Aas a po/ynomia/ pointwise jo6-oriented
alporitAm and tAe correspondinp et^a/uation profc/em 5T>2 is po/ynomia//y so/t>-
a6/e.
Proo/ If SP3 has a polynomial 2-phase job-oriented algorithm (.4«, ,4„), then
a polynomial pointwise job-oriented algorithm is obtained IUS follows. When
handed the input (£>. j) with j > 1, the algorithm first runs .4, 011 P to
obtain (/p*,E), then runs «4„ on (D,j,/^*,E) to compute S'j(j). Nnti- 1l1.it
the total running time of this procedure is polynomial in |D|. Moreover, .4«
solves 5^2 in polynomial time.
Conversely, let .4* be an algorithm that solves 5 P j in polynomial time,
then identify .4«. with .4*. The output of .4* is simply /£*, thus the string 5]
is empty. If 57^3 has a polynomial pointwise job-oriented algorit Inn .4 I hi'ii
the decoding algorithm .4,, can be identified with .4: when running on the
input (£), j , /D*) , the algorithm simply ignores the information /ß*. D
By definition, if ST>j is polynomially solvable, then /Jf can be computed
in time polynomial in |D|. This property is clearly different from our general
assumption for high multiplicity scheduling problems, namely that, given a
description of 5 in extension, / D ( 5 ) can be computed in time polynomial in
|D| and |S|. This difference is responsible for the two different result« stated
in Proposition 2.4.10 and Proposition 2.4.9 above.
Remark 2.4.11. 77ie reader may note t/iat l/iere raüffof Mme room /or an
intermediate resu/t 6ettueen Proposition 2.^. /0 and Propojtfton f.^.9. /rtde«f,
it is open u;Aetner po/ynomia/ 2-pAase jo6-oriented a/^ontAms are eflutt;a/ent
to po/ynomia/ pointwise jo6-oriented a/oont/ims under tAe /o//ounnp condi-
tion: piren a description 0/ an optima/ sc/iedu/e 5, /o(5) can te computed
in time po/ynomia/ in D. 77iis condition imp/icit/y requires tnat tAe descrip-
tion 0/ an optima/ scAedu/e is not tAe eztensit/e /ist o/jo6s, since sucA a /ist
is 6y de/inition 0/ superpo/ynomia/ /enptA. //ou/ever, it does not reauire tAat
tAe optima/ scAedu/e 5 6e /ound m time po/ynomia/ in D, nor does it reauire
tAat SP2 6c po/ynomta//y so/t>a6/e. i / ' J; D
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2.4.3 Pointwise time-oriented algorithms
Of course, a definition similar to Definition 3 can be proposed for time-
oriented descriptions of the optimal schedule.
Definition 2.4.12. v4 pointwise time-oriented a/^orit/im /or 5^3 is an a/-
^ortt/im .4 w/iic/i, on t/ie input (D,t) twitA t € R, outputs ST(0> w/iere S^ is
/ne time-oriented mapping derived /rom an optima/ sc/iedu/e 5.
Similarly to Proposition 2.4.7, the following relations hold.
Proposition 2.4.13. For a smo/e-mac/iine sc/iedu/ing pro6/em wit/iout pre-
emption.«,
(a) i/ 57^3 Aaa a po/ynomia/ /ist-generating a/goriiAm, tAen 5^3 Aas a po/j/-
nomia/ jwm<ti;ue time-oriented a/ooritAm;
(b) i/ 5T*3 Aas a po/ynomia/ poinfttfise time-oriented a/gorit/tm, and i/ an
upper-feound /7 on /Tie mafce.qpan o/ t/ie optima/ sc/iedu/e can 6e computed in
po/ynomia/ time, t/ien 57^3 Aas a po/ynomia/-de/ay /ist-generating a/gorit/im.
PTOO/. Assertion (a) holds as in Proposition 2.4.7.
Conversely, if «4 is a polynomial pointwise time-oriented algorithm, then
.4 can be used to determine the makespan of 5, by binary search over the
interval [0, (/] (note that .4 returns .^(t) = (0,0,0) if and only if t exceeds
the makespan of the optimal schedule). This requires O(logt/) calls on .4,
where logf/ is polynomial in |D|. Say the makespan is equal to C„,<n, and
•Sr(G„<») = (jtflits)- Then, j is the last job to be scheduled. The same
procedure can be iterated over the interval [0,ti], and eventually generates
the processing intervals of all the jobs in reverse order. The whole procedure
runs with polynomial delay. D
2.5 Applications: single-machine models
We now illustrate the concepts introduced in the previous sections on several
examples of high multiplicity problems.
Example 2.5.1. (Weighted number of tardy jobs - continued). /I
dtscus.ston o/ t/it,s pu)6/rm was a/readj/ .started in Section 2.5. Let us now
s/»ow tAat t/»e approac/» m [58] /eads to a po/ynomia/ tu'o-p/iase jo6-onented
a/gorit/im fand Aence, to a po/j/Ttom»«/ pointwise jo6-onented atyoritAmy /or
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fAe optimization version o/ t/tis prob/em. First, fAe so/ution fo,^ 0/ me
transportation pro6/em can be computed in O(s log s) time and constitutes me
reauired encoding E. TAen, given a jo6 index j , we /irst determine tAe type
0/ ^/tis jo6, i.e., fAe unique index t* sucA fAaf 5Zi<«<.« "1 < J ^ Z)i<t<i« "••
/ / r = j - 5 3 K , < J . «i. we /oo/; at jo6 j as tAe r-tA rep/tcafion 0/job type »*.
yVext, we compute tAe index 0/ tAe interva/ uiAere j must 6e scAeduied: tAis is
fAe t?a/ue o/t" sucA tAat $3K(<(» •X't*,« < r < $2i<«r •'"•*.•• ^ w - "'* compute
fAe number o/jofts wAicA must ie processed 6e/ore j in tAe interva/ (aV_i,a7],
We can assume tAat tAis is
i.r + (r - 1 -
^i.e., tAe numter o/jo6s 0/ type i < i ' processed in tAe interva/ t*, p/t«
tAe number 0/jots 0/ type i* processed 6e/ore j 6ut not a/ready pfwcessed in
a previous interva// Fina//y, tAe starting time 0 / j is given 6y d(._i f q.
C/ear/y, tAw procedure yie/ds 5j( j ) in fstrong/y^ po/ynomia/ time. Äimi/ar
arguments sAou; tAat Sj- can 6e computed pointuhse in po/ynomta/ time. D
Example 2.5.2. (Total deviat ion J I T ) . An instance 0/tAis pro6/em Aas
fAe /orm D - (s .ni .na, . -. ,n , ) , unm tAe usua/ interpretation. /I//jofc.s Aave
unit processing time. Assume tAat a// jo6s Aave 6een se(/uen«;d on « «rjg/ß
macAine, and /ef x^ < denote tAe number 0/ jobs 0/ type i wAicA Aave 6een
seouenced in tAe interva/ [0, t] ß = l , 2 , . . . , s ; t = 1,2, . . . , n / 7'Ac tota/
weigAted deviation J /T pro6/em asfcs /or a seouence «;AicA minimizes fAe fofa/
wetg/iea" deviation
E X M - « ^ ) . (2.1)
wAere F is a unimoda/, convex /unction u/AicA pena/izes tAe devtaf ion between
fAe actua/ cumu/ated production XJI and tAe idea/ production frij/n up fo time
t.
/CubiaÄ: and 5efAi in [72| and [74) gave a po/ynomia/ fofa/ time /isf-generafino
a/gorifAm uhtA comp/extfy O(n'') /or tA« prob/em, by re/ormu/ating if a« an
assignment prob/em. /f is unfcnoum u/AefAer its recognition or its eva/uafion
versions can be so/ved in po/ynomia/ time, or even u/Aef Aer fAey are in N P
or co-NP. D
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Example 2.5.3. (Maximum deviation JIT). T/iis pno6/em is 5tmi/ar to
t/ie pretnotts one, except t/iat t/ie o6jective /unction f2.7^ is rep/aced 6y a
pena/ütn^ fAe maximum deviation, name/y
max max l i ^ - < — I- (2.2)
[12] «Aou/ed t/iat tne recognition version o/ tAe maximum deviation
pro6/em, i.e., SPi , M in co-TVP, tut t/ie exact comp/exify o/SPi is current/y
un/tnowm. [105] gave a po/ynomia/ tota/ time /ist-generating a/gorit/im /or
t/iis pro6/em. /nteresting/y, Wien t/ie optima/ ofcjective va/ue is Anoum, t/ien
tAeir a/goritAm prioduces tne optima/ sc/jedu/e untA po/ynomia/ de/ay ('not/itng
aimt/ar seems to fte ATioum /or t/ie tota/ deviation J/T pro6/em, /or instance/
[12] proved t/iat t/ie eva/uation version «S^ o/ t/ie maximum deviation
J/T profc/em can 6e so/ved in po/ynomia/ time w/ien s is ^ xed. /n view o/ tne
pre?;ious remark, t/iis a/so jmp/ies t/iat t/ie optimization version 5^3 can 6e
so/ved unt/» po/ynomta/ de/ay tv/ien s is /ixed. But even in tnis case, we do not
Ano«; w/iet/ier tne/ie is a po/unomia/ pomttvise a/goht/im /or computing Sy or
ST. D
2.6 General scheduling problems
In this section, we propose an extension of the above discussion which encom-
passes more general scheduling problems involving multiple machines and job
preemptions. We first have to agree on the definition of a schedule in this
framework. Several options exist, but the following one seems quite generic.
For an instance involving n jobs and m machines, we define a schedule to be
a (finite) subset 5 of {1,2,.. . , n} x {1,2,.. . , m} x R x R. The interpretation
is that, if (j, Ar,ti,tj) € S, then job j must be processed on machine & with-
out preemption from time tj to time tj. So, the elements of 5 completely
describe the Gantt chart of the schedule.
As in Section 2.4.1, a list-generating algorithm .4 for problem SP3 suc-
cessively outputs the elements of an optimal schedule 5. We denote by T(/)
the running time of .4 until it outputs the /-th element of S. In particular,
T( |5 | ) represents the running time of .4. All the complexity classes intro-
duced in Section 2.4.1 can be generalized in a straightforward and consistent
way: simply substitute |5 | for n in all definitions. Proposition 2.4.5 can also
be partially generalized as follows.
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Proposition 2.6.1. / / .4 is a /ist-t/eneraimg algorithm/or the optimization
version SP3 0/ o generoi sc/iedu/m^ pro6/em,
•4 runs in polynomial time => .4 runs with polyriomia/ delay
==> <4 runs in incremental ;w/j/t»or/n«/ time
=*• «4 ruas in polynomial total time.
Proo/. The same arguments apply as for Proposition 2.4.5. D
Remark 2.6.2. For preemptive problems, tne size 0/ an optimal .sc/iedule
5 is not easily determined as a /unction 0/ t/ie input parameters, /t may
even happen t/iat several optimal schedules exist, where some optimal sched-
ules would be exponentially laroer t/ian ot/iers. /n such a case, it may seem
desirable to reouire that the algorithm «4 generate a schedule whose sue is
polynomially 6ounded in the size 0/ the smallest optimal schedule. (/Vote that
this dtj^ iculty is not speci/ic to hioh multiplicity pro6lems, but may even arwa
/or traditional "low-multiplicity" problemsJ
For many preemptive scheduling problems, it can be shown that there ex-
ists an optimal schedule 5 involving a "small number" 0/preemptions, mean-
ing typically that |5 | = O(nm). When this is the case, it it reasonable to
neguire that 5 outputs a schedule 0/ size polynomial in nm. D
Remark 2.6.3. For general scheduling problems, contrary to the
machine non-preemptive case, we cannot claim that polynomial total time
algorithms also run in pseudo-polynomial time. 7'his is because the size 0/
the optimal schedule |5 | , as opposed to the number 0/jobs n, may not be
bounded by a polynomial in A/, viz. the largest number occurring in the in-
stance fc/. the proo/0/Proposition 2.^.5/ //the size o/the schedule generated
by the algorithm is polynomial in nm fc/. previous remar&j, then polynomial
total time implies pseudo-polynomial time, as in Proposition 2.^.5. D
As in Section 2.3, our definition of a schedule allow» for the derivation of
several associated mappings, which can be viewed as providing alternative
readings of the schedule. For instance, we can define:
• a job-oriented description of the schedule, corresponding to the mapping
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(this is a natural extension of the definition given in Section 2.3, which de-
scribes the complete routing of a job through the shop);
• a mac/nne-oriented description of the schedule, corresponding to the
mapping
(this gives the Gantt chart for a particular machine);
• a (machine,time)-oriented description of the schedule, corresponding to
the mapping
: {1-2 m} x R — {0,1 n} x R x R :
(j,«i,ta) if 0\Mi,*a) ^ ^ »"d either
<i < < < <2i or <i > t and (i is the
first instant when a job is processed
on machine fc after time <;
(0,0,0) if there are no more jobs to be
processed on machine fc after time £.
. 0 describes the state of machine A: at time t, or at the first moment
when the machine is busy after time <)•
Here again, many other partial descriptions of the schedule could be
thought of.
Extending our previous definitions, we can say that an algorithm .4 is a
polynomial pointwise algorithm for S^x if. given any machine fc and time <,
.4 outputs .?>A/r(fc.O i'i polynomial time.
However, analyzing the complexity of the derived mappings Sj or 5«
deserves more care, since these mappings are set-valued, rather than single-
VHIIKHI as in Section 2.3. In their case, it seems natural to combine the
notions of list-generating and pointwise algorithms. For instance, we could
say that .4 runs (pointwise) with polynomial delay for Sj if, given any job
j , .4 outputs the elements of the set S/(./) with polynomial delay. Such
definitions may or may not prove useful or meaningful, depending on the
context, and we will not dive deeper into their discussion.
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2.7 Applications: general case
Clifford and Posner in [22] investigate the complexity of several parallel
machine scheduling problems with high multiplicity. They establish that
several of these problems are polynomially solvable both in their recogni-
tion and in their optimization versions (e.g., P| | 5Z^  f *, or Q| | £ \ (7,), but
they also argue that there is no polynomial description of the optimal sched-
ule in terms of job groups for some other problems (e.g., P|;»mt?i|(",„„,, and
Q2|pmtn| £3 C"j). We now show, however, that this does not pnvlude other
efficient descriptions of the optimal schedule. We only handle two simple
cases, as these suffice to illustrate our claim.
Example 2.7.1. (Makespan minimizat ion) . C7oris«<fpr,/zr.«< P|pmtn|Cma#>
i.e., tAe mafcespan minimisation pro6/ern /or a sc( o/jo6s <O 6e prrwcaserf pre-
emptit/e/j/ over para//e/ identical mac/itne«. An instance o/ tAe profc/em is a
t/ector
u/Aere m is tAe numfrer o/ macAines and pj is tAe processing (tme o/ a jot o/
«ypei ^ = 1 ,2 , . . . , « /
and Posner in [22] oftserve t/ia< t/ie e»;a/ua<ion version o/ / ' |
can 6e so/ved in po/j/nomia/ fime. /ndeed, m j/iew o/a we//-iti«twi
resu/< o/[86j, i/ie optima/ ra/ue o/iAis proWem is e^ua/ <o
can 6e ej9?cienf/j/ computed.
cyVauij/iton's a/gorit/im determines a sc/iedu/e iwt/i mafcespan e</ua/ to
/t ^rst /ist« a// jots in tAe natura/ order 1,2,. . . . n. 77ien, it cuts t/iis
seauence, vieiwed as a sin^/e-mac/nne sc/iedu/e, into at most m sutse^uences
o/ /enot/t C^,„. Fina//y, tne A-tn sufcseouence is assigned to mac/iine ^, /or
Jt = l , 2 , . . . , m fsee (86, 94] /
Even u»it/i a sing/e jot tj/pe. tAe optima/ sc/iedu/e may require Ü(m) pre-
emptions, lunere m is eiponentiaZ in tAe input size. From t/ii.«, CYt/ford,
and Posner [22] conc/ude tAat "it is not posstt/e to create an optima/ scned-
tiie f...j in po/ynomia/ time" and Aence, tAat tAe optimization wersion o/
P|pmtn|Cmar ' " EA^P \ P . 77iis is ratAer surprising, in uieu; o/ tAe sim-
o/ tAe eua/ua/ion prot/em <SP2 <*"d o/ A/c^VaugAton's a/goritAm. A s a
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matter o//act, we note tAat tAe optima/ scAedu/e can actua//y 6e computed
u/ttA po/ynomia/ de/ay. A/ore precise/j/, tAe jo6-oriented description Sj can
6e computed ('pomtunse^ untA po/ynomia/ de/ay, as /o//ou;s easi/y /rom tAe de-
scription o/A/c/VaugAton's a/goritAm. TAis imp/ies ('as m Proposition 2.^ .7 )^
tAat an optima/ sc/iedu/e can 6e generated witA po/ynomia/ de/ay. Simi/ar/y,
tAe ('mac/i»ne,<ime^-oriented description 5wr can fte computed pointunse in
po/ynomia/ time. D
Example 2.7.2. (Sum of completion t imes). Consider tAe pro6/em
J3, Cj. i4n instance is a vector
pi < pj < • •. < p», fi /'resp. t^,) denotes f/ie speed o/ mac/line 7 fresp.
machine 5^ and t>i > vj. /n an optima/ sc/iedu/e, f/ie ^rst jot o/ type i starts
on macAine / at time 0. /I// ot/ier jots start processino on mac/iine 5 in 5PT
order, and are moved to machine i w/ieneuer fAis macAine 6ecomes avai/a6/e.
C/i^ord and Posner [22] de/ine tAe ouantity o-,(j), representing tAe amount
o/ time tAat tAe j-tA jot o/ type i spends on macAine i. TAey prove fAat, /or
j = 1,2, . . . , r i j and i - 1,2, . . . , s ,
f ^ ) ( ^ y , (2-3)
= 0 and o-,(0) = <7i_i(r»j_i) /or 2 < i < s. fh)m tAese diß'erence
rauation.s, tAey denve an expression o/ tAe optima/ va/ue u>AicA can te com-
puted tn O(••»'•') time, tAus proving tAat tAe eva/uation version o/tAe pro6/em
is so/va6/e in po/ynomia/ time, //owever, even «;Aen s = 1, eacA jo6 may
Aave a di/ferent processing time on macAine 7. So, Aere again, C/i/ford and
Posner (2*2] conc/ude tAat tAe optimization version o/ Q.2|pmtn| J3 Cj " *"
E A ' P \ P .
yVote tAat, in view o/ tAe above description, every job j is preempted at
most once in tAe optima/ scAedu/e, so tAat tAe jo6-onented description 5 J ( J )
contaifis at most tu»o e/ements /or j = 1,2,... ,n. We c/aim tAat S/(j) can
be computed in po/ynomia/ time/or a// j , and Aence, an optima/ scAedu/e can
be generated uhtA po/ynomia/ de/ay.
To estab/tsA our c/atm. consider a jo6 j * . ^ s in £xamp/e /, assume tAat
j * is tAe r-tA rep/iration o/jo6 type i*. 7o6 j * starts on macAine / as soon as
a// previot« jobs Aave 6een comp/eted on tAts macAine, meaning at time *i =
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Problem
I|PJ = 1111,-Wjtfj
total deviation JIT
max deviation JIT
max deviation JIT,
fixed 5
P|pmtn|C_
Q2|pmtn| 53* C>
P
?
co-NP
P
P
P
P
?c
~
P
P
P
List-generating
polynomial delay
total polynomial
total polynomial
polynomial delay
polynomial delay
polynomial delay
Pointwtoe
S j , S7- polynomialfr-
fr-
S j polynomial delay,
S \ / T polynomial
S j polynomial
Table 2.1: Complexity of various problems
E i <.<.• E i <><n. *<(?) + Ei<><r<VO')- 5tondofTf summation/orrnu/as/or
power series a//ou» (o compute ti in po/j/nomtai time. We can also m.i»/j/
compute now muc/i time j * spends on mocninc 2 fname/v, (pj* - Vi<v(r))/t'a
units o/ <imej and, sufe<rarttng /Tiw ijuanhij/ /rorn t), deduce tne starting
time o/j* on mac/itne 2. 7Yiis yte/ds a comp/ete description o/5j(j*) in
po/ynomia/ time. D
The results concerning the different models discussed in this section, and
in Section 2.5, are summarized in Table 1. Note that all thnso problems can
be solved in pseudo-polynomial time. A question mark in the table menus
that we do not know anything beyond this fact (which is often nontrivial in
itself).
2.8 Discussion
The complexity of high multiplicity scheduling problems has been discussed
by several authors, but it seems that a fully satisfactory framework has been
missing so far for this discussion. The aim of this chapter is to propose such
a framework.
A main (albeit obvious) observation is that the complexity of the task
"output an optimal schedule" cannot be meaningfully discussed unless we
explicitly clarify the form of the output. It makes a big difference, for in-
stance, whether we want to generate all elements of a schedule, viewed as
a set, or whether we just want to compute some elements of the schedule,
viewed as a mapping.
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In the classification scheme that we propose, we see that there is in fact
no essential difference between the nature of the simple, compact encoding
of an optimal schedule for P|pm<n|C,naz provided by the description of Mc-
Naughton's algorithm [86], and the nature of the compact encoding of an
optimal schedule for l|p, = 1| JV ^j^j provided by the solution of the trans-
portation problem in [58] (cf. Table 1). In both cases, what comes out of
the algorithm and of its proof of correctness is not an exp/tci< description of
the optimal schedule, but an tmp/ici£ description - an encoding - which can
be used either to generate the schedule in extension, or to compute various
derived mappings in a pointwise fashion (in a 2-phase approach).
Different encodings of the optimal schedule, however, may differ in the
extent to which they allow an efficient decoding into explicit schedules. The
classification of algorithms proposed in this chapter provides one way of dis-
tinguishing algorithms on this basis.
Algorithms for high multiplicity scheduling problems may also be com-
pared on other grounds than those discussed in previous sections. In particu-
lar, A may Aw cAanvaiMF to aUwv/?' JAtfu» £UJ JJbp ha&is of tiieir space complexity,
rather than time complexity only. For instance, Kubiak and Sethi's ([72] and
(74]) formulation of the total deviation just-in-time problem requires ft(n)
time and space. Similar issues have been discussed, in various contexts, by
[29, 79] and [64].
Finally, the results displayed in Table 1 suggest that the relationship be-
tween different complexity classes may go deeper than the simple implications
mentioned in Propositions 2.4.5 or 2.6.1. It would be useful to investigate
some of these relations in future work.
Chapter 3
The high multiplicity travelling
salesman problem
3.1 Introduction - .; j
Mass customization continues to place new demands on manufacture,
new demands concern manufacturing technology, as well a« planning Mid
scheduling issues. The customization is often achieved by offering u choice of
(optional) parts on a generic product. In manufacturing terms, this comes
down to being able to customize the generic product during the assembly
stage, using various components. This concept has become known as assem-
ble to order [8]. Together with lean manufacturing requirements, assemble
to order techniques pose new challenging planning and scheduling problems
for manufacturers.
'"" In a mass customization environment, demand for products is not entirely
handled at the customer level. For several stages of the production process,
demand is rather dealt with at the level of product variations, for instance,
because the demand figures are (partly) forecasts. The idea is that there
is one product variation for each possible choice of components (or several
closely resembling choices combine into one variation). In this chapter we
refer to the variations as types. Further, we deal with a situation where the
assembly process is executed on an assembly line. As is customary in such
settings, we assume that demand is specified at the level of product types:
expected number of products per type for the next planning period, e.g., a
month. The question that we would like to answer is: how to sequence all
products of the various types through the assembly process? -- . - T.
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Of course, this question has been studied before in several different con-
texts. First of all, there is a line of research dealing with so-called assembly
line balancing problems (see, e.g., [4, 76, 89]). This research originates from
car assembly line scheduling problems at Toyota. Mostly, these papers as-
sume that each assembly step takes a same, constant, amount of time. The
task might now be to sequence the cars in such a way that the output levels
are at any time proportional to the demand ratios. Alternatively, the se-
quencing problem might be to sequence the cars in such a way that the lines
feeding the assembly line have a balanced workload.
Another line of research, having its roots in a variety of different man-
ufacturing applications, also deals with related sequencing problem. These
problems may again assume a linear production system, but the sequencing
objective is now to optimize throughput rather than the the line balance.
Related models can be found in maintenance and data broadcast scheduling
[7, 9, 68, 107|.
The problem under investigation can be further defined and specified as
follows. We denote by J = {1,2,... ,s} the set of product (job) types. For
each product (job) type j € J there is a nonnegative integer Dj describing
the demand of the j-th product for the next planning period, which speci-
fies the number of type j jobs to be assembled. Further, we denote by Cjj
the time interval required between inputting a type i job and a type j job,
t, j € ./, into the system. These c^j's can be considered as sequence depen-
dent processing times in a single machine scheduling problem, as sequence
dependent switch over times, or as the waiting times between inputting parts
into a permutation no-wait flow shop. Such a permutation no-wait flow shop
system is often an adequate model for an assembly system. Notice that this
problem specification is quite general. (For instance, it contains scheduling
problems in which the processing times are not sequence dependent as a
special case.)
When Dy = 1 for all j € J, and interpreting the c<j as the distance
between a city t and a city j , the sequencing problem that minimizes the
sum of the sequence dependent c j^ is the classic travelling salesman problem
(TSP). For reasons that will become clear soon, we refer to scheduling prob-
lems in which ZJ, 1 for all job types as smg/e mufttp/ictty problems. In the
classical, single multiplicity, TSP. we have the number of cities to be visited
n = a and an explicit input parameter c,^ for each pair of cities. Hence,
the length of the encoded input is O(s^ max,jgj log c,j). In the sequencing
problem that we investigate, there are multiplicities Dj, j € J, of jobs having
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the same processing requirements. Therefore, in any compact encoding the
input is of length O(s* max{max_,gj log D,; m a x ^ . / logc^}) and n may well
be exponential with respect to this input size. For purposes of this chapter
the scheduling (sequencing) problems in which the input is specified this way,
we call /ug/» mu/ltp/icity sc/ie<fuim# («eyuenctnjj problems.
As we know already from the introduction in Chapter 1, from a com-
plexity perspective, high multiplicity scheduling problems giw n-.r i.< -.-\.T.-I1
characteristic questions. Let us demonstrate this more sptvihrulh l>\ roiiMil-
ering high multiplicity sequencing problems with a makespan minimization
objective. First of all, note that explicit specification for a high multiplicity
sequence of jobs requires an amount of space that is not polynomial in the
input size. Therefore, it is not a priori clear that high mult iplicity sequencing
problem are in P-SPACE, let alone in NP. Hence, researchers have investi-
gated whether optimal sequences can be compactly encoded. In particular,
a question that has attracted attention is: Can polynomial algorithms for
single multiplicity problem be extended so as to solve in polynomial time,
the high multiplicity version (see, e.g., [2])? Another question that has been
researched is: For problems that are known to be NP-complete in tin« single
multiplicity version, is the high multiplicity version solvable in polynomial
time if the number of types is fixed? This question is especially interesting
since in many practical applications, the number of different types will be
small compared to the numbers of multiplicities. "•*
In practical settings in which the above high multiplicity scheduling prob-
lems arises, makespan optimization is important but not necessarily t he dom-
inant objective function. In addition, managers and planners think it to be
desirable to have the output over time more or less in proportion to the
multiplicities of the types. Among the advantages of such a policy arc low
inventories and a smooth workload. Consequently, it has become standard
practice to repeatedly execute a short assembly sequence in which the jobs
are produced in the required relative quantities. The concept of minima/ part
seis builds on this idea [54, 55]. A minimal part set (MPS) is constructed as
follows. Let Do be the greatest common divisor of the set of multiplicities
Do = GCD(D, , D j , . . . , D,). Further let n^ = D^/Do, for j 6 J. The mini-
mal part set is described by the vector (rti, n ? , . . . , n,). A popular approach
to find a good sequence is now to find a sequence for the MPS that, when
repeatedly executed, yields among all such sequences the highest throughput
rate.
In assembly or production systems, the approach described above ide-
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ally results in low inventories, balanced workloads, and a simple and stable
schedule, which is not too complicated to find. However, this approach may
well yield sub-optimal throughput rates. In this chapter we investigate high
multiplicity sequencing problems with a cycle time minimization objective.
In particular, we are interested in the trade-off between a long run cycle time
versus the length of the MPS sequence that is repeatedly executed. A basic
question that we will address is whether for a given instance there exists a
finite repetitive cyclic policy that yields the optimal throughput rate.
The permutation no-wait flow shop scheduling problem F|no-u;ai<|C,nax
in the three field representation scheme by [40], is an important application
for the research presented in this chapter. We therefore quickly review its
complexity status as well as complexity status of its high multiplicity version.
It is well known, see, e.g., [109], that the permutation no-wait flow shop can
be modelled as a travelling salesman problem. For the case of two machines,
the resulting TSP instances have a distance matrix with a special structure,
and, in the single multiplicity case, the cycle time minimization problem can
be solved in polynomial time by the Gilmore & Gomory algorithm, see [38].
Agnetis in |2] shows that the high multiplicity version of the two machine
no-wnit flow shop scheduling problem can also be solved in polynomial time,
by an extension of the Gilmore & Gomory algorithm. From [98] we know
that for three and more machines the decision versions of permutation no-
wnit flow shop scheduling problems are NP-complete in the strong sense as
well IUS the travelling salesman problem in general.
The idea of finding an optimal sequence for an MPS is encountered in
various other settings, such as the literature on assembly line balancing, or
the literature on maintenance scheduling. Another previously investigated
problem that fits in this framework is the high multiplicity TSP (HMTSP),
which is sometimes referred to as "the travelling salesman problem with many
visits to few cities". We derive several results that can be applied to HMTSP.
In this respect, our work extends earlier work on the HMTSP, as it can be
found in [23, 65, 69, 96, 107].
3.2 Problem statement and formulations
In this chapter we consider a general high multiplicity scheduling problem
with sequence dependent processing times. In fact, we will not be interested
so much in the actual scheduling of tasks, i.e., specifying starting times, but
rather in sequencing jobs, i.e., determining the order in which they are to be
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processed. More specifically, we will be interested in what we call the high
multiplicity travelling salesman problem, since it is general enough tu serve
as a model for a variety of scheduling applications (see, e.g., Remark 3.2.3
or [23, 107]).
Definition 3.2.1. 77>e sino/e mu/tip/icity /VO- W4/T FLOW S//OP prt>6/em
Given is fAe set o/jio6s J = { 1 , 2 , . . . , n } wAere eacA job j € 7 anwtsts
o /m operations Oi j .Oaj , . . . ,O„,j. Operation O*j, 1 < fc < m, requires
nonne^otive processing time p^j. Tb comp/ete tAe job j € J a// operations
Oij iOjj , • • • ,Omj must be comp/eted «ntAout any interruptions (^ neitAer op-
eration interruption nor interruption between tAe operations/ /It any time
on/y one operation o/ any job con be processed. TVir operations onrfer is tAe
same /or a// jobs: 1 -< 2 -<. . . -< m. /t is reouircd to /ma* a scAedu/r
tAe startino times o/ tAe jobs or a*e/ine tAe execution sequence o/ tAp
tAat minimizes tAe maximum comp/etion time (VnaAr.span,) overa// jobs.
Definition 3.2.2. TAe AioA muitip/icity <roüe//»ng
F(P) = min ^ j ; Cijxy (3.1)
subject to
5 3 J = " > - j'eJ; (3.2)
i j = " i . i e ^ ; (3.3)
5 1 *'«* - *• VJ' C J such that 7' / 0; (3.4)
ij € Z+, t € J, j € / (3.5)
For a generic instance we will refer to this formulation as P, and to the
value of its optimal solution as F(P).
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a
Figure 3.1: Computing Cjj, t e J, j G
Remark 3.2.3. Consider t/ie nig/t mu/ttp/icity/ormu/afion o/t/ie AWFS/or
a .stn<//c A/P5 uttA cyc/e time minimization oftjective. For eac/i ordered pair
"/ 1^/pc* (i.i) € J X J it w possii/e to compute a num6er c j^ w/iic/i is t/ie
time t/iat must elapse between consecutii/e/y se^uenced products fjo6s, partsj
o/ typr i and type j reapective/y.
/t is we// fcnown /see, e.g., [109]j t/iat usiny t/ie distances Cij, i 6 J, j € J,
computed as /o//ows
(3.6)
AWFS can 6e straig/it/orward/y/ormu/ated as TSP. /ndeed, /ettin^ t/ie jots
correspond to cities, and /etting c<j, t 6 J, j € J, 6e tAe distance tetween
cities i and j , t/ie tasÄ: is to yind a c/osed wa/ifc t/irouy/i a// cities suc/i t/iat it
is thsited euer-y city exact/y once and suc/i tAat t/ie tota/ /engt/i o/ tAe wa/ik is
mtntma/ overa// suc/t
As we already mentioned, the HMTSP is also known as the traveling
salesman problem with many visits to few cities. FVom its formulation as an
integer linear program we conclude that the decision version of the HMTSP,
is in NP. Despite the exponential number of constraints, this is true due to
the fact that there exists a well-known polynomial time test whether the
so-called .su6tour e/imination constraints (3.4) are satisfied or not, see, e.g.,
[1011. Moreover, using Lenstra's algorithm for ILP in fixed dimension, see
[80|, HMTSP can be solved in polynomial time when the number of cities
(types) is fix«!. In fact, combinatorial, strongly polynomial, algorithms for
the case where the number of cities is bounded from above by a constant
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have been developed by Cosmadakis, Papadimitriou, Kanelakis, and Van de
Klundert in [23, 65. 69).
We now explain how an (optimal) sequence can be constructed from an (op-
timal) solution x° to P (see, for instance, [30, 69, 107]). Let [J?J ,X . be
an (optimal) solution to (P). We are going to describe a procedure Con-
vert ToSeguence that can be repeatedly executed to convert the solution and
matrix [X?J]«XJ into a closed walk that traverses arc (i, j ) , exactly r,j times
(i, j € J), and which represents a high multiplicity sequence in which to visit
t h e c i t i e s , r-,--,, . . • v •' • « • • • • • • - : ^ ' ; * = > - ' - * > - , / >
We denote by £7(J, A) the multigraph where the nodes correspond to the
cities in the HMTSP, and each arc (?,j) occurs with multiplicity JJJ. In
the procedure ConvertTbSeguence we use the phrase "simple cycle", which
is to be understood as a simple cycle in G. More precisely, we dotim« a cycle
C = ( (M,»2) , ( t2 , i3 ) , . . . , ( i i , i i ) ) , «T € J, r 6 { 1 , 2 , . . . , t } to be a .iim/>/e
cyc/e if it does not contain any subcycle, i.e., if t^ ^ ir" for any two different
indices r ' , r " € { 1 , 2 , . . . , t } .
Def init ion 3 .2 .4 . Procedure Convert7bSeguence:
Input : [ I ? J ] , X . - , . .
Output: A c/osed waU:, represented 6y a/intte co//ectionC o/pairs (mc,C*),
tü/iere C is a stmp/e cyc/e and me is an integer corresponding to tne numter
o/ copies o/ cyc/e C in <Ae co//ection C
2. Find a cyc/e C , = ((»1,»2),(»2,«s),•••,(»«,«l)). t , 6 J, T 6 1,2
sucA tnat i r / ^ , > 0, r G {1,2 t - 1} and x j " | > 0.
5. Let m, = min{xjj' |(«, j ) € C,} ,C : = C u { ( m , , C , ) }
m, /or (i, j ) € C, and x*^ := x*~' otnewise.
.^ / / [x'j],x* = [0],x«, output: C and stop, e/se set q := q + 1, and
step £.
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The reader may verify that this algorithm can be read as an extension of
the text book algorithm, see, e.g., [92], to find a Eulerian trail in a Eulerian
graph in the following way. We construct a Eulerian walk by traversing the
first edge 21,13 of the first simple cycle Cp Then, we check whether city is is
the first city in any other cycle C/. If this is the case we continue by recursively
traversing C/. Otherwise, or after having recursively traversed C/, we continue
by traversing the second edge of Cj, i.e., (12,13). For city 23, again we look
whether there is some simple, and yet untraversed cycle C, that starts in 13. If
HO, we start traversing C,, and otherwise, or after having recursively traversed
C,, we continue traversing Ci and so on. When Ci is completely traversed,
i.e., after having traversed the arc (t't,ij), and recursively all cycles starting
at ii, we finish by mi — 1 times traversing Ci without making recursive
traversals. In general, when during the construction of the Eulerian walk
some simple cycle C, is completely traversed, we traverse it additionally
m, - 1 times, without making the recursive traversals.
By constraints (3.2) and (3.3), for every city i G J it holds that X)>eJ *«J ~
£j€J *>.' ~ "•• ^ implies that in the graph G every vertex has an even degree
and therefore, see [92], multigraph G is Eulerian, i.e., it contains an Eulerian
cycle (trail, walk). For the correctness of the procedure ConvertTbSeyuence
we also refer to [30]. Let us briefly discus the complexity of the procedure.
First of all, it is not hard to verify that step 2 can be executed in O(s^) time.
Further, [I"J]JX* contains at least one more zero element than [i"7']»x«, by
definition of step 3. Steps 3 to 4 are executed in at most O(s) time. This
leaves the overall time complexity of ConvertToSeguence to be O(s^). In ad-
dition, this reasoning implies that the collection C consists of at most O(s')
pairs (?fi^,C). Since % and C are also polynomially bounded in the input
size, the output of ConvertTbSeguence encodes an optimal solution polyno-
mially in the input size. Hence, we have two compact encoding schemes of
optimal solutions: C, and [x?j],x,. In subsequent sections these compact en-
coding schemes will be contrasted with not necessarily polynomial encoding
schemes in which solutions are more explicitly specified. An example of such
an encoding scheme is to disregard the multiplicities and completely specify
the sequence in which the cities are to be visited.
We now continue by considering some relaxations and extensions of Defi-
nition 3.2.2. For a generic instance we define T to be the problem that results
from P by relaxing the subtour elimination constraints (3.4):
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Definition 3.2.5. •-'•' - • ,«•,
F(T) - min £ 5 > j Z , j > ' (3.7)
i€J *€./
subject to
7V 5T (3.8)
(3.10)
We denote the value of the optimal solution of T by F(T). Problem T
is a transportation problem, and therefore always has an integral optimal
solution that can be found in time polynomial in the input size, see, e.g.,
[92J.
Finally, we introduce a more general problem formulation of th<> cycle
time minimization problem. Since the research aims to find input w(|iiunces
that yield maximum throughput, we propose a formulation that allows more
general input sequences, not just input sequences for MPSs:
Definition 3.2.6. Consider a postftve tntcyer parameter / € N. Let us
em, IU/HC/I ts p<WBm«tnc on /:
i^53 (3.11)
subject to
~~ ,j = l x n j , j G J ; (3.12)
(3.13)
(3-15)
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Let us call this problem P(/). We shall again refer to the objective func-
tion of P(/) by F(P(/)), or F(/) for short.
Now, the problem is to find such a parameter /* that minimizes F(/) over
all/ € N. Indeed, given an optimal pair (Z',x*), it encodes a sequence in
which each city j € J is visited £Vgj *<j = i ' x r i j times. Hence, the resulting
sequence contains /' MPSs. Let us recall that the aim is to maximize the
throughput rate. This is achievable by minimizing the minimum cycle time
over all natural numbers /. Thus, in a scheduling context, and allowing /* be
infinity, the optimal solution value F(/*) specifies the maximum throughput
rate attainable while producing all types in the prespecified ratios.
Notice that P(/) can be solved in polynomial time when s is fixed [80].
As before, we define T(/) to be the problem that results from P(Z) after
relaxing the subtour elimination constraints:
Definition 3.2.7.
J £ £ (3.16)
subject to
£ j j = / x r i j , j e J ; (3.17)
i j = / x n i , i € J ; (3.18)
Xij G Z+, i G J, j G J. (3.19)
Notice that defining j/ij = Xjj//, the problem T(/) can be rewritten as
F(T(/))=min££cy»ij (3-20)
subject to
wij = n>, j e J ; (3.21)
l/ij=n<. » € J ; (3.22)
Ifcj G Z+, t € J, j G J. (3.23)
Hence, we conclude that T(/) and T are identical transportation problems.
By cons«x]uence, for any natural number / the value F(T) yields a lower
bound on F(/).
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3.3 General properties of optimal solutions
In this sect ion we derive some basic properties of the problem P(/). We derive
some results on how the optimal value F(/) decreases when / increases. All
of these results are based on the following inequality:
Theorem 3.3.1. For any natura/ number /, tAe /o/lowtng ina/ua/ity
^ ^ , (3.24)
Proo/. Let x'+' and x',/ € N, denote optimal solutions for P(/ • 1) and P(/)
respectively, and let x'" denote an optimal solution for 7'. Now, notice thai
the vector x' + x*" is a feasible solution for P(/ -f 1). Thus, for any number
l e N w e have
U
f+1
a s r e q u i r e d . - •'-.-..•-^. -/.--^ - ^ . -y ;^ / . - -'^7 ;i*':**r*"->;- .-••/! ••'•- ' . . •' • ' j •
Corollary 3.3.2. F(/) > F(/ + 1) Äo/<is /or ony / € N.
Pnoo/. Using Theorem 3.3.1 we straightforwardly derive,
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where the second inequality follows from the fact that T(/) is obtained from
P(/) by relaxing the sub-tour elimination constraints. D
Theorem 3.3.3. F(/) > F(/ 4-1) »/and on/j/ i/F(Z) > F(T).
Proo/. If F(/) > F(T), then it must hold that
/ „,„ 1
^ +
by Thoornm 3.3.1. Conversely, if F(/) = F(T), it must hold that
F(/ + l) > F(T(/ + 1))
r
Combined with Corollary 3.3.2 this yields that F(J + 1) = F(i). Q
By consequence, we also have the following corollary: i
Corollary 3.3.4. //Mere exists Z° suc/i Mat F(/°) = F(T) tnen F(Z) = F(T) j
/or any number / > /°. ;
j Hence, the question arises whether for a given instance there exists /" such
that F(/°) = F(T)? Moreover, in the case that the answer is affirmative, one
would like to efficiently compute or at least estimate the smallest number f
such that the equality holds. These questions will be discussed and answered
in Sections 3.4 and 3.5. In the case that the answer is negative, there might
still be some long run stabilization worthy of characterization. Pursuing this
direction, we first consider the following theorem, which is an extension of
Theorem 3.3.1.
Theorem 3.3.5. For any ^red natura/ number /* and any natural number
< j F ( / ' ) + ^ F ( T ) . •'•'•" (3.25)
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Figure 3.2: Stabilization on F(T)
Proo/. We shall prove the theorem by induction on f from the basis /*. For
any natural number / ' we derive that F ( f ) < /* x F(/*)//* + ( / * - / • ) X
F(T) / / = F( / ' ) , and hence (3.25) holds for / - /*.
Now, suppose that for some number / > /* property (3.25) holds. We
prove that based on this induction hypothesis the validity of this property
for / + 1 can be derived. From Theorem 3.3.1 we obtain that F(/ + 1) <
/ x F(/)/(f + 1) + F(T)/ ( / + 1) holds for every natural number /. Hence, by
induction we have that . ., -^; ,*af •
1
and the proof is complete. , •••- • - r .• D
Finally, we prove that the value F(/) converges to F(T) when / goes to
infinity.
Theorem 3.3.6. / / tAere eiiats a
is ^ni<e t/ien
lim F(/) = F(T).
numter /* «ucA <Aa< F(/*)
(3.26)
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Figure 3.3: Convergency to F(T) in general case
Proo/. Using Theorem 3.3.5, and letting / > Z* we derive
Hence,
F(T) < lim
I—+OO
Ihn
which yields the desired result. D
In Section 3.5 we obtain a much stronger result which improves Theo-
rems 3.3.1 and 3.3.5. Namely, we shall find that for a very general class of
instances, and for all Z > a - 1, it holds that F(Z) = F(s - 1) x (s - 1)/Z +
F(7) x (/ - a -
Wo finish this section by demonstrating how optimal solutions and objec-
tive function values change with Z.
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Example 3.3.7. Consider tAe /oZ/ouhng
Let J = 0 - 2 , 3 } ;
r»i = 1, r»a = 1, ns = 1;
ci,s = cs,i = a, (a > 1);
Figure 3.4: Example 3.3.7
77ie reader is encouraged to uen/y iAat
• For tAe transportation proWem T it Ao/ds <Aa< F(T) = 3, x ^ = 0 /or
i ^ j and x ^ = 1 /or t = j . TAe co//ec<ion C a» output 6j/ Converi-
in «A« ca5e is C = {(1,(1,1)), (1,(2,2)), (1.(3,3))}.
( ,
For (Ae pro6/em P( l ) we Aaue F(P) = a + 2. An optima/ .<io/ution /or
<Ais pro6/em is x)j = l / o r ( i , j ) € {(1,2),(2,3), (3,1)} andxjj ^ 0 / o r
anj/ ot/ier arcs. 7n tAis case C is {(1, ((1,2), (2,3), (3,1)))}.
'£ • For any natura/ numoer / > 2 u;e oet F(/) — 3. An optima/ so/ution M
specked 6y x', 2 = i2 3 = ^4 2 = ^21 = ^ * i i = * 3 s = f - l ; ^31 =
i 2 2 - / - 2 . FurtAer, C = {((1,(1,2)(2,3),(3,2),(2,1)),((/-
}
7n tAts examp/e it Ao/ds tAat F(/) = F(T), /or / > 2. 7'AM examp/e a/so
demonstrates tAat tAe ratio 6ef«;een F(P) and F(/) can 6e ar6itran/j/ /arye,
name/j/ F(P) /F( / ) = (a + 2)/3, wAere a may 6e cAosen arfritrari/y.
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Example 3.3.8. Consider another instance wnic/i is tdenttca/ to tAe one
described in ExampZe 5.5.7, 6u< /or <Ae /oZZowim? arr /en</</is: C12 = C2,i = 6,
1 < 6 < a.
Figure 3.5: Example 3.3.8
/t can 6e c/iecÄ;ed that in a// cases discussed in £xampZe 5.5.7 </ie same
soZutions are <Ae optima/ ones, but tne objective /unction va/ues are difltrent.
A/ore Ä
• For t/ie transportation pro6Zem T it noZds that F(T) = 3, i f j = 0 /or
t j ^ j and J^J = 1 /or» = j . 77»e coZZection C as output 6j/ Concert-
To5e9«ence in tnts case is C = {(1,(1,1)), (1,(2,2)), (1,(3,3))}.
• For the proftZem P(l ) u»e have F(P) = a + 6 + 1. /In optimaZ soZution
/or this pro6Zem is x,^ = 1 / o r ( i , j ) G {(1,2), (2,3), (3,1)} andxj j = 0
/or any other arcs, /n this case C is {(1, ((1,2), (2,3), (3,1)))}.
• For any naturaZ number Z > 2 we get F(Z) = (3/ + 26 - 2)/Z = 3 + (26 -
-• 2)/ / . i4n optimaZ soZution is a^ain speci/ied 6y x', j = XJJ = X32 =
X] 1 = 1; x'n = X3 3 = Z - 1; x'3, = x, 3 = 0 and x£ 2 = Z - 2. Further,
{ ( ( : ) ) ) ) ' )
/n this cxampZe. F(Z) strictZy decreases when Z increases, and indeed there
does not exist Z° such tAat F(Z°) = F(T) . yVeverfheZess, the optima/ soZution
di-sp/ays the same ^stabZe^ behavior as in the previous examp/e. < > .-v-
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3.4 Optimal sequences in the stable case
Definition 3.4.1. Coastder an instance o/ t/ie prob/em /or w/iir/i tnere ex-
ists a number /° G N sue/» t/iat F(/) > F(T) /or any / < /° and F(/) =
F(T) /or any / > /". Suc/i an instance is cai/erf s<a6/e and /** « ca/fed tne
sfcbi/tzation number.
Theorem 3.4.2. For every sta6/e instance, tAe s<a6i/ua<ion number /" «£
(*+l)V4.
/"roo/. Consider a stable instance and corresponding stabilization number /°.
Let G = (J, A) be a complete directed multigraph on the set of nodes J and
with sufficiently large arc multipliers (for the purposes of this chapter we can
take the multiplier of (i,j) € A equal to /°min{n,,n,}). In G let us consider
a closed walk IV« = ((ii.taUfa.ta) ( M , ) ) , i, G J, T e {1,2 *},
which represents an optimal solution for the problem /'(/°). Recall that any
closed walk which represents a feasible solution of the problem P(/) passes
through the city j G J exactly / x n, times.
In addition, let W = ((ji, ja), Oa.J3). •••,0«,, ji)).jr 6 J, r € {l,2,...,u;}
be any clased walk in the graph G. We say closed walk W is comp/e/e if it
through all vertices in G.
Figure 3.6: A complete closed walk -
More formally, we define:
Definition 3.4.3. Given a mu/ttgrap/i G = («/, A) and a dosed
W = (0l,j2),(J2,J3),.-,C/u,,jl)). jr G J, T e {1,2 U)} in G.
«ay IV is comp/efe »//or every j € J tAere eiisfa T G {1,2,.. . , W} «UCA
>r = j .
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Definition 3.4.4. Given a mu/itorap/i G = (J, J4), we say c/osed watt W =
(O'i.J2).(J2,J3),---,(Jt«,ji)), j r £ •/, r € {1,2 , . . . .u ;} in G 15 o
minima/ comp/ete watt i / /or any c/osed watt W = ((jfuJti+i). O'«i+i. Jti+a).
•••» O'«i+«a-ii JJi+Jj)). JT e J, r 6 {<,,*!+ l , . . . , * i+*2} , jt,+«j = i» , , «2 > 1,
contained as o su6se^«ence in VV, fAe c/osed watt W \ W' = (0"i, ja), (jji J3)»
---.Üu,.Ji)) « "o/ comp/efe.
1 I
Figure 3.7: A minimal complete closed walk
Dcßnition 3.4.5. //c/osed watt VV" is contained as a subsequence in W and
W \ W is comp/eie, we cai/ VV omissi6/e.
T
Figure 3.8: ((2,4), (4,2)) is an omissible closed walk
Consider a minimal complete walk W = (O'iiJa)»Üa. J3)>- • •. Ü«. jt+i))
where ji = jt+i which is obtained from the complete closed walk H °^ by
romoving omissible closed walks from it. We are going to prove that IV
contains at most (s + 1)^/4 arcs. To see this, let / be the number of vertices
that are passed in H" exactly once. More formally, / is the number of vertices
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j for which there is exactly one arc OV. jV+i )>•*"£ {1,2,... ,t} in W such that
Jr = j .
First, we make clear that / > 2. Consider a» arbitrary cycle C that is
contained as a subsequence in W. If no such cycle C exists, we air done
since W is complete and hence / = a. Thus, let us assume C exists. Then
C (and also W" \ C) consists of at least two arcs, since otherwise it forms a
loop, and therefore is omissible, which contradicts the minimality of IV.
Now, let Ci be a cycle that is contained as a subsequence in (" with the
minimum number of arcs and let Cj be defined similarly with respect to
W' \ C. There are two cases for Ci.
Assume first that all vertices passed in the cycle Ci are represented in IV"
more than once. If all vertices passed in Ci are passed also in W'\Ci then 6\
is omissible contradicting the minimality of W". Hence, at least one vertex
must be passed more than once in Cj. Thus, Cj contains a cycle. Again we
have reached a contradiction since by definition of Ci it does not contain any
cycles as a subsequence. Thus, we conclude that there is at least one vertex
passed in Cj which is passed in W' only once. Applying the same reasoning
to C2, we conclude that / > 2.
Now, let t and j be two vertices that are passed once in W and such that
the part Q of the closed walk from j to j does not contain any other vertex
that is passed once in W'. We will say that t and j are netg/ifcorirN/. It cnn
be seen as follows that in Q no vertex is passed more than once. Indeed, if
there exist a vertex that is passed twice in Q, then we have found a cycle.
Since i and j are neighboring, this cycle does not contain vertices that are
passed in W' just once. Hence, the cycle must contain an a subsequence an
omissible cycle contradicting the minimality of W. Thus, all vertices that
are passed in Q are passed once in Q.
Now, we know that in the walk there are / > 2 vertices which are passed
exactly once and that between pairs of neighboring vertices, no other vertices
occur more than once. This allows us to bound the total number of vertices
in W". Indeed, it must hold that the total number of vertices and hence arcs
in W does not exceed / + /(« — / ) . Maximizing / + / ( « - / ) over / •= 2 , . . . ,*
yields / „ „ = (s + l)/2. It then follows that /m« +/m«(«-/ro»x) = («+l)*/4
and therefore W" has length at most (« + 1)^/4.
Using that the length < of W is less than or equal to (a + l)*/4, we now
finish the proof by constructing a solution to P(£) such that F(£) = F(T).
Since we consider a stable instance, by definition F(/°) = F(T). Therefore
the walk W° is also an optimal solution for the problem T(/°). Let xjj, t €
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J, j G J, be the number of times arc (i,j) is travelled in W°. Then, x°//°
is a fractional optimal solution for problem 7\ Since the transportation
problem has a totally unimodular constraint matrix, the polyhedron of the
problem T is integral. By consequence, any fractional optimal solution can
be represented as a convex combination of integer optimal solutions. Hence,
we have that for every arc (i,j) contained in the walk W", there exists an
integer optima] solution for T for which x^j > 0.
Now, let us consider the walk W° and a corresponding minimal complete
closed walk W. By our observation above, for every arc (i,j) 6 W' there
exists a solution x'^ of the problem T such that xjj > 1. Let x' be obtained
by Humming all x''-\ (i,j) € W. Since W is a complete walk, x' satisfies the
subtour elimination constraints (3.4), and hence it is an optimal solution to
Since x' is obtained by summing < solutions for problem T, x' is a solution
for />(*)• Therefore F(<) = F(T) and thus t < Z°. It then follows that
J° < * < ( « + 1)V4 as required. D
With Theorem 3.4.2 at hand, we are now able to address the computa-
tional complexity issue. Despite the fact that even for fixed / the decision
version of P(/) is a generalization of the TSP and therefore NP-complete,
we have the following theorem:
Theorem 3.4.6. 77ie pno6/em o/ dectdm^ u>Ae£/ier an instance w stable can
6c Ao/ct'(i trt ;>o/i/Tiorfna/ t ime.
Proo/. Firstly, we are going to check for each arc (i', / ) £ J x J whether there
exists an optimal solution of T that contains this arc. This can be achieved
by solving a modification of T, where the modification consists of decreasing
rV by one in the outflow constraint (3.3) for city t', and decreasing ny by
one in the inflow constraint (3.2) for city j ' :
.) = min £ £ <^J (3-27)
subject to
: (3-28)
t€J\{i'}; (3.29)
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= rty - 1 ; (3.30)
= IV - 1; (3.31)
Xij € Z \ i € J, j € 7. (3.32)
Let us call this modified problem T,'j- and denote the optimal objective
value by F(T,<j<). Obviously, 7Vj< is in turn a transportation problem that
can be solved in polynomial time. The aforementioned optimal solution of T
containing (*',/) exists if and only if F(T) - F(7i<j<) + Qy.
We subsequently construct a directed multigraph G = (J, A) as follows.
For all (t',j') such that F(T) = F(7Vj<) + c,.j., let x*'^ ' be obtained by
slightly modifying an optimal solution x' of 7i<j<. The modification consists
of increasing of the (t',/)-component by one: xj^ = xjj + 1 if (J, j) = (t', j ' )
and x' ^ = x ' , otherwise. Now, the arc set A of G is obtained as follows.
For all (t, j ) , the multiplicity of arc (i, j ) is defined to be the sum of the skf
over all (i', j ' ) such that F(T) = F(7Vj<) +<Vj».
Now, if G is strongly connected then it contains a Eulerian tour (aw,
e.g., [30]), i.e., a closed walk visiting every arc in this directed multigraph
exactly once. Clearly this tour visits every vertex as well as every arc and
hence satisfies the subtour elimination constraints. But then this Kulorian
tour contains a solution to P(/) for some / € N with value / x F(7')/' F(7').
Conversely, suppose that G is not strongly connected. Thus, there exists
a subset J ' C J , / / 0, such that G does not contain any arc (i, j) such that
i € J', j € J \ J'. Now, for contradiction, assume that there is some number
/ such that F(/) = F(T) and let x' be an optimal solution to P(i). Define
yjj = z{j/J, (i, j ) G J x J. Note, that j / is an optimal solution for 7\ Notice
also, that x' is a feasible solution to P(/) and hence satisfies the «ubtour
elimination constraints. Then for J ' there must exist an arc (i, j) such that
t € J', j € J \ J', and yjj > 0. Then, in some optimal solution z' of the
transportation problem T"(/) it holds that z,'j > 0. By total unirnodularity,
there must exists an optimal solution 2° for T in which z°j is a positive
integer. But then, by definition of A, it holds that (i,j) € A. Since arc (i, j)
connects J ' and J \ J ' we have arrived at a contradiction.
Thus, we conclude that an instance / is stable if and only if the directed
multigraph G is strongly connected. As described above, G can be con-
structed in polynomial time. Further, it is easy to check in polynomial time
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whether G is strongly connected or not (see, e.g., [3]), which completes the
proof. D
We finish this section by giving an example showing that the analysis for
the bound in Theorem 3.4.2 can not be improved.
Example 3.4.7. Consider tfie/o//ounng instance. J = {1,2,3,4,5,6}, and
a
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a
a
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a
a
a
+ 1
a
a
a
+1
a
a
+ 1
a
a
+1
+ 1
+1
a
+ 1
a
+1
+1
+1
a
a
+ 1
+1
+1
-1-1
a > 1, [rij], = (1,1,1,3,3,3). T/iis instance Aas </ie minima/ comp/ete
closed wa/A; and a/so J/ie optima/ sequence [1,4,5,6,2,5,6,4,3,6,4,5] :
Figure 3.9: Closed walk in Example 3.4.7
Here (a + l)*/4 = (6 + l)'/4 = 49/4 ~ 12 which is equal to the length of
the given minimal complete closed walk.
It is straightforward to generalize Example 3.4.7, in particular the dis-
tance matrix C to the case where 7 — {1,2, . . . , s} and a corresponding
minimal complete closed walk W' of length (s + 1)^/4 exists that entails the
optimum solution value. Let it be noted, however, that this does not mean
that every optimal solution necessarily results in a minimal closed walk of
length (5 + 1)^/4. Indeed we shall see in Section 3.5, that a better bound can
be obtained when using linear programming techniques. Nevertheless, if we
only encode solutions as sequences and consider resulting closed walks, the
bound in Theorem 3.4.2 is tight.
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3.5 Optimal solutions in the general case
For further investigations it will be convenient to define for the given vec-
tor <$ € (Z+)* the following transportation problem T(/,<5) and its optimal
objective value F(r(/,d)):
Definition 3.5.1.
F(7\/, <$)) - } min V V c , ^ (3.33)
subject to
iji = / x Tij - <S,, j e J; (3.34)
= / x rij - <$i, i G J; (3.35)
Z+, t € •/, i e J. (3.36)
Theorem 3.5.2. Consider on instance o/f/ie pro6/em s«c/i £/ia(
/io/ds
• F(s - 1) is
pro6/em T(s — l,Qr) Ä<M O ^ni<e optima/ so/u<»on «JÄere t/w i-tA
component o/</ie vector a € (Z"*")* represents tAe num6er o//tme» citjf
i is passed in a minima/ comp/ete c/osed «;a//t 06/ained /rom an optima/
«o/ution 0/ fAe profc/em P(s - 1) f«ee TAeorem 5.^.2j.
77ien, /or any natura/ numter / > « — 1 tAe /o/Zot/nno
*A i^v F(/ + l) = J -^ ( / ) + y-^F(T), (3.37)
and f
F(0 = F(«-l)^l + F(T)^±1, (3.38)
and tAe so/utionaH = z*~' + (/—«+l)i^ t« an optima/ so/ution o/t/ie pro6/em
), lufterex*"' andi^ are optima/so/utions o/P(«— 1) andT
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Proo/. To prove the theorem we have to show that equation (3.37) holds.
Equation (3.38) then follows by induction as in Theorem 3.3.5.
To prove equation (3.37), we show that (/ + 1)F(/ + 1) > /F(Z) + F(T)
for any natural number / > a — 1. Together with Theorem 3.3.1 this yields
the desired result.
Consider an optimal solution x° of the problem P(/ + 1), / > s — 1. As
before, let IV" be the corresponding closed walk, and let IV' be a minimal
complete closed walk obtained from IV° by deleting omissible cycles. Let a
be the vector such that a,, t € V, is the number of times city i is passed in
IV'. It can be seen that since IV' is minimal and complete, 1 < Qj < a — 1
for all t € J.
Now, consider a solution x' of P(/) which is constructed as follows: x' =
x**" + x^'*°) where x}j', t € J, j € ./, equals the number of times arc
(t,j) occurs in IV' and x*"(J.n) is a solution of the problem T(/,a). Since
' x «< > (« - 1) x n< > a — 1 > Oj for any index t 6 J, we may conclude that
IV' is a feasible complete tour for the problem P(/). Thus, the solution x' is
feasible for /'(/) and the transportation problem T(/,a) is correctly defined
with strictly positive right hand-side coefficients / x it - Q. Since x' is a
feasible solution of P(/), we have
x F(T(/ + l,a)) *- v-4 ,,, '
= (< + l)F(f + 1) +1 x F(T(/,a)) + F(T) - (/ + 1) x F(T(J + l,a)). "
Hence, we can prove equation (3.37) by proving
i x F(T(i,o)) + F(T) = (/ + 1) x F(7\/ + l,a)) for any / > « - 1. (3.39)
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Since the polyhedron of the transportation problem is integer,we can as-
sume without loss of generality that F(T). F(T(/,a)) and F(7'(/ I l.n)) are
linear programs. Further, changing notation from J to x// yields that instead
of proving that / x F ( T ( / , Q ) ) + F(T) = (/ + 1) x F(T(/ + 1,Q)) it suffices to
prove t ha t / xF ( r ( l , a//) ) + F(T) = (/ + l)x F(T(l.a/(/+l))). The reader is
encouraged to verify that the three linear programs T"(l,o//),T,T(l,«/(/ 4-
1)) only differ in the right hand sides. Let it be noted also that T is by
definition identical to T(l,0), and hence F(T) equals F(T(l,O)).
Let us denote the dual of T ( l , a /0 by £>T(l,a//). It can be described as
follows:
Definition 3.5.3.
F(DT(1, *)) = max ( £(n, - ^)u, + £ ( „ , - ^)t; J (3.40)
subject to
Ui + v> < c<j, i G J, j G J. (3.41)
We simply write Z?T for DT(1,0), and indeed DT is the dual of T. Since
the three problems T( l ,a / / ) ,T ,7 \ l ,a / ( / + 1)) only differ in the right hand
sides, the three problems DT(l,a//) , DT, DT(l,a/(/ + 1)) only differ in the
coefficients of the objective function.
Now, suppose that despite the differences in the coefficients of the ob-
jective function, some optimal solution (u*,w*) of £>T is also optimal for
DT(l,a//) and Z?T(l,a/(/ + 1)). Then, by strong duality, we have
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£ W
which proves equation (3.39) and hence, it proves also equation (3.37) as
required to prove the theorem.
Thus, we have to show that for / large enough, or more specifically
/ > 5 — 1, the differences in the coefficients of the objective function be-
tween the problems D7\ DT(l ,o/0 and D T ( 1 , Q / ( / + 1)) are small enough
to yield a solution (u*,t>*) that is optimal for all three of DT, DT(l,a//) and
DT(l,a/(/ + 1)). Such a solution (u*,t>*) can be found as follows. Consider
the polyhedron of DT. Let us make some small modifications to the ob-
jertivo function, and hence to the objective hyperplane. Assume that these
modifications are obtained by adjusting the orthogonal vector by a small
vector <r. It is clear that if an optimal face of the polyhedron is bounded in
the (T-direction, then we preserve at least one optimal point of this face. By
the second condition of the theorem, namely the fact that F(T(s - 1,Q)) is
finite, it follows that in the direction a the optimal face is bounded. Thus,
with a small adjustment of the orthogonal vector in the Q-direction, we keep
at least one dual optimal solution (u*,t'*) of T for the problems D T ( 1 , Q / / )
for any sufficiently big number / € N. The only question remains whether
/ = a - 1 is big enough or not.
For the formal proof of the equality (3.39), we use the following theorem
from sensitivity analysis:
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Theorem 3.5.4. Partition Perturbation Theorem (see. [1] or [42] j .
Consider /inear program LP(6) = min{cx|x > 0, Ax > 6} and its duu/
£>LP(6) = max{rr6|T > O.JTA < c}. Suppose (X°,TT°) »s a pair o/strictiy
complementary so/utioas /or LP(6) and /)LP(6) respertitWy. and 7 is an ad-
mtssifc/e direction, i.e., LP(6 + Ö7) /las an optima/ so/ution /or some 0 > 0.
De/ine tAe differentia/ /mear program: A(6) = max{jr7|rr ts optima/ so/u-
tton 0/ DLP(6)}. T/ien t/iere exists 0* > 0 SUC/J </iat t/ie /o//o«^n(? /»o/ds
true /or 0 € [0,0*]: tAe optima/partition f6asic/non-6as«c rouis/co/umnsj/or
LP(6+07) or, eouiva/entiy, DLP(o+#7) is tAe same as tAe optima/partition
/orA(o).
By the conditions of Theorem 3.5.2, F(T(s- l ,a) ) and hence F(7 '( l ,a/(a-
1))) are finite and therefore (a,a) is an admissible direction.
Let (u*, t>') be the optimal solution of DT that is also optimal for A(6) =
max{(u, u)^(a,a)|(u,t;) is an oj)timal solution of DT). Then, by tho I'arti-
tion Perturbation Theorem, there exists 0* > 0 such that for any 0 € [0,0*]
the optimal partition of T(l,0a) (and hence DT(l,0a)) is the same as the
optimal partition for T (and DT"). This in turn implies that the optimal dual
solution (u',v*) of DT is also optimal for Z7T(l,0a) for any 0 € |O,0*|. By
consequence, we can complete the proof by showing that 0* > 1//.
To estimate 0* for a general linear program /,P, the following approach
is proposed in [87]. Consider the system of linear equations A«z = 7 where
Aß denotes the submatrix of A whose columns correspond to the indices
from ß = {n|x„ > 0}. In [87), the authors list the following two mutually
exclusive cases:
• If the system has no solution, that is 7 is not in the range of AB, then
there is no number 0 > 0 that preserves the optimal partition.
• Assume that the system has a solution, say z, then 0* = +00 if z < 0
and 0* > min{x„/z„|n e fl, z„ > 0} otherwise.
Since we have chosen the conditions of the theorem such that an admis-
sible direction exists, we are clearly in the second case. Thus, there exists a
solution 2* of the system A^z = (a, a). Letting x* be an optimal solution
to T, the value min{x*j/z*j|x*j > 0;z*, > 0} bounds 0* from above. Since
the polyhedron of P is integral iV > 1 if x'j > 0. Hence, 0* > 1/Z\ where
Z* = max{z'j|zij > 0}. Thus, it remains to bound max{z,v|i<j > 0}.
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Let us remind that Aß is obtained from the constraint matrix of T by
elimination of all columns corresponding to variables x'^ for which x*j = 0.
The problem Agz = (a, a) can be represented as the following problem on
a graph. Given a graph G = (./, F) where F = {(i,j) € J x J | x*j > 0}.
The problem consists in finding a circulation flow such that every city j € J
has inflow and outflow equal to Qj. Negative components of the vector z
are allowed, hence we may disregard the orientation of the x*j in the edges.
Consider the circulation flow z*. Since every city j 6 J of the graph G
has inflow and outflow of a^, we conclude that Zjj < Qj for all i, j . Hence,
2«j < a,; < a - 1 for all i , j € J, and thus Z* < maxjgjQj. But then,
0* > 1/maXjgjaj > l/(a — 1), and therefore for any / > a — 1, as stated in
the theorem, 0* > 1// and the proof is complete. D
Corollary 3.5.5. For every instance o/ P(/), / > a - 1, untA yinite input
and t/»e Ao/uhon i ' = i*~' + (/ - s + l)x^ is on ophmo/ so/u<ion /or P(f).
Proo/. All conditions of Theorem 3.5.2 are satisfied when the input data are
finite. Indeed, if the objective coefficients c^j, f € ./, j G J , and multiplicity
coefficients r»j, j e J , are finite, then the values F ( s - 1) and F ( 7 \ a - l,a))
are finite. D
Notice that Corollary 3.5.5 provides an approximation preserving ap-
proach for construction of a good solution for problem P(/) with big multi-
plicity parameter / > a — 1:
Corollary 3.5.6. Lf < »4 6e a po/j/nomia/ Jime ä-approxima<ion a/^orit/im /or
tne pn>6/em P(s - 1) and F-* 6e an otjective vo/ue o/so/u<ion provided 6y
^ . TVien /or any / > a - 1, tAere exists a polynomial time (^-approximation
a/j/oriinm /or P(/).
Proo/. Let us remind that -4 is a (^-approximation algorithm if
FO-1) ^ *
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Now, consider an arbitrary / > s — 1. By Corollary 3.5.5,
! " l + * / "*"
Consider solution i****** = z-* + (/ - s + lji '" of P(/) where r* is a solution
provided by -4. Clearly, x'*'"''* is feasible solution for P(/) and its objective
value equals
- (3.42)1
T h e r e f o r e = i ...r * •
or equivalently
which completes the proof. . Q
Moreover, one can easily see that the approach provided by Corollary
3.5.5 is not only approximation preserving but also asymptotically optimal
with respect to multiplicity parameter /:
Corollary 3.5.7.
Proo/. The statement straightforwardly follows from equality (3.42) and the
fact that F(T) is a lower bound on any feasible solution of any problem
P(/), / € N. D
Now, as we announced in Section 3.4, we are going to improve the upper
bound on the siaiiiuahon numfer /°:
Corollary 3.5.8. // an instance is sto6/e tAen <Ae staitiizahon number /® M
sucA *Aat /° < s - 1, and <Ais 6oumi is
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Proo/. According to Theorem 3.5.2, it holds for / > s that / x F(/) =
( / - l ) x F ( / - l ) + F(T) or equivalent^ F ( / - l ) = (/xF(/) - F(T)) / ( / - l ) .
By stability, we have that there exists / such that F(/) = F(T). Substituting
F(T) for F(/) in the above equality we get F(/ - 1) = F(T). Since by
Theorem 3.5.2 the equality holds for for any / > s we have F(s - 1) = F(T)
and immediately /" < a — 1.
It remains to show that there exist instances for which /" = a—1. Consider
the following straightforward extension of Example 3.3.7.
Example 3.5.9. Let J = {1,2,. . . , a}, n< = 1 /or any tG J and tAe distance
matrix is
1 1 1 1 .. . 1 1 \
1 1 a a . . . a a
l a 1 a . . . a a
1
1
1
a ..
a ..
a ..
a
a
a
1
a
a
a
1
a
a
a
1
u>Aere a > 1.
• For t/»e transportation pro6/em F(T) = s, x^ = 0 /ort
/or i = j . /In optima/ co/Zection o/ cyc/es is
C = {(1,(1,1)), (1,(2,2)) (!,(«,«))}.
^ — 1
• For/ = 1, an optima/ so/ution is oiven 6y x^+i = 1 /ori = 1,2,... ,a —
1. i«,o = 1. and -fij = 0 , i, j e J ot/iertwse. TAtis, f/»e va/ue o/ an
optima/ so/ution is in tAis case F(l) = 1 + (s - 2)a + 1 = 2 + (s - 2)a.
• For / = 2, an optima/ so/ution is jiren 6y ii,a = 13,2 = Xa,i = 1»
*i,3 = 1» ^«.i+i = 1 /or i = 3,4 a - 1, and x,,o = 1, x*,j = 1, i =
3,4,... ,s, andXij = 0, i,j € J otherwise. 7*Aus, in t/iis case tAe va/ue
0/ an optima/ so/ution e^ua/s F(2) = (3 +1 + (a - 3)a + 1 + (s - 2))/2 =
((.s - 3)a + s + 3)/2,
• For any 1 < / < s — 1 an optima/ so/ution x{^ (t G J, j G J) is
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*«Ji
1
1
1
0'
0
0
1
1-1
0
0
0
0
1
0
/ - I
.. . 0*
. . . 0
. . . 0
. . . 0
1'
1 - 1 '
0
0
0
1'
1 -1
0
0
0
.. . 0
. . . 0
0'
••. o
1-1
.. . 0
0 \
Ü
0
0'
0
1
iAe "1" superscripts tne !-<A rot// and 1-w column o/ t/ie matrir.
7%e value o/ tAis optimal solution is
( 1 - 1 ) 2 + (1-
= s — l u/e oet F(s — 1) = a = F(T) . An optimal solution ta
1 1 . . . 1
1 / - l
1 ; i . •,••;•;••. C
77ius, /or i/its instance 1" < s - 1. We /inis/i t/ie proo/ 6y s/iounna
> a — 1. /ndeed, /or 1 = a — 2 and s > 3,
, • • r v . ™ ( ( « - 2 ) - l ) ( a + l) + 2 + ( a - ( a - 2 ) - l ) o
a-2
(a-3)(a
f '
= a
a - 2
- 2a - 1 + o
«-2
a- 1
^"«-2
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Figure 3.10: Structure of the optimal walk in Example 3.5.9 for / > s - 1
w/uc/i yieWs /° > a - 2 as required. D
Example 3.5.9 also proves a final statement of this section:
Corollary 3.5.10. There ezisi instances /or tu/iic/i F(s - 2) > F(s - 1).
3.6 Summary and conclusions
This chapter deals with a very general high multiplicity sequencing prob-
lem, namely the high multiplicity travelling salesman problem (HMTSP).
Our research is motivated by the applicability of the HMTSP to a variety
of scheduling problems. Lately, high multiplicity scheduling problems have
been widely studied, but very little is known about the impact of scheduling
the jobs as specified by a minimal part set, as opposed to the more general
scheduling problem of scheduling jobs in non-minimal, optimal, part sets.
This chapter investigates how the cycle time, or length of a HMTSP tour
varies with the multiplicities in the minimal part set. In particular, we inves-
tigate the behavior of the optimal solution, and the optimal solution value,
when all quantities in the minimal part set are multiplied by a factor /. We
show that the optimal solution value decreases when / increases. Moreover,
we show that the ratio between the value of an optimal solution for / = 1
and for an arbitrary / can grow proportional to /.
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Further, we have investigated whether there exists a finite / for which
the optimal value cannot be improved upon. We have given a polynomial
procedure that solves this problem in Section 3.4. In the same section we
show that, if there exists finite / for which the optimal value is minimal, then
this / can be bounded from above by (a + 1)^/4. In fact, we have shown that,
if we restrict our encoding schemes to sequences which explicitly specify an
order in which the cities are to be visited, then the bound (a f l)*/4 can not
be improved. However, in Section 3.5 we show that if the optimal solution
is given in terms of a solution to an integer program, this bound can be
improved to be a - 1. Section 3.5 also shows that even if there is no finite
/ for which the optimal solution value is lowest attainable, the difference«
between the lengths of cyclic optimal schedules for / and / + 1 are identical
for all / > a - 1.
The bounds on / establish the importance of encoding schemes for solu-
tions, especially in the case of sequencing problems. Indeed, the results make
clear that if the optimal solution is given in terms of an explicit sequence,
then the tightest bound on / that can be derived is O(s^), whereas this bound
can be improved to O(s) when using a more compact encoding scheme, which
is based upon another integer programming formulation.
The linear bound obtained in this chapter applies to all high iiniltiplicity
scheduling problems that can be formulated as a HMTSP. It will be interest-
ing to see whether this result, as well as the ratio analysis, can be improved
upon for specific problems.
Finally, we conjecture that the bound of Theorem 3.5.2 can be slightly
improved:
Conjecture 3.6.1. 77ieorem 5.5.2 AoWs even/or / > (a - l)/min<gjn<.
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Chapter 4
Modelling and solving the
periodic maintenance problem
4.1 Introduction
The planning and scheduling of preventive maintenance activities in often
crucial for the cost-effectiveness of many large industrial organizations. I-ur
instance, manufacturing organizations that have highly sophisticated and
complex machinery have long recognized that efforts spent on preventive
maintenance can contribute significantly towards an efficient running of the
organization. Also in service organizations (like medical facilities or gov-
ernmental institutions), preventive maintenance is regarded as an important
activity that can help to reach the organization's strategic goals. However,
the costs associated with preventive maintenance can be significant: there
are not only costs involved in the maintenance itself, also the costs of produc-
tion losses during the maintenance have to be taken into account. Computer-
ized Maintenance Management Systems (CMMS's) are becoming increasingly
popular as a tool to increase machine-availability and more generally, to im-
prove control over the maintenance activities. Software vendors (see, for in-
stance, http://www.plant-maintenance.com/index.shtml) offer package« that
usually include a scheduling module that suggests (among other things) when
to service which unit (or machine). This decision is seen as a re-occurring
event, i.e., it is expected that a schedule is of a cyclic nature, and hence will
be executed repeatedly.
There is an extensive literature on preventive maintenance, see, e.g., [71,
102, 108]. However, approaches in literature usually are of a stochastic nature
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where a probability distribution is used to describe the failure properties of
some part (see, for instance, Gertsbakh and Gertsbakh [35]). In this work
we take a different, completely deterministic, approach (see Giglio, Glaser,
and Wagner, [37] for an early reference). More specifically, we deal with the
problem of cyclically scheduling maintenance activities under a certain given
cost-structure assuming a fixed cycle length. A precise description is given
in the next subsection.
4.1.1 Problem description
We consider the following problem. There are a number of machines A/j, i £
A/ = { l ,2 , . . . ,m}, and there is a time-interval T = {1,2,.. . ,T} with T >
m. During each period of the time-interval T, at most one machine can be
serviced. When machine A/, is serviced, a given, nonnegative, servicing cost
of 6j is incurred, regardless of the period. A machine A/* that is not serviced
during some period is in operation and incurs an operation cost of ji(t) x a<,
where a, is a given positive integer, and where j*(t) is the number of periods
elapsed since last servicing machine A/,, i G {1,2,... ,m}. Observe that we
assume here that the operating costs of a machine increase linearly with the
number of periods elapsed since last servicing that machine. The problem
is now to determine a maintenance schedule, i.e., to decide for each period
< € T which machine to service (if any), such that total servicing costs and
operating costs are minimized.
There are good reasons to view such problems in a cyclic context. In
such a context, it is assumed that the maintenance schedule will be executed
repeatedly. Thus, in period & x T + £, (fc 6 N, J € T), the same machine
that was serviced in period / will be serviced again. In addition, the cost
will be considered in this infinite horizon context. Consequently, the cost of
a maintenance schedule is calculated by summing over all < e T the total of
the servicing costs incurred in period £ and the operating costs incurred by
machine» which are not serviced in period /. These operating costs are defined
in a cyclic context, i.e., the last maintenance service may lie in a previous
execution of the maintenance schedule. We will refer to this problem as the
Periodic A/otntenance Pro6/em fPA/Pj. Notice that in an optimal solution
to PMP, each machine receives service at least once. Finally, we notice here
explicitly that in PMP. T is consider«! to be an input parameter.
For ease of understanding, we now present a brief example.
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Example 4.1.1. Let T = 7, m = 3 and tAe set o/macAines » {1,2,3}.
RirtAer, /et 6; = l,t = 1,2,3 and /et ai = 03 = 10 and 03 = 1. Corutder
tAe so/ution (1,2,1,2,1,2,3). TAis seguence 0/ maintenance services ts to 6e
read as/o//ou»; in iAe/irst period, we service macAine 7, in tAe second period
macAine 2, et cetera, unti/ we service in tAe seventA period macAine 5. TArn,
tAis seguence 0/maintenance services is repeated, i.e., in tAe £-tA period we
service macAine / again, /o//ou>ed 6y macAine 5 in period 0, and so on. 77ie
cost 0/ fAts so/ution can 6e computed as /o//ows. Since tAere is maintenance
in eacA 0/ tAe seven periods 0/ 7\ and since a// service costs 6, are egua/ to
one, tAe tota/ servicing costs egua/ 7. For tAe /irst macAine tAe operating
costs are incurred in periods 2, ^, 6 and 7. /n periods 2, ^ and 5, tAese costs
egua/ 70, and in period 7 tAese costs amount to 20. 77ms, macAine 7 Aas a
tota/ operating cost 0/ 50. 5imi/ar/j/, it can 6e cAecfced tAa< macAine 2 Aas
operating costs o/20+0-/-70+0+/0+0-f 70=50, and macAine .V Aas operating
costs 0/ /-/-2-/-3-/-^-/-5-/-0=27. TAus, tAe fota/ cost /or tAts .so/ution is
TAe reader can ver^/ tAat tAe so/ution presented atove is m /act optima/.
Apart from the application sketched above, PMP and variants of PMP
have real-life applications of various origins such as scheduling of mainte-
nance services, multi-item replenishment of stock, and broadcasting of data
messages over a communication channel. In particular, the problem where
the cycle length is not given, but is instead a decision variable, has received
much attention (see the references in Section 4.2). In the remainder, we refer
to the variant of PMP where T is considered to be a decision variable, as
the free Periodic Maintenance Pro6/em fFPA/P^; we use T* to denote the
optimal cycle length in FPMP.
Our motivation for investigating PMP, rather than FPMP, is twofold.
First of all, PMP is a practical problem. Especially in the context of con-
structing maintenance schedules, it is very natural to fix the cycle length to
some constant such as 365, 52, 30, 7, 24 or 60. Indeed, an organization that
implements a cyclic maintenance schedule will, for reasons of simplicity, en-
sure that the length of the cyclic schedule coincides with the size of a natural
time-interval such as the number of days per year, or the number of week«
per year, or the number of days per week. Further, in many practical set-
tings, it is desirable that the cycle length T is not too large. In fact, even for
instances of modest size, for example, m = 2, aj — 1, 02 = a, 6| = »a = 0,
the optimal cycle length T* can be fairly large, for this case, see [7] where
it is proved that T* > L\/2aJ • Thus, one is interested in computing a cyclic
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schedule with a cycle length that is bounded from above by some reasonably
small (given) integer #. In such a case, one can find the optimal value of
T < J3 by solving the PMP for each possible value of T not exceeding f?. In
both cases, the task is to find a solution of some specific cycle length that
may differ from the optimal length T*. As far as we are aware, the PMP has
not been studied before.
A second motivation for our work is that we are interested in solving in-
stances of the problem to optimality. As we shall see in Section 4.2, apart
from [7], most research has focused on complexity results, and approximation
for FPMP. FVom this point of view, we further explore the area of solving in-
stances to optimality by solving them for a fixed, but not necessarily optimal,
T. In addition, our results provide insight regarding the effect of varying T
on the actual schedule and its solution, i.e., we investigate the sensitivity of
the solution with respect to the cycle length.
This chapter is organized as follows. In the next section we present a
brief literature review. Section 4.3 discusses several models, and how they
might I»' of use in solving the problem to optimality. Section 4.4 presents a
branch-and-price algorithm that solves one of the models of Section 4.3 to
optimality. In Section 4.5 we explain good performance of the branch-and-
price algorithm showing the good quality of the lower bound used in this
algorithm. In Section 4.5 we also introduce a randomized polynomial time
approximation algorithm for PMP. In Section 4.6 we present computational
results on instances with three to ten machines and with a number of periods
ranging from three till one hundred. Section 4.7 contains the conclusions.
4.2 Literature review
Anily, Glass and Hassin [7] consider a special case of FPMP in a machine
maintenance context, where 6, = 0 for all i € A/. They prove that there
exists an optimal schedule that is cyclic. Further, they describe a network-
flow based algorithm that has exponential complexity to solve the problem
exactly. This approach allows them to solve instances with up to four ma-
chines exactly. In addition, the authors propose two lower bounds and a
greedy heuristic, which performs very well. Notice, however, that in their
problem setting, the cycle length is a decision variable, and therefore the
solutions given by the heuristic may use a different cycle length than the
cycle length of an optimal solution. The case with three machine and no
maintenance costs is investigated in Anily, Glass and Hassin [6]. In this work
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the authors introduced an algorithm solving certain instances of the problem
to optimality and for the other instances they present a polynomial time
approximation algorithm with a performance ratio of 1.0333.
Bar-Noy et al. [9], and Kenyon, Schabanel and Young |68] consider a
generalized version of the FPMP where in each period at most Af machines
can be serviced. Their interest in the problem is motivated by applications
that arise in broadcast scheduling. Bar-Noy et al. prove that FPMP is NP-
hard. Further, they investigate lower bounds and propose a ^-approximation
algorithm. Kenyon, Schabanel and Young [68] present a polynomial-time
approximation scheme for FPMP with bounded service costs. The version
of the problem with non-identical service times is studied in Kenyon and
Schabanel [67]. Recently, Schabanel [100] shows that the version of FPMP
in which preemptions are allowed, is also NP-hard.
Brakerski et al. [11] consider the problem of encoding a solution in such
a way that the next machine to be serviced can always be found quickly,
given that all service activities performed up till now are known. Brauner et
al. [13] address related scheduling problems that arises from compact encod-
ings of solutions. Work on preventive maintenance using linear programming
is described in De Ghellinck, Smeers and Souissi [36].
Let us briefly examine the PMP from a complexity viewpoint. First of all,
notice that the input to PMP consists of 2m + 1 numbers (the a,, 6< and T).
Thus, an algorithm which has the parameter T present in its running-time is
not a polynomial-time algorithm for PMP. In fact, all models we present in
this chapter have (at least) a pseudo-polynomial number of variables. Second,
the reduction in [9] shows that FPMP is NP-hard even when T* is known.
This implies indeed that PMP is NP-hard as well, since it may be the caae
that T = TV
4.3 Modelling PMP
In this section we describe three formulations for PMP. Subsection 4.3.1
gives a quadratic programming formulation, Subsection 4.3.2 describes an
integer programming based formulation, and Subsection 4.3.3 presents a Bet
part ion ing formulation.
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4.3.1 A quadratic programming formulation *•*»&;[
Here we introduce a compact and natural, but non-convex quadratic program
modeling PMP with operational costs only, i.e., we first assume 6* = 0 for all
t G A/. The model uses a variable Zj,* € Z+, t € A/, t € T, which represents
the number of periods between the current period f € T and the last period
before < when machine i has been serviced. Clearly, for any machine f, and
any period i, the value of variable Xj,t+i is obtained by either adding 1 to the
value of Zj,j, or by setting it to 0. Setting the value of z^+i to 0 corresponds
to servicing machine i in period t +1. PMP can now be formulated as follows:
Oiij,j , - y - (4.1)
(4.2)
..- (4.3)
M . , i<,t + i*,« > 1, i ^ Jk, J e A/, A: G M, < G T; (4.4)
Xi,«GZ+, i e M , t e r . (4.5)
Equations (4.2) and (4.3) ensure the required behavior of the Zj,< variables,
i.e., if JYf-H 7^  0 then £i,,+i = £*,« + 1. Equations (4.4) imply that no two
machines can be served simultaneously. Notice that if for some machine i
one of the associated variables is integral, (4.2) and (4.3) together imply that
all other variables corresponding to machine i are integral as well.
Since most of the available software for solving quadratic programming
problems only solve convex quadratic programs, we have not been able to
solve problem instances through the formulation given above. Instead, we
now linearize model (4.1)-(4.5) and take into account the servicing costs 6<:
> Zj.« + 1 - Ny^+i, i G A/, t G T \ T; (4.7)
i u > ii,T + 1 - Nj/i,i, i G M; (4.8)
M < 1 , <GT; (4.9)
,^ iG A/, <GT; ' (4.10)
1}, i G M, t G T, (4.11)
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where TV is a sufficiently big number.
The binary variable y,.< simply takes on value 1 if we service the t-th ma-
chine in period t and 0 otherwise. The objective (4.6) minimizes the total
costs that now consist of operating costs and servicing costs. The equations
(4.7) and (4.8) enforce the variables J,,( to behave in the same way as in
the previous model. According to (4.9) we cannot service more than one
machine in a single period. Restrictions (4.10) and (4.11) are the integrality
constraints. We refer to the formulation (4.6)-(4.11) as C^ P (for quadratic
program). ' = ' ' . . V . . * ;• • * • - • • • . ? > <
We illustrate model (4.6)-(4.11) with the following example.
Example 4.3.1. Let T = 7, m = 3 and tfie set o/ mac/iines is {1,2,3}. -4
/east6/e so/uhon o/ t/ie /ormu/ation is depicted in 7a6/e ^.5./ .
Period (t € T):
Sequence of maintenance services (machines):
J/I,J (service indicator):
i/2,t (service indicator):
j/3,< (service indicator):
l i t (state):
£2,« (state):
i3,t (state):
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
2
2
3
0
0
1
1
2
Ü
3
1
1
0
0
0
3
1
4
2
0
1
0
1
0
2
5
1
1
Ü
Ü
0
1
3
6
3
0
Ü
1
1
2
Ü
7
2
0
1
Ü
2
Ü
1
Table 4.1: A feasible solution
Notice that formulation (4.6)-(4.11) involves a so-called ftty AT parameter
which renders the associated linear relaxation to be rather poor. For instance,
by setting &,, = 1/m and x<,, =0 , i G M, < 6 T, we satisfy all constraints of
the linear relaxation. The value of the objective function of this solution to
the linear relaxation is equal to T £,eM &</"*' *"'<*» is an arbitrary bad lower
bound on the optimum. This explains the poor computational performance
we obtained using the standard ILP-packages dealing with formulation (4.6)-
(4.11), see Section 4.6.3.
Another weak point of this formulation is that we use the fact that the
objective is to minimize the total operating and servicing costs. This means
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that not every solution that satisfies (4.7)-(4.11) is a meaningful solution to
PMP. Thus, to solve the problem under maximization or mixed min-max cri-
teria we cannot use the linear model described above. Section 4.8 describes
a somewhat unusual model that contains a complete description of the set of
feasible solutions.
4.3.2 An integer programming formulation
We now present a formulation that contains O(m x T*) binary variables. We
introduce a variable i*'*,i G M,s,t € T, whose value equals 1 if machine i
is serviced in period s, and serviced next (cyclically) in period < + 1, and 0
otherwise. Notice that when s is the last service in T, we have that £ < s,
because of the cyclicity of the maintenance schedule. Using costs c(s,<)
defined as follows:
M) = |
I —^\a
the problem can be modeled as follows:
£ £ £ ( a , c ( M ) * r ' + &,*?•') (4-12)
i6 A/ »€T (€7"
subject to
«er
r|+'"*, » € A # , « € T \ T ; (4.14)
«er »er
Vx'^Vi''', tGM; (4.15)
«er «er
»er «er
I?'' G {0,1}, t 6 M. s G T,« € T. (4.17)
Inequalities (4.13) express that in each period at most one machine can be
serviced, equalities (4.14)-(4.15) imply that there is a next period in which a
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machine will be serviced, inequalities (4.16) say that each machine is serviced
at least once, and finally (4.17) are the integrality constraints.
Again, the LP relaxation of this formulation is rather poor. For example,
set t ing x ^ ' = * ? + ' = ••• = *m+ ' = £ for a l l * 6 r \ T , ^ ' - i
for all i € A/, and all other variables equal to 0, yields a feasible solution
with zero operating costs. Notice how this solution resembles the example
demonstrating the poor behavior of the LP relaxation of (4.6)—(4.11). The
LP relaxation is strengthened considerably when we replace (4.16) by the
following constraints (for the validity of the inequalities see Theorem 4.3.2
below):
£ £ £ ' = !. toaüi€M,l<«<T; (4.18)
*<U <>U (>U *>(
''*" = 1- *" a" ' € M; (4.19)
5 1 £ *?•' + 5 1 *«•* = * • **• *" * * **•
Equalities (4.18)-(4.20) state that for every machine and for every period u,
the sum of the variables corresponding to pairs (s,<) that contain period u,
is one. Obviously, this rules out the solution given above. We refer to the
strengthened formulation (4.12)-(4.15), (4.17) and (4.18)-(4.20) as the /low
/ormu/ahon (FF). In Section 4.6 we provide computational results, which
show that F F yields promising computational results when solving it using
state of the art standard software CPLEX 7.5.
We finish the section showing that the introduced equations (4.18) -(4.20)
are valid inequalities for the integer linear program (4.12)—(4.17):
Theorem 4.3.2. FouaMtes ^ . / ^ - ^ . 2 0 J are t>a/td megua/itie« /or any op-
tima! so/ution o/ </ie inteoer /inear program f^J2 j -^ . /7 /
Proo/. We shall prove the validity of the constraint (4.18). The proof for the
constraints (4.20) and (4.19) can be done in the similar way.
Consider any 1 < u < T. By inequality (4.16) and integrality constraint
(4.17) for any machine i € A/ there exists a pair («,<) such that xj'* = 1.
Allowing the cyclic intervals (i.e., the intervals starting at «, passing through
T and then 1, and finishing in t < a), we notice that if u £ («, <], then by flow
conservation constraints (4.14) and (4.15) there must be a pair (*',<') such
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that if''' = 1 and u 6 [a*,*']. Thus, for any 1 < u < T there is a pair (s',f)
such that x*' = 1 and u G [«', <']. It implies
EE *?
t>u
Now, assume that there are at least two different pairs (si,<i) and («2, £2)
such that x"''*' = x**''* = 1 and u € [sj, «1] and u G («2, <2J- Then by the flow
capacity constraint (4.13) there must be at least two different flows for the
i-machine service. Assume that in the first flow i-machine is serviced at time
moments J»| < «j < . . . < « £ , fc < T, and in the second flow it is serviced
at «j < «2 < . . . < «?, / < T. Since these two flows are different there are
no 1 < t < fc and 1 < j < Z such that Si = Sj. Consider a new service
sequence containing all time units from both flows, say «i < Sj < . . . < sj^,.
Since the number of t-machine services stays the same, the total maintenance
cost also stays the same. On the other hand, since the intervals between
the sequential services become smaller, the total operating cost may only
decrease. Therefore, among the optimal solutions of the problem (4.12)-
(4.17) we can consider only solutions with a unique flow. It implies that we
can restrict ourselves to the case with only one pair (a, <) such that x*'' = 1
and u € [Mj. Thus,
that together with inequality (4.21) completes the proof. D
4.3.3 A set partitioning formulation
Yet another formulation, related to the previous one, concludes this modelling
section.
Let 5 be the set of all nonempty subsets of 7\ Clearly, every s G 5
is a possible set of periods for servicing a machine t G M. Let us call
s € 5 a service s<ra<«7j/ or simply strategy. For every pair consisting of a
machine t G A/ and a strategy s G 5, we can compute the cost c,,, incurred
when servicing machine t in the periods contained in s as follows: let p, be
the cardinality of a and let q^ , j G {1.2, p,}, be the distances between
neighboring services in s. For example, if T = 7 and s = {2,4.6} then p, = 3
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a n d 9 i = 4 - 2 = 2, ft = 6 - 4 = 2, «3 = 7 - 6 + 2 = 3. The total service and
operating cost associated with machine i € M and strategy a € 5 is
So, in the example above the total costs of servicing machine t using strategy
Now, we introduce a variable .r^, which has value 1 if machine / € A/ is
serviced in the periods contained in s € 5, and 0 otherwise. This allows for
the following Set Partitioning formulation (SP):
(4.23)
«es
subject to • ,
~ t€Af; (4.24)
* M < 1 . «eT; (4.25)
; ; ; , * ^ x^ e {0,1}, i € Af, • € 5. (4.26)
Constraints (4.24) imply that one strategy has to be sdbotn! for each
machine, and constraints (4.25) ensure that no two strategies make use of
the same period. Constraints (4.26) are the integrality constraints. Despite
the exponential size of this integer linear program it has two very impor-
tant properties. First, its linear relaxation (obtained by replacing (4.26) by
£i,» ^ 0 for all j , s) is solvable in time polynomial in m and T (see Section 4.4).
Second, computational experiments show that the linear relaxation of this
integer problem is quite strong. In the next section we show how to solve
SP using a branch-and-price algorithm.
We conclude this section by showing that the LP relaxations of SP is
stronger than LP relaxation of FF .
Theorem 4.3.3. Let v(FFLP), r(SPLP) 6e ophroa/ so/ufcoru o/ /ineor
o/FF and SP respec<ire/y, <Aen t>(FFLP) < u(SPLP).
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Proo/. Let x* = {x<,, : 7 e M; a € S} be any solution to the LP relaxation
of SP. Construct a solution y* = {y"'" : i € M; u,« € T} to the relaxed
FF as follows. For every Xj,,, and (u, u) where u,u G a and there is no < € a
such that u < t < t>, we set y"'" = ij, , . In addition, for every x*,,, and (u,v)
where u is the element in a with highest index, and v is the element in s with
smallest index, we set y"'" - x,,,.
Now, let us show that this solution is feasible. The solution y* satisfies the
flow conservation constraints (4.14)-(4.15) from its construction. Similarly,
constraint (4.25) and the feasibility of x* implies that (4.13) is satisfied.
Further, it follows from constraint (4.24) and the construction of y* that
(4.18) (4.20) is satisfied. We leave it to the reader to verify that the objective
function values of x* and y* are equal.
Thus, any solution of the LP relaxation of SP can be converted to a corre-
sponding solution of LP relaxation of FF, that completes
the proof. D
4.4 A branch-and-price algorithm for PMP
In this section we show how to solve 5 P using branch-and-price. In Sub-
section 4.4.1 we show how column generation can be used to solve the LP
relaxation of (4.23)-(4.26) without enumerating all variables Xj,,. Next, in
Subsection 4.4.2 we propose a branching scheme that keeps the structure of
the problem intact. We refer to Barnhart et al. [10] for a general description
of branch-and-price algorithms.
4.4.1 Column generation algorithm
The linear relaxation of 5P, called SPLP, is obtained by replacing con-
straints (4.26) by x,,, > 0 for all t € A/, a e 5. The corresponding dual
problem (called SPD) is
™« ( l > < £ '') (4.27)
\i€A/ «er /
subject to
«i + Y* t'i < c,,,, t 6 A/, a € 5; (4.28)
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v, < 0. ( 6 T . (4.29)
The column generation procedure starts with finding a feasible solution
for SPLP. To do that we can use, for example, a trivial integer solution
where in the first T periods we service all machines one by one, and for all
remaining periods we service only the machine with the largest coefficient Oj.
So, in an initialization step, we generate the set of pairs TV = {(t, s,) : » € A/}
where s< is the set of periods when we service machine t € A/. Let us restrict
the column set of SPLP to TV and let us call the problems restrict«! to TV
as SPLP(N) and SPL>(A0 respectively.
Next, we find an optimal solution for SPLP(N) and SPD(/V) using an
LP-solver. Thus, we obtain a primal-dual pair of solutions
(x(A0, (u(N), u(N))- We can extend x(AT) to a solution of SPLP by setting
the remaining variables to zero. Establishing whether or not this extender!
solution is optimal for SPLP can be done by analyzing the corresponding
dual solution (u(N), v(N)). Optimality of x(N) for SPLP depends on the
feasibility of (u(yV),u(/V)) in SPD. To verify whether all dual constraints
are satisfied we have to solve the following pricing problem:
Price: 3 t € A/, a € S such that u< + ^ u, > c,,.? (4.30)
If the dual solution (u(/V),u(JV)) satisfies all constraints of SPD, then :r(JV)
extended with zeros is an optimal solution of SPLP. If not, then we have
found - by solving the pricing problem - a machine i and a strategy .•» whose
reduced costs (Q, minus the left-hand side of the inequality (4.30)) are nega-
tive. Thus, bringing this variable into the basis will contribute to the objec-
tive function's value. Then we update N by adding this variable to it, and
we iterate. The efficiency of this procedure depends to a large extent on the
speed with which the pricing problem can be solved. We have the following
theorem:
Theorem 4.4.1. TAe pricing prot/em can ftc so/t>e<f tn O(mT') hme.
Proo/. We prove that for each i we need to solve an all-pairs shortest path
problem on a directed graph with 0(T) nodes. Since this problem can be
solved in O(T') using the Floyd-Warshall algorithm (see Ahuja et al. |3j),
the result follows.
Thus, let us now consider a specific machine i, and let us build the fol-
lowing graph G = (V,v4) with V = T and >4 = {(p,g) : p < <7, p,g e V}.
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Figure 4.1: Graph G on 4 nodes
For each arc (p, g) G A we define the following costs u;(p, <?):
and
T(T - 1)
u)(p,p) = 6i + a* ^ V
This completes the construction of G. Notice that all costs u; are nonnega-
tive. Let us now establish a correspondence between a path P in G and a ser-
vice strategy s for machine j . Indeed, consider any path P = {<i,<2,... ,<*}
in G in case s contains <i,<2. •••,<*, and loop (<i,<i) in case s consists only
of (|. We have the following
Claim: If there exists a loop (<i,<i) with cost less than <5 = u» or there
exists a path in G from <i to tfc such that <i / <it with costs less thani
= Uj f W|, — 6i + a; X^ < Jjj'+Ti (' ~ ^*) then the current solution is not optimal.
Argumen t : Consider the first case where there exists a loop (<i,<i) such
that tt'(ti,ii) < Uj. Using definition of the costs we derive
T(T - 1)
Now, consider the second case where there exists a path in G from <i to
<«,. such that <i / fjt with costs less than Q = u^  + vt, - 6 , + «iH«Jei '+i '( '" '*)•
Notice that Q depends only on f i and t*. Consider now the cost of a path
{tit*a.'s.• •• 1 <*-i>^k} in y . Summing the appropriate coefficients u- gives:
(fc-1)6,+a,
(=1 (=(, + ! 1=2
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We now derive:
*-i «i+i-i *
(* - 1)6, + a, 5 3 ^ (t - «,) - 531-,, < Q
1=1 f=t,+l 1=2
* «4 + 1 — 1 fc
fcti+a, 5 3 5Z t* - *i) - 5 1 ^ < "<
1=1 t=t,+i J=I
It follows that given the first and the last service period, computing a
shortest path in G between the corresponding vertices determines whether
there is a strategy to be added to the master problem. Hence, to solve the
pricing problem for machine t we need to compute shortest paths between
every pair of vertices in G. As mentioned above this can be done using
Floyd-WarshaH's algorithm in O(T^) operations (see Ahuja et al. [3)) D
Corollary 4.4.2. 77ie pro6/em 5PLP can 6e so/ved in time po/ynomia/ in
m and T.
Proo/. The proof of the corollary straightforwardly follows from Theorem
4.4.1 and the well-known theorem by Grötschel, Lovasz and Schrijver, see
[47], stating
TViere exists a po/j/nomtaf <tme a/gon'<Am /or //ie sppara/ion proWcm /or
a /ami/y o/ po/j/Aedni, i/ and on/y i/ </iene erists a po/ynomia/ (ime a/gont/tm
/or £Ae optimizahon pro6/em /or </ia< /ami/y.
Since the pricing problem is nothing else but the separation problem for
SPD we have that optimization problems SPD and SPLP are solvable in
time polynomial in m and T. D
In practice we did not use the approach by (47|. Instead of this we observe
that the number of rows in SP (SPLP) is relatively small, so that we may
try to apply a column generation algorithm to solve SPLP.
4.4.2 A branching scheme
To solve the original integer programming formulation SP let us introduce
the following branching strategy. Notice that a traditional branching strategy
that consists of setting a variable to 0 versus setting a variable to 1, would
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not preserve the efficient solvability of the pricing problem (see Barnhart
et al. [10]). Given a linear programming solution x,,,, define sum<(<) =
E for i 6 M , t € T .
Lemma 4.4.3. // t/ie so/u£jon is /ractiona/, i.e., i/ £/iere exists a mac/iine
io G A/ and a .strategy s € S twt/i 0 < x ^ , < 1, Men </iene exists of G T
«uc/i £/ia£ 0
Proo/. Consider a machine io G A/. Let S(io) be the set of strategies s for
which 0 < x^,, < 1. We say that strategy si contains strategy S2 if, for each
period £ € «a. we have that ( 6 «i. Let so € S(io) be a strategy that does
not contain any other strategy from 5(t'o) (notice that such a strategy always
exists). We argue by contradiction.
Assume that S(to) 5^  0 and for all £ € T the values sum^ft) are equal to
either 0 or 1. This implies that sum^t) = 1 for all periods £ G So- Since,
by constraint (4.25), X)«es^ «o.« = 1> *"d since for each < G So we have that
atimjo(t) = Z]»es «e« »^0.» = 1. 't follows that x^,, = 0 for each strategy s G 5
that uses a period £ not used by strategy so- Due to the fact that so does
not contain any strategy from 5(io), it follows that for each s G S(io) \ «o.
there exists a period ! £ s such that < $ «o- Consequently, x^,, = 0 for all
a € 5(io) \ So. &nd iio,,o = 1, a contradiction to 5(io) / 0. •
Let us now describe how the branching scheme preserves the efficient
pricing service strategies. Let the branching rule be simply to decide whether
a period < G 7' is used in a service strategy for machine io G A/ (branch 1) or
not (branch 2). Considering branch 1, this has the following consequences for
the pricing problem: each arc passing f, i.e., going from some ti < t to some
/a > / is deleted from the graph and from now on for every child node of the
branching tree machine J'O is serviced in period t. Moreover, in the graphs
associated with the other machines, we delete all arcs entering node <. So, no
path will visit node f. Considering branch 2 is even easier: we simply delete
from the graph all arcs entering t. Now, from Lemma 4.4.3 we can conclude
that this branching strategy excludes the current fractional solution.
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4.5 Integrality gap and approximation algo-
rithms
4.5.1 Bounded integrality gap
In this subsection we show that in case T > 2m the integrality gap of 5 P is
bounded from above by a constant.
First of all, let us construct a feasible maintenance schedule given a so-
lution of SPLP. Suppose ij , , , t € Af, a € 5, is an optimal solution of the
linear program SPLP. Based on solution x for every machine t € M we
define the probability:
Note that, putting into consideration a new dummy-machine 0 with zero
maintenance and operating costs, we can enforce constraint (4.25) to be
tight, i.e.,
£ £ *M = I. <er- ^ 1 (4-32)
This clearly implies that 5 t 6 «
Now, at every odd time slot 2(t - 1) + 1, » € M \ {0}, we service machine
i. Since we choose T > 2m and all non-dummy machines are serviced, thin
already gives us a feasible solution of SP. At all even time slots we service
machines at random with probabilities p*. Let Z<, t 6 A/, be a random
variable, which denotes the total cost incurred by machine i over interval T
in the randomized schedule above and let us call the resulting schedule R.
Lemma 4.5.1. Z>ue to ßar-yVoy e< o/, «ee [9].•
£XP(Z.) <2Ta,^—^+2T6,p, . (4.33)
Pi
Proo/. By linearity of expectations we can consider maintenance and operat-
ing costs separately. First, let us consider the maintenance cost. Ix;t n< be a
random variable which is the number of maintenance services of machine t in
schedule R. Notice that n, is binomially distributed with parameter p< for all
even time-slots and has an additional service in the odd time slot 2(i - 1) + 1.
Thus, £XP(n,) = |T/2Jpi + 1 < Tp, + 1. By inequalities (4.24) and the
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definition of probabilities p^ i G A/, we have 1 < Tpj for any i € M, so
EXP(n«) < 2T6.P,.
The result for expectation of the operating cost follows from Wald's iden-
tity [311. Let yi(j') be a random variable representing the operating cost
occurring for the j-th pair of consecutive maintenances of the i-th machine
in ft. Here, we start counting the pairs from the first even time slot where we
have maintenance of the i-th machine. We ignore the maintenance services
in odd slots and assume that the upper bound on the last (nH-h) mainte-
nance interval is not limited by T but can be extended to any positive integer
T' > T. Notice that these assumption can only increase the operating cost
for the i-th machine, i.e.,
<
Let us define an infinite set of random variables:
1 i f j ••-- 1 ;
= ^ 1 if j > 2 and fi contains at least j maintenances of machine i;
0 otherwise.
Therefore, we can write
= EXP I £ /^(j) .
Notice that /j is dependent of Vi(l), Vi(2),..., Vi(j — 1) but it is indepen-
dent of V',(j), K,(j + 1) and so on. Since ]T)*^ ( ^ ( j ) is finite and linearity
of expectations it holds that
(+0OE \ +00
As we have noticed above 7j is independent of Vj(j). Therefore,
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Note that the ViO"), j € N, are identically distributed random variables.
Hence,
Notice that servicing machines only in the even time slots wo have every
two slots the operating cost increment of 4OJ: if at time < we have paid
operating cost a^s, then at times < + 1, * + 2, t + 3we pay a,(s, + 1), a,(.s, t
2), ai(s< + 3) respectively and the two time slots operating cast increment
is cii(st 4- 2) + ai(s< + 3) — aj(se + 1) - a<S( = 4a,. Given the increment of
4a<, we can estimate the value £XP(y,) via the geometric distribution with
parameter p<.
(1-P. )
I,
= 2Ta<-
P?
(1-P . )
Pi
Finally, by linearity of expectations
P.
which completes the proof. D
To present an upper bound on the integrality gap we prove the following
theorem.
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Theorem 4.5.2.
( 53 ^ ' ) - 4v(SPLP). (4-34)
\>€A/ /
Prw/. For every s € 5 define it, = X)te« * *"^ notice that since 5 does not
contain an empty set
T>< = E 53 *M = I > * M > 1 - *€M. (4.35)
I6T «€S:(€» »€S
By Lemma 4.5.1 and linearity of expectations
<) = £ £XP(Z,) < 53 (2Ta<—^
By definition of probabilities pi, i G M, and definition of &,, s £ S, this
equals
2(1 - R)
By Lemma 4.5.4 (see the end of this subsection), this is not more than
53 (2(1 -a) 531*0,5*+253^,.)
= E HO -n
V
«es
Note that in SPLP, for any machine i € A/, the total maintenance cost
is F*'^' — 12»es'''^«^'>»' *"^ ^® total operating cost is at least
Inequality (4.36) is valid due to the fact that, given a number of services fc,,
the smoo//i distribution of these services, where all the consecutive mainte-
nances are equally distanced from each other, minimizes the operating cost,
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see, e.g., ([7]). Thus,
> 5 ( jY *.*<,. +2 5>fc,.r,,)
•€JW
= g(4,,-„
Using Lemma 4.5.4 we derive that this is at most
By equation (4.35) this equals
which completes the proof. D
Now, let us show that based on the approach above the upper bound of
4 on the integrality gap can not be improved.
Theorem 4.5.3. 77iere eiiats an instance 0/ <Ae maintenance pro6/em sucA
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Proo/ Take an instance of the maintenance problem with two machines, unit
operating costs and no maintenance costs for both machines. It is not difficult
to verify that f(S'PLP) = T and pi = P2 = 1/2. In expectation analysis
(see the proof of Lemma 4.5.1) we derive EXP(Z<) = 2T-o(T) , i € {1,2},
which gives EXP(Zi + Za) = 4T - o(T), completing the proof. D
Lemma 4.5.4.
l £ 5 d . (4.38)
Proo/ The inequality (4.5.4) holds if and only if
Notice
Since for any natural numbers fc, and n<, it holds that fc,/nj + n</A;, > 2, we
derive
?..E E (£ ?)*•*•
 + ) * • * •
«6S »€S
\»€S / \*es /
which completes the proof. •
4.5.2 Deterministic approximation algorithm
In this subsection, instead of a derandotnization of the randomized algorithm,
we introduce a simple LP-based deterministic approximation algorithm for
S P with the same performance ratio of 4. Given an optimal solution of the LP
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relaxation of SP, take parameters p;, i € A/, defined by equation (4.31). For
every i € A/ find a number r, such that 2' '" ' < I/ft < 2"\ Define d< - 2*"'.
Order the set A/ by increasing d,s (without loss of generality we assume that
di > da > . . . > ^m)- Schedule the maintenance services for machine 1
(the machine with the lowest number d,) starting from time slot 1 in such a
way that the distance between any two sequential services of that machine is
di — 1. So, we maintain machine 1 in every d< time units. Similarly, schedule
machine 2 (the machine with the second lowest number d,) starting from the
first non-occupied time slot in the slots distanced from each other on dj — 1,
and so on. Since for every machine the distances between the sequential
services are power-of-two numbers, at every time slot we schedule at most
one machine. Since the distances between machine services are rounded up
(to the nearest higher power-of-two number), and summation of all ;J,'S gives
1, we have enough space in interval [1,T] to schedule all machines from A/.
Therefore, the resulting schedule is feasible. Now, using the same line of
argument as in the proof of Theorem 4.5.2, we can show that the cost of
the constructed feasible schedule is bounded from above also by 4u(5P/yP).
To explain this in a less formal way, notice that the distance rounded to
the nearest higher power-of-two number can at most double the distances
between the consecutive services of a machine. Doing this, the maintenance
costs can be only decreased since we maintain machines less frequently. In
turn, the operating costs can be increased no more than 4 times. Thus, the
constructed schedule provides an integral solution with objective value of at
most 4i;(SPLP).
4.6 Computational results
In this section we present computational results for all LP models constructed
in Section 4.3.
4.6.1 Technical details
AU experimental results were obtained on computer
AMD Athlon 2400 XP+/1GB RAM running Debian GNU/Linux 3.0 with
kernel 2.4.18. All calculations were limited by 100000 branching nodes and
by 10000 seconds CPU. To compute the optimal solutions for QP and F F
we used the package ILOG OPL-Studio 3.5 using the CPLEX MIP Solver.
The computational results for 5 P are obtained using aforementioned column
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stances of PMP are easy to implement and easy to solve (the running time
is small). We can observe also that the computation times for the other
two formulations are much better than that of QP and quite similar to each
other. In the remainder we concentrate on the solutions of SP and F F only.
4.6.4 The quality of the lower bound
Now, we focus on the general performance of the column generation algorithm
for SPLP and the branch-and-price algorithm for SP versus the LP based
branch-and-bound algorithm that the CPLEX MIP Solver uses to solve FF .
Again, we consider instances from [7] on four machines, without maintenance
costs and the solution value is presented in terms of the average operating
cost per period. As previously, we have chosen T to be the optimal schedule
length as computed by [7]. The results are presented in Table 4.4.
Horn, OPT is the value of the optimal solution of PMP instance. The
computational results show that the lower bound provided by the linear pro-
gramming relaxation is very good and can be obtained in very short time.
Moreover, in mast of the cases the solutions found for the relaxed problems
are integer and therefore optimal for the original model. We observed also
that the linear relaxation of 5 P is just slightly better than the linear relax-
ation of FF. Moreover, in general for both formulations it is required just
few branching nodes to obtain an integer solution.
We observe also that even in case of positive integrality gap OPL-Studio
can provide an integral solution for F F analyzing only the root of the search
tree (see, for example, the instance m = 4, T = 8, a = (10,5,5,1),6 = 0, in
Table 4.4). The reason for this is following. The OPL-Studio MIP-Solver is
based on branch-and-cut algorithm creating a number of cuts (actually there
are 9 types of different cuts) in every node of the search tree including the
root. Sometimes it cuts the fractional solution right in the root.
Notice that for instance m = 4, a = (30,10,10,1), 6 = (0,0,0,0), at
cycle length 7' •- 30 we found solution with OPT = 58.3333 which is better
than the solution of OPT = 58.42 reported in [7].
4.6.5 Symmetry
In order to further test the proposed solution approaches, we have composed
symmetrical instances where Oj = 1 and 6, = 0 for all machines t € M. Table
4.5 for m = 3 displays the computational results.
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For all instances of this class, we considered the integrality gap between
the optimal solution and the solution of the relaxed problems. For all these
instances, the integrality gap in SP is zero and we conjecture that this holds
for any numbers T and m. In contrast, r(FFLP) = 3 for all the instances.
We noticed also that in symmetric cases the algorithm based on .S'P per-
forms better if we start with the simp/e so/utton as an initial set of columns
in LP rather than with the greedy so/ution.
We conclude that these instances are rather difficult to solve, especially
for the branch-and-price algorithm. Despite the fact that integrality gap for
these instances is equal to zero, many branches are needed to prove opti-
mality. Notice also that the computational results for the flow model are
significantly better, despite the fact that it uses much more nodes in the
search tree. Thus, we conclude that the column generation algorithm spends
relatively much time on solving the relaxed instances.
4.6.6 Maintenance costs
Here we investigate the impact of introducing strictly positive maintenance
costs. Table 4.6 shows that for different maintenance and fixed operating
costs the computation time and the number of nodes in the search tree can
vary significantly.
For the instances in Table 4.6 we used a part of the benchmarks from [7]
on five machines. Since Anily et al did not report the optimal cycle length
for m = 5, we took T = 24 for all the instances.
Since for all these instances the branch-and-price algorithm based on SP
performs worse than a straightforward implementation of F F we do not
report the results for SP.
4.6.7 Cases with many machines
Finally, we would like to investigate how the number of machines affects
the performance of the algorithms. We took five instances with m = 10
introduced in [7] without maintenance costs and we define a relatively modest
cycle length T = 18. In Table 4.7 we introduce the results.
For all the instances in that table we have noticed that the algorithm
based on the SP formulation performs much better than OPL implementa-
tion of FF . For some instances, for example, with a = (10,10,10,10,10,10,
10.10,10,1), we could not even solve the F F formulation in 12 hours. We
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explain a better performance of the branch-and-price algorithm by the fol-
lowing reason: from the experiments we clearly see that in these cases the
linear relaxation provided by SP is much stronger than the linear relaxation
Of F F . : « V , V i - , . : , ^ - . * . : ; • .-,:,..• « • ' •
4.7 Conclusions, open questions and further
research -v
In this chapter we have proposed several models for a periodic maintenance
scheduling problem that has applications in other areas as well. In contrast
to prior research, our approach has been to fix the length of the period. This
chapter proposes several natural mathematical programming formulations,
most of which are integer linear programs. We have investigated the com-
putational behavior of these problems when solving them by an LP based
branch-and-cut algorithm. One of the formulations is a set partihomm/ for-
mulation, that contains a number of variables that is exponential in the cycle
length T. We have shown how this problem can be solved using a column
generation approach, and how the pricing problem can be solved efficiently.
This results in a branch-and-price algorithm. The computational results of
this approach are comparable to the results obtained through another (/Zou/)
formulation.
hVom a theoretical viewpoint, this chapter indicates several directions for
further research. The first issue concerns the quality of the LP relaxations of
SP and FF. Is it possible to improve the bound of 4 on the ratio between the
value of the optimal solution of SP and v(SPLP)? Is there an upper bound
on the integrality gap for FF? Is it true that with m = 2 the integrality gap
is always 0?
The second trend of questions concerns the randomized algorithm intro-
duced in Section 4.5: how can we derandomize the algorithm? How can we
adopt the randomized algorithm to the case with T < 2m? What if machine
services will take place at all time slots (in the current version of the ran-
domized algorit hm we do not use the last T/2 — m even slots which is almost
a half of the interval T)?
From a more practical viewpoint, the chapter leaves open some questions
about solving the LP relaxations. The computational results indicate that
the column generation approach takes much more time to find an optimal
solution for the LP relaxation of the set partitioning formulation, than it
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takes CPLEX to find an optimal solution to the LP relaxation of FF. Thus,
in order to improve the computational results, the following question arises.
From all columns with negative reduced costs, which one(s) should ho nddod?
Conversely, the branch-and-price algorithm usually requires less nodes in
the search tree than the branch-and-cut algorithm based on the /Jou> /or-
mu/alion. Thus, the question arises whether other branching strategies can
accelerate the solution process for this formulation.
4.8 Complete description of feasible solutions
In this section we present yet another model. This model is somewhat un-
usual but provides a complete description of the feasible solutions. For sim-
plicity we assume again that all maintenance costs are equal to 0 and we are
dealing with operating costs only. Here, instead of a vector representation of
the states (x^, i G M, t € T) that were used in Subsection 4.3.1, we use the
number representation of the state. We introduce T variables So, « i , . . . , 87-,
that are integer numbers in the T-base number system. Here, the number
St, < € T, corresponds to the service-state of the maintenance in the time-
unit (. The idea behind this is simple: instead of the vector representation
of the state (xi,*,X2,t, • • • ,im,i) we use the representation of the state like an
integer number s^  = Xi,jX2,t... im,i where the f-th digit (in the T-base num-
ber system) represents the number of time units after the last maintenance
of i machine at time slot t. We call a number in the T-base number system
by T-num6er and the cipher in it by digit. Clearly, T is the maximal possible
state component for any machine.
The decision variables y,,< € {0,1}, i £ A/, £ € T, are the same as we
used in Subsection 4.3.1.
Now, the most important part of the model is to properly enforce the
changes of maintenance states in time. Consider a time-unit < € T and the
corresponding state Sf. Assume that at the next time unit we service machine
i. Let us determine
• Variable Ui,t, t € M, £ € T, is a T-number which is formed by first
(i — 1) digits of the T-number s^ . Expressing t>^ in terms of s< we have
+l < ^ < g,/p"-'+l + 1.
Variable Uj,t, i G M, £ e T, is a T-number which is first i digits of the
number s,; ««/P»"' < u<,« < «,/T™-« + 1.
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• Variable u;,,,, i G A/, t e T, is a T-number which is just an j-th digit
of a». So, u>j,f = Tujj - «i,f.
• Constant fy is an m-digital T-number having (m - 1) times 1-digits
and one O-digit in i-th position. For example, 7-digital $3 number is
1101111.
Now, we can describe the changing of the state in time as follows
where t is a number of a machine that we want to be serviced at the time
moment M l .
Taking into account that we need to decide which machine will be serviced
at tho next time unit, we can describe the whole set of feasible solutions of
the maintenance problem as the following integer linear program:
(€T; (4.39)
T*~ V « ' * e T \ T; (4.40)
(4.41)
i€A/ i€A/
<,»+i, i € A/, « e r \ T; (4.42)
< Ty<,i, t € A/; (4.43)
ww = Tww - Uj.,, i G A / , i e r ; (4.44)
-T*(l -yw+,) < «w < «,/T™-'+* + 1, i € A/, « € T\T; (4.45)
' + ' « i , T < » r A * " " ' * ' + l. i € W ; (4.46)
*,/T"-' - T*(l - y,.,+,) < u,.« < «,/T»-' + 1, i € A/, « € r \ T ; (4.47)
aT/T™- ' -T ' ( l -yu)<«i .T<*r /T" ' - ' + l, i 6 A/; (4.48)
yw € {0,1}. i€ A/, (eT; (4.49)
St. «i,«. t'i,». M'M *TC T-numbers, i G A/, < G T. (4.50)
Although the integer linear program (4.39)-(4.50) completely describes
the feasible region of the problem it still involves the big .V parameter (here
it is in fact T). By consequence, the presented reformulation has also (as
well as QP) a poor linear relaxation.
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4.9 Tables of computational results
T
3
3
3
4
4
5
4
4
6
16
8
17
8
9
13
10
21
10
10
15
17
a
1,1,1
2,1,1
2,2,1
5,1,1
5,2,1
5,5,1
10,1,1
10,2,1
10,5,1
10,10,1
30,1,1
30,2,1
30,5,1
30,10,1
30,30,1
50,1,1
50,2,1
50,5,1
50,10,1
50,30,1
50,50,1
OPT
3.0
4.0
5.0
5.5
7.0
10.0
8.0
9.5
13.3333
17.25
14.5
17.2941
22.25
28.4444
42.9231
19.0
22.6667
29.5
36.5
55.0
66.8235
gp-
nodes
14
9
13
20
38
70
29
37
156
197040
194
142837
437
1169
17099
351
766220
1397
1377
44664
184068
QP-
time
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
114
1
89
1
1
9
1
604
2
1
27
114
FF-
nodes
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
2
33
1
1
1
1
1
17
1
FF-
time
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
SP-
nodes
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
9
1
1
33
1
15
1
1
1
1
1
27
1
SP-
time
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Table 4.3: Different PMP formulations
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T
4
9
10
15
6
16
22
6
6
24
6
6
6
8
6
8
8
6
9
33
8
8
10
8
12
30
26
24
14
19
a
1,1,1,1
2,1,1,1
2,2,1,1
2,2,2,1
5,1,1,1
5,2,1,1
5,2,2,1
5,5,1,1
5,5,2,1
5,5,5,1
10,1,1,1
10,2,1,1
10,2,2,1
10,5,1,1
10,5,2,1
10,5,5,1
10,10,1,1
10,10,2,1
10,10,5,1
10,10,10,1
30,1,1,1
30,5,1,1
30,5,5,1
30,10,1,1
30,10,5,1
30,10,10,1
30,30,1,1
30,30,5,1
30,30,10,1
30,30,30,1
OPT
6.0
7.3333
8.8
10.4
10.0
11.75
13.7273
15.0
17.5
22.25
12.5
15.0
17.5
19.5
22.5
27.875
24.5
27.5
34.0
40.4545
21.75
29.5
40.5
37.0
49.6667
58.3333
55.8462
70.5
81.5
108.4737
FF-
nodes
1
1
1
1
1
1
99
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
10
3
1
1
3
1
88
123
1
36
20
1
FF-
time
1
1
1
1
1
1
6
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
9
1
1
1
1
2
14
3
5
1
1
v(FFLP)
6.0
7.3333
8.8
10.4
10.0
11.75
13.5
15.0
17.5
22.25
12.5
15.0
17.5
19.5
22.5
27.25
24.5
27.5
32.8889
40.4545
21.75
29.5
39.5
37.0
48.0
57.9231
55.8462
70.4231
80.4231
108.4737
SP-
nodes
1
15'
1
1
1
1
1
19
1
1
15
17'
1
1
17
1
23
51'
1
19'
23
1
SP-
time
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
3'
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
17'
1
1
1
1
1
34'
3
4'
1
1
u(SPLP)
6.0
7.3333
8.8
10.4
10.0
11.75
13.7273
15.0
17.5
22.25'
12.5
15.0
17.5
19.5
22.5
27.25
24.5
27.5
32.8889
40.4545'
21.75
29.5
39.5
37.0
48.0
58.3333'
55.8462
70.5
80.7857
108.4737
Table 4.4: Algorithms performances and lower bounds
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T
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
80
90
100
OPT
3.04
3.0
3.0385
3.0377
3.0
3.0364
3.0357
3.0
3.0345
3.0339
3.0
3.0328
3.0323
3.0
3.0313
3.0308
3.0
3.0299
3.0294
3.0
3.0286
3.025
3.0
3.02
FF-
nodes
57
1
HI
75
1
94
156
1
69
61
1
104
107
1
61
80
1
135
162
1
110
182
1
217
FF-time
sec.
33
13
42
40
14
50
55
19
52
57
22
66
75
28
77
94
31
102
134
46
149
258
771
1655
SP-
nodes
29*
1'
7»
7*
r
13»
ir
i*
i'
3'
r
13'
13*
i'
5*
5*
5'
3*
7'
1'
7*
5*
1*
3'
SP-time
sec.
699*
21'
154*
247*
32»
1325»
590*
46*
366*
407*
170*
3999'
4542'
195*
1431*
2067*
597*
723'
1346*
601'
5150*
2804'
1093'
5189'
Table 4.5: Symmetry case
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a
5,1,1,1,1
5,1,1,1,1
5,1,1,1,1
5,1,1,1,1
5,5,1,1,1
5,5,1,1,1
5,5,1,1,1
5,5,1,1,1
5,5,5,1,1
5,5,5,1,1
5,5,5,1,1
5,5,5,1,1
5.5.5.5.1
5,5,5,5,1
5,5,5,5,1
10,5,1,1,1
10,5,1,1,1
10,5,1,1,1
10,5,1,1,1
10,10,5,1,1
10,10,5,1,1
10,10,5,1,1
10,10,5,1,1
30,10,5,1,1
30,10,5,1,1
30,10,5,1,1
30,10,5,1,1
30,30,1,1,1
30,30,1,1,1
30,30,1,1,1
30,30,1,1,1
30.30,30,1,1
30,30,30,1,1
30,30,30,1,1
30,30,30,1,1
30,30,30,30,1
30,30,30,30.1
30,30,30,30.1
30.30.30.30.1
6
0,0,0,0,0
5,1,1,1,1
10,10,10,10,10
30,10,5,2,1
0,0,0,0,0
5,5,1,1,1
10,10,10,10,10
30,10,5,2,1
0,0,0,0,0
5,5,5,1,1
10,10,10,10,10
30,10,5,2,1
0.0.0.0.0
0,0,0,0,1
10,10,10,10,10
30,10,5,2,1
0,0,0,0,0
10,5,1,1,1
10,10,10,10,10
30,10,5,2,1
0,0,0,0,0
10,10,5,1,1
10,10,10,10,10
30,10,5,2,1
0,0,0,0,0
30,10,5,1,1
10,10,10,10,10
30,10,5,2,1
0,0,0,0,0
30,30,1,1,1
10,10,10,10,10
30,10,5,2,1
0,0,0,0,0
30,30,30,1,1
10,10.10,10,10
30,10.5,2,1
0.0,0,0,0
30.30.30.30.1
10.10.10.10.10
30,10,5,2.1
OPT
15.0
17.3333
25.0
27.0417
21.9583
25.4167
31.9583
33.8333
29.5
33.5
39.5
41.125
40.375
44.875
50,375
50.375
26.75
32.125
36.75
41.0
43.5
50.9583
53.5
56.125
61.4167
77.4167
71.4167
77.5
69.0
91.75
79.0
84.6667
129.5
155.875
139.5
142.7917
207.75
236.5417
217.75
218.2917
FF-
nodes
1
1
1
86
3289
15858
2917
469
1
1
1
542
59750
82879
85112
25289
1
310
1
5394
4515
27114
2375
3223
1443
912
1152
1042
177
61
177
528
24292
13947
32342
24652
18793
23764
24370
15191
FF-
time
3
3
3
10
20
66
19
9
2
2
2
7
260
357
354
127
7
38
6
169
208
829
83
180
71
61
69
67
25
18
25
54
122
74
164
152
89
120
112
67
i;(FFLP)
15.0
17.3333
25.0
26.9333
21.75
25.1429
31.75
33.7143
29.5
33.5
39.5
40.8214
39.5
44.10
49.5
49.35
26.75
31.8333
36.75
40.4167
42.9091
50.2
52.9091
55.3833
60.8462
76.5909
70.8462
76.6818
68.7692
91.6364
78.7692
83.7436
126.9474
153.7647
136.9474
139.3860
204.0
232.7826
214.0
214.5326
Table 4.6: Maintenance costs
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a
1,1,1,1,1,
1,1,1,1,1
10,9,8,7,6,
5,4,3,2,1
10,10,10,10,10,
10,10,10,10,1
100,1,1,1,1,
1,1,1,1,1
1000,1,1,1,1,
1,1,1,1,1
OPT
49.0
232.0
413.5
126.5
576.5
FF-
nodes
» 100000
» 100000
» 100000
1
1
FF-
time
—^
5
3
t>(FFLP)
45.0
225.76
393.5
126.5
576.5
SP-
nodes
1*
1671
3'
1
35
SP-
time
1*
617
2*
5
19
t>(SP/,P)
49.0*
232.0
413.5*
126.5
576.5
Table 4.7: Many machines
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Chapter 5
High multiplicity supply chain
scheduling problems
5.1 Introduction
In classical machine scheduling problems it is usual to consider scheduling
problems in which there exist jobs and machines, and in some cases resources.
In contemporary manufacturing environments however, there is an important
class of scheduling problems for which this context is not satisfactory. Let
us start by describing in more detail, the manufacturing environment we aim
to investigate.
Now, that ERP systems are widespread among manufacturers of all sorts
and sizes, most companies rely for their material requirements planning on
an MRP system indeed, see, e.g., [8]. For convenience of discussion, we now
briefly describe the basic functionality of an MRP system. The input of an
MRP system consists of two sets of data:
1. The master production schedule (MPS), in which demand for each
endproduct is satisfied. This demand may consist of a combination
of booked orders and forecast.
2. The Bill of Materials (BOM). The BOM specifies for each of the end-
products of which and how many intermediates or raw materials it is
manufactured (assembled, configured). In turn it specifies for the in-
termediates of which and how many other intermediates and/or raw
materials they are composed, et cetera. In addition it contains the
leadtime for each of the manufacturing steps, i.e., the time necessary
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to execute an endproduct or intermediate from its constituents.
Based on the MPS and the BOM an MRP engine computes which raw
materials and intermediate products are required to produce the endproducts
in the MPS in time.
Usually the leadtimes amount to a period length of several weeks or
months. In the meantime however, the demand may change. Not in a make-
to-stock environment with long delivery times, but it has become customary
to produce on a make-to-order basis, or have short delivery times. In such
environments, the forecast may turn out to differ from actual demand, orders
are cancelled, orders get changed, and rush orders are accepted. By conse-
quence, the material requirements as estimated by the MRP engine may differ
significantly from the actual requirements. The problem that subsequently
arises is how to assign the materials and/or intermediates to endproducts so
as to best meet actual demand, i.e., customer orders.
Without further specifying the problem, we first point out that several
high multiplicity issues may play a role in this problem. First of all, notice
that the unit of measurement is not a job, but a customer order. Usually,
customer orders consist of multiple items, and hence any reasonable encoding
explicit schedule consisting starting (and/or completion) times of all items is
not polynomial in the input size of the problem. Another multiplicity issue
arises, when deliveries follow a prespecified pattern. For example, a certain
raw material is delivered every Tuesday in a fixed quantity. In such a case, in
any reasonable encoding even the explicit delivery schedule is not polynomial
in the input size.
In this chapter, we will study problems as sketched above. The informal
problem description given above is based on a quite general manufacturing
setting. In this chapter we restrict our focus to the last manufacturing step,
the assembly line. Nowadays, this last step is made to order in most in-
dustries, and therefore the objective can be naturally related to customer
demand. As customary, we model this assembly line by a single machine,
and hence the analysis in the chapter investigates a single machine scheduling
problem. This approach takes quite an abstract view on the processes feeding
the assembly line, they are modelled by delivery of materials. However, un-
derstanding the nature of the problem in a single machine setting may also
serve as a stepping stone for considering more complicated environments,
such as flow shops.
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5.2 Notations, definitions, and examples
In this chapter it is convenient to adopt the three-field scheduling notation
or|/3j")r described in [40]. We shall extend this notation by notions of multi-
plicities and raw materials. Let us recall the basics of the notation.
5.2.1 Notations
• The /3-field represents the job type data. Given a set of job types
J = {1,2,...,«} we specify the following data options related to any
job type:
- a number n,, which is a multiplicity of the job type j € J, i.e., we
have to complete n, individual jobs of type j ;
- one or more processing times p, or p*.,. that jobs of tvpe 7_have to
spend on the various machines on which it requires processing (see
also the description of the machine environment in a-field below);
— a due date dj,j, i G {1,2,... ,rij}, by which the i-th job of type j
should ideally be completed. Such a set of due dates we call also a
demand sc/iedu/e. Notice that this data can be compactly encoded,
for example, encoding by dj,i = 6ji requires only one number 6j. If
an explicit representation of due dates or any other job attributes
for all individual jobs is not polynomial in the input size of the
problem we speak of /lig/i mu/<ip/ici<j/ in demand, otherwise we
speak of sing/e mu/(ip/ici<j/ in demand. Clearly, if for every job
type j we have that rij = 1 then we deal with single multiplicity
in demand. Due dates of individual jobs can be introduced also
by aggregated demand over time: let Z)j(t) be the total number of
individual jobs of type j which should ideally be completed before
or at time t;
- presence of one of the scripts A", ddc, mddc, rm means that we have
a set fi of raw materials. Script rm = A" means that we have a
fixed number of raw materials (|fi| < K") and different types of
jobs may require the same raw material. Script ddc corresponds
to the case that we have one dedicated raw material for every job
type, and mddc means multiple dedicated raw materials per job
type. If we use script rm then we assume that there are no re-
strictions on the number of raw materials, or on the usage of these
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materials by different types of jobs. Generally, we assume that a
unit of any raw material is not renewable and can be assigned to
at most one individual job. Notice, that problem input must also
contain
• Oj,, that specifies the amount of raw material r required to
complete one individual job of type j ,
• a supp/t/ .sc/iedu/e s,.,t specifying an additional amount of raw
material r that becomes available at time £ — 1 (so, at time
interval [< — l,t] we already can use the s,.,i additional units
of raw material r to process a job). Here we notice again that
the supply schedule can be compactly encoded, for instance,
by the linear expression s,.,» = &«•' with only one parameter
6r for every r € fi. Symmetrically to high multiplicity in de-
mand we introduce /ug/i mu/hp/iciJy in supp/y: if an explicit
representation of all raw material' unit u'eiYverresr ik nvstf pvsty-
nomial in the input size then we speak of high multiplicity in
supply. A supply schedule can be represented also by aggre-
gated supply of raw materials over time: let SV(i) be the total
amount of raw material r G ft delivered to time moment (;
- a weight u»^  indicates a relative importance of job type j .
• The field a = aittj specifies the machine environment.
- If c*i = o, where o denote the empty symbol, then each individ-
ual job consists a single operation that can be processed on any
machine;
- If <*i = F we have a flow shop. Here, each individual job of type
j 6 J consists a chain of operations (Oj j , O2J,..., Omj)> and O j^
has to be processed on machine i during p*j time units;
- a? = m, m e N, means there are m machine available to process
the jobs;
• The -»-held refers to the optimality criterion chosen. Given a schedule,
wi> can compute for each individual job j
- the completion time of individual job Cj,j, t G {1,2,... ,n ,} , or
simply Cj in case n^  = 1;
- the lateness L .^j = Cj,* - dj,j or Lj if rij = 1;
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- the tardiness 7},i = max{0, Cj,j — dj,j} or 7} if n^ = 1;
- the unit penalty (/,,< = 1 if Cj,j > dj,i and 0 otherwise. We use f/j
The optimality criteria we use involve the minimization of the following
functions (-y-field):
- the makespan C,^x j j j
- the maximum lateness Lmox = niaxj,i<i<„, £,,,<;
- the total weighted tardiness 52;€./£-*-i '">^>.i!
- the weighted number of late jobs X^ieJ X^-i ^j^j.<-
In general we assume that each machine can process at most one job at n
time and that each job can be processed on at most one machine at a time.
Also preemptions of individual jobs are not allowed.
Remark 5.2.1. C7ear/y, in case rm ^ 0 demand is satis/ia6/e on/i/ i/ Mere
is enou^/t raw materoa/s <o process £/ie jo6s. T/ius, t/irou(//iout i/ie c/iapter u»e
a/ways assume t/ia<
t=o
5.2.2 Examples
Let us give some examples.
Example 5.2.2. 77ie proftZem l|rm = l,pj = l|C*mai-' minimize <Ae mafcespan
on a sing/e mac/iine su6jec< <o fij Mere are no restrictions on Me number
o/ indiwdua/ jofcs per jot <ype; ^ Mere is one raw mafcna/ iwMout any
restrictions on supp/y sc/iedu/e and consumption vector a, ^ a// jots Aare
unit processing times.
Let us c/assi/y Mis prot/em. T/ie input o/ t/ie pro6/em can 6e represented,
/or eiamp/e, 6y Me /o//ou;in<7 set o/ attriftutes: {ni, 712,..., n,, ai, 02 , . . . , a,,
(*ii *i). (<2, S2), • • •. (</t, Sfc)} w/iere n_j is Me mu/tip/icity 0/jo6 type j , a^  i.5 a
consumption 0/ raw material 6y one indiuidua/ 706 0/ type j , tr M t^e time
moment iw/ien additional «r units 0/ raw material become avai/aMe. T/ie size
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o/ the input is ^ . ^ ( l ogn^ + loga^) + H*=i(log*i- + logs,.). An explicit
nepresenfahon o/ consumptions /or a// indmdtta/ jo6s requires space 53jeJ **?
which is exponential in f/ie input size, </iere/ore we dea/ rwt/i /liy/i multiplicity
in demand. Similarly, explicit representation 0/ every umt 0/ supply reguires
exponential space ] C i Sr, t/ius we have a/so Aiy/i multiplicity in supp/y.
Example 5.2.3. F2|rm = 0|Lmox* minimize i/ie maxima/ /ateness in a 2-
machine /!ow s/iop /or t/ie case w/ien f/j t/iere are no restrictions on f/ie
numfter 0/ individual jo6s per jo6 type; ^ jots do not reguire any raw mate-
ria/; ^ t/»ere are no restrictions on processing requirements; and ^ tnere
are no constraints on due dates.
Ciear/y, t/iis is a pro6/em wit/i sino/e mu/tip/icity in supp/y. To answer
t/ie question w/iet/ier it is /liy/i mu/tip/icity in demand we need additional
in/ormation afcout t/ie encoding 0/ t/ie demand sc/iedu/e. For eiamp/e, i/
t/ie due dates are given eip/icit/y /or every individual jo6 t/ien f/ie profclem
becomes single multiplicity in demand. On t/ie ot/ier /land, t/ f/te due dates
are compactly encoded, /or instance, i/ all individual jofts Ziave a common due
date, t/ien t/»e encoding 0/ e:rplicit due dates reguires exponential space, ßy
f^j we do not have any restrictions on due dates, t/iere/ore in t/ie problem
F2|rm - 0|Lm<u: <^ «e «"a^s can 6e compact/y encoded w/iic/i, in turn, implies
/»ig/i multiplicity in demand.
Example 5.2.4. llddc.s^ = l,Pj = l|^Zj; Hr=i Wj^ >.«- minimize t/ie total
weighted tandiness on a single mac/line under t/ie /ol/owing restrictions: f/j
T/iere arie no nestrictioTis on t/ie number 0/ individual jo6s per jo6 type; ^
T/iere are s raw materials w/iere every material is dedicated to a certain jo6
type; f,?^  TAere are no restrictions on consumption 0/ f/ie raw materials;
C j^ At ever-y time moment one additional unit 0/any raw material becomes
available; f5j All individual jobs Aave unit processing time; f67 There are no
limitations on due dates.
Here, because 0/ f /j and f67 we nave /lig/i multiplicity in demand. /Votice,
that the supply srhnfu/e can be compactly represented by t/ie/unction Sj(t) =
[f J, j 6 J t/iat trgutres simply a constant space. T/iere/ore. explicit encoding
0/ supply is not polynomial in the input size 0/ the problem. Thus, we Ziave
/iig/> multiplicity in supply.
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Remark 5.2.5. ftortAer, deo/in^ uril/i /»13/» mu//ip/»ci/y we u^»i//oriw ftosiroi/y
on two compact encodings 0/ tAe input. We wi/Z (wsumt fAat </»«• .s«p;)/y
sc/iedu/e can 6e represented
• eitAer fry a set 0/ pairs
(J{(*r .«r . r) |«r , r>0, Vr} (5.2)
r€fi
where tr is a time moment w/ien tnere is a strictZy positive .'upp/y 0/
«r,r units 0/ raw materiaZ r;
• or 6y a reouiar supp/y scAeduie 0/ tne /orm
5r(t) = <vL*/TrJ + 6,, 6,,<v,T, € Z+, r € ß. (5.3)
//ere we require t/ia< m t/ie 6egtnnin<7 we Ziauc br units o/ t/ic r-t/i raw
materia/ ai>ai/aWe, and every Tr time units t/ie raw matena/ r € Ä ts
supp/ied in amount cv.
5ymmetrica/Zy, discussing /lig/i mu/tip/icity in demand we s/iaZZ /ocus on two
types o/ demand sc/iedu/es:
• 77ie /irst one is a description 0/ due dates 0/ indiuidua/ jofcs 0/ type
j £ J 6y a set 0/ pairs
(5.4)
wAere ^ is a time moment w/ien additiona/ n,,,- > 0 individua/ jobs 0/
type j s/iou/d ideaZZy 6e compZeted.
second one is a regu/ar pattern 0/ due dates de/med 6y a poZyno-
miaZZy computatZe mappino 0/ f/ie /orm
D>(0 = c,L(t - T°)/TjJ+, c , ,T„T° e Z+, j G J. (5.5)
//ere, sfartino /rom T° every T^ time units c^  inditnduaZ jobs 0/ type
j 6 J s/iouZd ideaZZy 6e compZeted.
Let us motivate restrictions on tAe compact input representation 6y t/ie
/oZZowinj reason. We can easiZy construct a proiZem wAere otven compactZy
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encoded S(t) we can no/ ej^ ectzve/y so/ve even fAe eguation 5(t) = 1 un/ess
P = yVP. Consider tAe /o//owing scAedu/ing pro6/em o/ ma/iespan minimiza-
tion. Given is one raw materia/, one unit hme jo6 requiring on/y one unit
o/ raw ma/eria/, and an instance o/ tAe we// Ä i^own, see [34], NP-comp/ete
SA77SF//1J3/Z,/TK (SA7V pro6/em (SAT: Given a set £/ o/variat/es and a
co//ection C o/c/auses over {/, is t/iere a sa<is/j/ino <rut/i assignment/or C? /
£^ £ 5(f) 6e suc/i fAa< it taJkes va/«e 1 i/tAe iinary representation o/inteoer t
is a satis/ying trut/t assignment /or t/ie given instance o/ 5A T. TVien any e/-
/ective a/gontnm /or t/ie constructed sc/iedu/mg pro6/em a/so e^ective/j/ so/ves
5ATpro6/em.
A/oreover, u;e con construct even a c/ass o/ undecida6/e sc/iedu/ing pro6-
/ef7w. TaJfce, /or instance, t/ie genera/ ßiop/iantine pro6/em, "Given a po/yno-
mia/ u»tA integer coe^cients in fc variafc/es, does it /lave an integer so/ution?"
A/atijasevic and /Jo6m.sor» in [83] s/iow t/iat t/iis pro6/em is undectda6/e even
/or fc = 13. yVow, u>e can construct an instance w/iere t/ie raw materia/
becomes avai/afe/e on/y in t/ie roots o/ a given po/ynomia/. 77ius, t/ t/ie Dto-
p/tantine pro6/em is undecidafc/e, fAe scAedu/ing prot/em is undecidafc/e as
we//.
5.3 Basic high multiplicity problems: Com-
plexity, algorithms, and approximations
Throughout this section we analyze the complexity of very basic scheduling
problems. We prove all positive results, such as algorithms and approxima-
tions, in some very general high multiplicity setting. In turn, all negative re-
sults, like NP-hardness, we prove for special single multiplicity cases. Notice
that for decision (recognition) versions of single multiplicity problems con-
sidering in this section, it is rather trivial to introduce solution certificates.
It implies that having NP-hardness result for single multiplicity problem we
immediately have NP-completeness result for the corresponding recognition
problem.
5.3.1 l|rm = max
Consider the following simple algorithm .4. First, the algorithm finds the
ascending order of values a .^ Without loss of generality assume that ai <
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oj < . . . < a,. Then the algorithm schedules first all jobs of type 1 then all
jobs of type 2, and so on. . ? ;
Proposition 5.3.1. 77»e so/u/ion o6(atned by a/jontfim .4 w an optimal
/or l|rm = l,pj
Proo/. Here we use a standard interchanging argument. Assume that there is
an optimal solution where an individual job of type t is an immediate succes-
sor of an individual job of type j and a, < aj. If a, < a, then switching the
places of these two individual jobs preserves sufficiency of the raw materials
for all jobs, and therefore it preserves the feasibility of solution. Sine«« till
jobs have unit processing times the switching does not change the miikcspaii.
Repetitively applying this switching argument we obtain an optitiml solution
in which all jobs are scheduled in order of nondecroasing a,. D
Now, we know that the schedule obtained by algorithm .4 is an optimal
one. The question that remains is how to output this optimal schedule. If
it is allowed to output the schedule as a sequence of jobs to be processed on
the single machine then we are done and we can even compactly encode the
resulting solution by a polynomial size mapping TT(J, i) = ]C>'<j ">' + *• J' ^
J, 1 < i < rij. We call such a mapping a sequence-oriented description of
the output, see Chapter 2. Clearly, the value 7r(j, i), denoting the ordering
number of the i-th individual job of type j in the optimal job sequence, can
be computed in time that is polynomial in the input size of the problem.
Now, assume that it is required to output the completion (starting) times
of the individual jobs. The explicit representation of all completion times will
be exponential in the input size of the problem. As we discussed in Chapter
2, see also [13], instead of explicit representation we can output, for example,
a time-oriented or job-oriented description of the optimal schedule.
First, consider the case with a supply schedule representation given by
equation (5.2), see Remark 5.2.5. Without loss of generality, we assume
that <i < <2 < • • • < <fc and ai < oj < .. . < o,. Let us schedule as
many jobs of type 1 as possible in the time interval [*i, fa]- To do this
compare the numbers niai and sj. If riiaj < si then let n , , = «i, otherwise
n j , = [si/ajj, and assign n , , individual jobs of type 1 to the interval [<i,<2|-
Redefine Si := Si — n'jOi and nj := nj — n, j , and continue with job type 2,
3, and so on. If the amount of raw material si is not enough to schedule any
remaining job in the interval [fi,^] let «2 := «2 + «l and consider the next
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interval, [^i^l- Continue the procedure till the last interval, [tjt,<jt+i) (here
£fc+i = +00). As a result we obtain a matrix [nj,,]«x/t where n ^ is the number
of individual jobs of type j € J assigned to the interval [£,, £,+i], 1 < 9 < A;.
Notice that matrix [n^,],x/t has a very special structure. Compact encoding
of this matrix requires only O(max{/c,a}) space.
Now, let us define a time-oriented description where given a time moment
£ we output a triple (i,j, r) such that in the schedule the z-th individual
job of type j is the first individual job to be processed at or after time <
and T is starting time of that job. Without loss of generality, assume that
£<j < < < ^+1 for some 1 < 7 < fc. Define the time-oriented description as
follows
Ü.M),
C?, *>*«•)-
and
and
if
and
and
and
(0,0,0),
t > i, + £ /
» = t - t, -
g' = min{^ > q| 3
j = min{j e J| n'_
otherwise.
1;
. > 0},
Notice that the time-oriented description above requires space O(max{A;, s}).
This description can be obtained in time O(max{fc, s}), and, given ( 6 R, we
can compute the triple corresponding to £ also in time
In the case of a supply schedule representation given by equation (5.3),
see Remark 5.2.5, we notice that the optimal makespan C„,ax is easy to
compute. First, calculate the earliest time moment at which there is enough
raw material to process all jobs, t* = rT(£,gjn,a, - 6)/c]. Then calculate
the number of individual jobs of type j 6 J that are scheduled before time
£* as follows:
0, if
otherwise.
Then CBM» = t* + S>ej("> ~ ">)• Finally we output the following job-
oriented description of an optimal schedule where all idle time is gathered in
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the beginning of the schedule:
Here, computation of the completion time of any individual job takes
only O(s) time. The required space for the job-oriented description is also
at most O(s).
5.3.2 l|nj = l,rm =
In this section we show that the extension of the problem l|rm = l,p^ =*
1|C™„ to the case with arbitrary processing times is difficult to solve even
in case of single multiplicities in demand.
Theorem 5.3.2. 77ie proWem l|n, = l,rm = l|Cmax " stomj/y NP-Aarrf
and tAe corresponding recognition version o/ </ie problem is strong/j/ NP-
comp/efe.
Pnoo/. Let us reduce the well known, see, e.g., [34], strongly NP-complete
problem 3-PARTITION to l|n, = l,rm =
3-PARTITION: Given a set Z? of 3m elements, a bound ß G Z"*", and size
s(e) € Z+ for each e € £ such that ß/4 < s(e) < ß/2 and £ ^ g s(e) =
mß, can F be partitioned into m disjoint sets 2?j, £^,. . . , E^ such that for
Define
J = £;
a« = s(e), e e E ;
Pe = a(e), e € £;
a« = ß if t = 1( mod ß) and s« = 0 otherwise.
We claim there is a required partition of set £ if and only if there is
a schedule for the constructed instance of l|rij = l,rm = l|Cmai with
makespan C„,a* = wiß-
Assume that in the constructed instance of l|rij = l,rm = l|Cmoz there
is a schedule of length mß. Since the total workload of all jobs from is is mß
and the schedule length is also mß we conclude that in the schedule there
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are no idle times. Consider the interval [1,B]. Since 5/4 < s(e) < ß/2
for any e € E and in the schedule there are no idle times, exactly three
jobs Ei = {ei,i,e,,2,ei,3} with total workload £,.££, Pe = Eee£, *(<0 ^ ^
start in the interval [1, ßj. By definition of raw material consumptions and
the raw material constraint, we deduce that 5Zee£i **« ~ <CeeEi *(^) — ^-
Thus, 5Ze€£i *(^) ~ ^- Applying the same arguments to intervals [Z? +
l,2ß],(2ß + l ,3ß ] , . . . , [ (m- l ) ß + l,mß] we find that E,,E2,. . . ,E„, is
required partition.
If there is a partition then it is trivial to construct a feasible schedule
of tho length C'moi = " iß: just schedule first all the jobs from Ei, then
schedule all the jobs from E2, and so on. Since at a time £ = 1( mod £?)
there is enough raw material to schedule any triple Ej, 1 < i < m and the
total workload on the triple E* is B, we get a feasible schedule without idle
times. It implies the makespan Cmoz = mß.
The recognition version of l|n^ = l,rm = l|Cmo* is clearly in NP, and
therefore it is strongly NP-complete. D
5.3.3 l | r m = l,St
Consider the high multiplicity in demand problem with regular unit supply of
raw material. Here, at each time moment one additional unit of raw material
becomes available, i.e., s< = 1 or equivalently 5(<) = [<J.
Let us reduce the problem to the flow shop problem F2|rm = 0|C„,ax-
We construct the instance of the flow shop as follows. The set of jobs stays
the same. Take an arbitrary job type j € >/. Let the first operation Oi j
be the collection of the required raw materials. This operation take time
Pij = dj. Let the second operation O2J be the processing of the job on
the machine. It takes time p^. Clearly, the constructed flow shop correctly
models l|/m — l,Sf — l|C„,o*-
Proposition 5.3.3. 77ie pnoft/em l|rm = l,s« = l|Cm«, can 6e so/vaf in
öme O(slog.s).
Pnoo/. The proof straightforwardly follows from the reduction above and
the fact that Johnson's algorithm, see (63|, provides an optimal solution for
F2|r»j = l.rm = 0|Cmo» in time O(slogs).
To prove the theorem it remains to manage high multiplicities in demand.
Let us remind Johnson's algorithm. First schedule the jobs with pi j < p2j
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in order of nondecreasing pij , and then schedule the remaining jobs in order
of nonincreasing pjj . Note that this algorithm creates an order on types hut
not on the individual jobs. Therefore, we can compute it in polynomial time
in the input size. It implies that there is a polynomial time algorithm that
output a polynomial time and polynomial size sequence-oriented description
of the optimal schedule.
Now, let us construct a polynomial size job-oriented description of the
schedule such that given j € J and 1 < i < n, it outputs the completion
time Cj.j in polynomial time. Without loss of generality, assume that the
optimal order of types by the Johnson's algorithm is 1 -< 2 -< . . . -< a.
Consider the following procedure.
Initialization. Let / := 1, QJ = 0 and # = 0.
Basic step.
If Z = j then define and output (and STOP)
Cj,j = max{Qj + ioj + pj, /?j + ip>}, (5.6)
otherwise let/ : 1 + 1,
aj := a|_i 4- aj_inj_i,
/?/ :=max{aj_i +m_ia/_i
and repeat the basic step.
To verify correctness of the procedure, consider the Z-th basic step of it.
Assume that we collect raw materials for the jobs of types 1,2,...,/ — 1
till time a; and process these jobs till time /?/. So, starting from a/ we
can collect the raw materials for the jobs of type Z (the first operation in
the corresponding flow shop) and starting from /3< we can process the jobs
of type Z if there is enough the raw materials (the second operation in the
flow shop can start only after the first operation is complete). In the initial
step, we have a/ = 0 and $ = 0. Notice that the processing of the z-
th individual job of type Z cannot start earlier than time a; + ia, since we
do not have enough raw materials to process i jobs of type Z. Also it can
not start earlier than time /3j + (i — l)p; since we have to complete i - 1
jobs of that type before we start the i-th individual job. Therefore, the
maximum of these two values plus p^  is a lower bound on the completion
time of the i-th individual job of type Z. Now, let us show that this bound
is reachable. Clearly, for any step Z we have a/ < /?;. If a< < p/ then for
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any i e Z+ it holds that a» + ia, < /3| + (i - 1 )pi and we can schedule all
jobs of type Z without idle times which implies C/,< = A + *P/- If a/ > Pi
then idle times are possible. In this case idle time can appear only because
of lack of raw materials. This means that immediately after we collect the
required raw materials we can start the processing of the job. It implies
Cj,< = a< +iaj + p/. These observations explain equation (5.6) and calculation
of C/,„,. It remains to define the values aj+i and /3|+i for the next basic step
of the procedure. r*i+i = a/ + a/nj is because we can collect raw materials
without any idle times, and /9j+i = max{a; + n/a/+p/, /3/ + n/pj} is because it is
the completion time of the nj-th job of type /. So, in O(s) time the procedure
correctly output the completion time of any individual job in the optimal
schedule computed by Johnson's algorithm. Here, the optimal objective value
is simply C^x = C,,„..
Notice that the most expensive operation of the algorithm is to compute
an order by the Johnson's rule. Therefore the running time of the algorithm
is O(alogs), which completes the proof. D
5.3.4 l|n,- = l,rm = 2,pj
In this section we show that the extension of the problem l|rm = l,Pj =
l|C„,„j. to the case with two raw materials is difficult to solve even in case of
single multiplicities in demand.
Theorem 5.3.4. 77ie proft/em l|rij = l,rm = 2,pj =
i, and </ie recognttion version o/ l|r»j = l,rm = 2,p^ = l|Cmar **
Pnoo/. Due to Holthuijsen and Van de Klundert [60]: Let us reduce again
3-PARTITION to l|n, - l.rm = 2,p, =
We construct the reduction as follows. Define
a.,, = s(e), e€£;
a,,a = ß -«(e), ee£;
Sj.t = ß if ( = 1( mod 3) and «i,t = 0 otherwise;
«a,t = 25 if t = 1( mod 3) and Sa.» = 0 otherwise.
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We claim that E can be partitioned as required if and only if there is a
schedule for the constructed instance of l|n, - l,rm = 2,p^ = l|Cma> with
makespan Cm« = 3m.
First, assume that in the constructed instance of l|n, = l,mi • 2,p, =
l|Cm<„ there is a schedule of length 3m. Since we have 3m unit time jobs
and the makespan is also 3m we know that at each time unit we process
one job. Let E< consist three jobs e^, e,,j and r,,3 which are scheduled
at time units 3t - 2, 3t - 1 and 3i where 1 < » < m. Consider the first
triple £j . By definition of a and by constraint on the first raw material
we have £2,g£ *(^) ~ £!«€£ "«•' — ^* ^ restriction on the second raw
material 3B - fc^, a(e) = £ , ^ (B - «(e)) = £ ^ , a,.j < 2/?. Therefore,
£*e£i *(*) - ^ ' *"^ immediately XleeSi •(*) ~ ^- Continuing further for
E^, E3, and so on, we observe that Ei, £ 3 , . . . , E„ is the required partition.
Now, assume that partition exists. Clearly, scheduling triples /vi. /v-j
Em one-by-one without idle times we get a feasible schedule wit h mnkmpiin
3m. It remains to notice that the reduction is polynomial in the input size
of 3-PARTITION.
NP-completeness of the recognition problem follows straightforwardly
from the hardness proof above and the fact that the recognition problem
is in NP. D
5.3.5 l|ddc|C,maa:
Consider a trivial scheduling problem l|rij = l,ddc|Cmoi- Here, dedicated
raw materials play the role of ordinary job release dates (a release date is the
earliest time moment at which processing of the job can be started). For the
single multiplicity problem l|nj = l,ddc|C„,a* the following trivial algorithm
provides an optimal solution: schedule the jobs in order of nondecreasing
release dates. However, in the high multiplicity case, the explicit represen-
tation of an order of individual jobs is exponential in the input size of the
problem. Therefore, we have to encode this order more compactly.
As mentioned in Remark 5.2.5 we consider two descriptions of supply
schedules. One is a representation by equation (5.2). Since the raw materials
are dedicated, we may say that the supply schedule is denned by set of pairs
U>€./{(''">SJ,T)I Sj,, > 0}. Let T be the set of time moments when there is a
strictly positive supply of the raw material for at least one of the job types
and let A: = |T|. In time O(fclogfc) (which is polynomial in the input size)
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one can arrange the elements of T in non-decreasing order. Without loss of
generality, assume that T = {<i,<2>•. •,'fc} and £1 < is < . . . < £ * • Consider
n^, which is the number of j - t h type jobs released before or at time ( 6 l .
We can compute this number by n^, = [53,.<t «J,T/O;J in linear time in the
input size. If for every j € J we compute the numbers n^,, ( € T, then we
can output the sequence-oriented description of the schedule:
Input, j G J and 1 < ii < n^ .
Output. 7r(j, i) which is an ordering number of i-th individual job of
type j in the optimal schedule.
Step 1. Assuming to = 0 find r € {1,2, ...,fc} such that n ^ _, < i <
Step 2. Define and output (and STOP)
>',«,. (5.7)
It is not difficult to see that this encodes the individual jobs in order
of non-decreasing release dates and therefore this is a compact sequence-
oriented description of the optimal schedule. A similar technique with the
assignment of the job batches to a polynomial number of time intervals was
used also by Hochbnum and Shamir in [58] to prove the existence of a strongly
polynomial algorithms for problems l|p^ = l,dj< = d>| £^=1 u>j7>i and 1 |pj =
Now, let us construct a compact (polynomial in the input size) job-
oriontod description of the optimal solution. Given a job type j € J and
tho replication number 1 < i < n,, we calculate the completion time C,-,j by
the following procedure.
Initialization. Let / = 1 and r = *i.
Basic step. If Hfc<<, n ^ , < » < IIfc'<i">(n, then define and output
(aiidSTOP)
otherwise let / := / + 1, t* := max{*i,t* + Hj<gjP>'M>',(,-i} and repeat the
basic step.
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Proposition 5.3.5. Given j € J and 1 < i < n^, tAe procedure
in polynomial time corrects/ outputs tne optimal completion time C,,, fin
particular, Cm« = maXjg j Cj,„, is o6tama6/e in po/ynomiai time/
Proo/. Let us analyze this procedure. Call a batch of the jobs not released
by time tj_i and released by time t/ the /-batch. At the /-th basic step of
the procedure either the i-th individual job of type j belongs to the /-batch
or it does not. Assume that t* > t| is a time when the /-batch starts to
process. If the i-th individual job of type j belongs to the batch, we obtain
the required completion time by summing up t* and the processing times of
the predecessors of that job. If the individual job i of type j does not belong
to the batch, we go to the (/ + l)-batch and the earliest starting time for the
new batch is exactly t* := max{t|+i,t* + 5ZyejPj'"j',«i}- This implies the
correctness of the output.
The procedure requires space O(sfclogn,„„), where n^«, = maxjc/n,,
which is polynomial in the input size of the problem. The running time of
the procedure, given j g J and 1 < i < n,, is also O(s/c logn„,ax)- D
Consider the second case, when the supply schedules are represented by
mappings (5.3): S,-(t) = c,-|_t/TjJ + &,, 6j,c^,Tj G Z+, j e 7. For this case
we have the following theorem.
Theorem 5.3.6. T/iere erisfe a po/j/nomiaZ time a/gon7/im t/io< ou/.pu<s a
po/ynomia/ <ime and po/j/nomia/ size se^uence-orienied descnp<«on o/ </ie op-
sc/ieduie/or
Consider an optimal job processing sequence corresponding to the
non-decreasing order of job release dates, call it £ar/ies< /?e/ease Date order
or simply ERD order. To be more specific, let this sequence be such that
• an individual job i of type j precedes individual job i' of the same type
if i < i';
• an individual job i of type j having release date t precedes an individual
job i' of type j ' having the same release date if j < j ' .
Consider an arbitrary job type j 6 J. Let us denote the i-th individual job
of type j by (j, i). Let us count how many individual jobs of type A: € J are
preceding the job (j, i) in the optimal solution specified above. By definition,
exactly i - 1 jobs of type j precede job (j,t).
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The release date of the job (j, z) is the minimal number £ satisfying the
inequality c^[</TjJ + 6^  > ia^. It implies that < = [Tj(oji - 6J)/CJ]. Notice
that we can effectively compute this release date. By time <, the aggregated
supply of the fc-th raw material equals c* [t/TjtJ + 6* and in the specified
solution we have
L
released jobs of type fc.
Now, if the release date of job (fc,n^) is not equal to £ then all n^ jobs of
type A; must precede (j,i)-job. If the release date of job (fe.nJt) and that of
job (j, i) are equal to < then in case fc < j we have nj^  preceding jobs, and in
case j > A; we have nj^  - n£ preceding jobs where n£ is the number of jobs of
fc type released exactly at moment <:
'fcj + *fc I I
Summing up the numbers of preceding jobs over all types and adding 1
gives the ordering number of job (j,i) in the optimal sequence.
The described procedure to determine the number of predecessors is poly-
nomial in the input size as required. D
Consider the reverse problem: what is the type of &-th individual job in
the order? To answer this question we prove another theorem.
Theorem 5.3.7. T/iere exists a po/ynomia/ <ime procedure computing tne
<j/pe o/ l/ie fc-£/i mdjtndua/ jot in £ ß ö order fop/ima/ jo6 processing sequence
/or pro6/em
Proo/. Let TT(J, i) be the output of the procedure described in Theorem 5.3.6
for an input j € J and 1 < i < n,. Consider arbitrary j € J. Doing
bisection search over 1 < t < n^ we can find a number j such that 7r(j, i) <
A: < 7r(j, ? + 1) or JT(J, t) = fc. Notice that there always exists a unique
pair (j, t) for which JT(J,I) = it. The procedure outputs j € J for which
"•(j'0 = k- '*• remains to notice that the running time of the procedure is
polynomial in the input size. It is true since for every j € J bisection search
takes at most O(logn,-) iterations of computing w(j, i). Computing ir(j,i)
takes O(s) time which implies that the running time of the whole procedure
is O(s' logn„„u,), which is indeed polynomial in the input length. D
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Remark 5.3.8. M>tice tAat /or tAe case untA a regu/ar supp/y 5r/>cdu/e «f
construct oniy a seqtience-onented description o/ tAe optima/ Äo/iiMon 6ut not
a job- or a time-oriented description as in (13] or in CAapter #. A/orrotrr, it
is not so obvious tAat, (jit/en a compact representation o/ an optima/ .segue-noe,
we can compute tAe comp/etion times o/ inditndua/ jobs and, in
R e m a r k 5.3.9. /n TAeorems 5.5.5 and 5.5.7 we Aave introduced a frrAnigue
/or a po/ynomia/ space and po/ynomia//y computa6/e description o/ tAe opti-
ma/job sequence in l|ddc|Cma*. /n tAis remarJfc, we wou/d Me to su6stantia//|/
aenera/tze tAis tecAntgue.
Consider a AioA mu/tip/icity scAedu/mg profr/em wttA tAe set o/job types J
and job mu/tip/icities n^, j £ 7. Suppose tAat a/casib/e so/ution o/tAc ;m;fc-
/em can be represented as just a sequence o/inditndua/jo6.s fTiu/A rnu/ttp/icity
segtiencin«; prob/emj. TAen to compact/j/ encode a so/ution it is su/JScient to
present a po/ynomia/ space and po/ynomia/ time procedure sucA tAat
• Given (ji,ii)-job and (J2,i2)-jo6, tAe procedure outputs eitAer7r(ji,ii) <
• TAe procedure guarantees tAaf tAe transitivity property o/ a /inear or-
der is satis/ied, i.e., 7r(ji,ii) < 7r(j2,i2) and 7r(j2,i2) < T O S . ^ ) ""p/y
TTO'I>'I) < ^(J3,»3) /or any individua/jobs ( j i . i i ) , (J2,i2). and (J3,»3)-
/ndeed, i/ tAe two mentioned conditions are satis/ied, tAe procedure encodes a
unique /inear order fa unique sequence/
yln advantage 0/ tAis description is tAat we do not reauire to e:rp/t«%
compute tAe ordering numbers 0/ fAe jobs. W^e require on/y tAat tAe proce-
dure Aas to be ab/e to speci/y tAe onrfer between any two zndzwtiua/ jobs. /I
disadvantage 0/ tAis encoding is tAat in genera/ we do not fcnow Aow to trans-
/ate in po/ynomia/ time tAe sequence description into tAe job- or time-oriented
description. .4s a consequence, given sucA a sequence description, we do not
fcnow Aow to compute tAe objective va/ue 0/ tAe so/ution.
5.3.6 An approximation algorithm for
In this section we introduce an approximation algorithm for l|rm|Cmox with
worst case performance ratio of 2. Notice, that this is a high multiplicity
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(in both, demand and supply) problem without any restriction on number of
raw materials, supply schedule and consumption of the raw materials.
Consider the following very simple algorithm .4i. Compute the time
moment
t° = min {< | X%<t«r,r ^ Z)J€J"J"J> &"• any r e Ä } (5.9)
when we receive the last required supply of raw materials to process all jobs.
Starting from time moment (° algorithm .4] schedules the jobs simply type-
by-type: first all individual jobs of one type, then another, and so on. For
definitiveness one can schedule the jobs in order of increasing o,/p, (actually
one can choose any order of types or even any schedule without idle times).
Let C„,oz(-/4i) be the makespan of the solution obtained by this algorithm
and C^a, be the optimal makespan. Then we have the following theorem.
Theorem 5.3.10. Cm«M)/C^„ < 2 and <Ae ratto o/2 is
Proo/ Clearly, C^„ > <° + 1 and C^„ > Ejgj">Pr Since after time
moment t° the algorithm ,4i schedules all jobs without idle times we have
It remains to show that the ratio of 2 is tight. Consider the case where
we have only two individual jobs. Let the first job have the processing time p
and it does not require any raw material. The second job has unit processing
time and requires one unit of raw material, which becomes available at time
moment p + 1. For this instance C^,„ — p+ 1 and C„,ax(.Ai) = 2p+ 1 which
yields liiiip_«,Cm«M)/Qw, = "mp~oo(2p + l)/(p + 1) = 2. D
5.3.7
For problem l|n, = l,rm = 0|L„,ax, Jackson [62] shows that an optimal
solut ion is obtained in O(s log s) time by sequencing jobs in non-decreasing
order of their due dates. Traditionally, this method is called £ar/iest Dtie
/?o<e or simply EDD rule, and the corresponding order the EDD order.
In Section 5.3.5, we have observed how high multiplicity can be handled
in the case that an optimal solution is obtained by sequencing jobs in non-
decreasing order of their release dates. Thus, straightforwardly applying
the techniques from Section 5.3.5 we derive the following results. Take any
instance of l|rm = 0|Lm<u satisfying the conditions described in Remark
5.2.5. We claim
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Theorem 5.3.11. 77»ere ejvsts a po/ynomia/ hme a/^ontAm /An< ou^ puM
a po/j/nowia/ time and po/ynomia/ stze sei/uence-onen<«i </e.<i(.npliori o/ /Ae
optima/ sc/iedu/e /or l|rm = 0|L„,„.
Theorem 5.3.12. There exists a po/ynomiai time procedure romputini/ //ie
type o/fc-f/i mdtt/u/ua/ jot in £/?D order ^optima/ jot procewinp aeguence/or
l|rm =
In contrast to Section 5.3.5, in this case we can even construct n polyno-
mial size and polynomially computable job-oriented description of an optimal
schedule. However, it is still not clear how to compute the maximum lateness
Lmox in polynomial time in the case that the due dates are regular and given
by a very compact mapping (5.5), see Remark 5.2.5. Even if a job-oriented
description of an optimal solution is already given, it is not clear how to
compute the maximum lateness.
5.3.8
In this section we assume that the supply schedule and the job due dates
are described by representations (5.2) and (5.4) respectively. We introduce a
polynomial time and polynomial space algorithm .4 answering the question
whether there exists a schedule for l|rm = l,pj = l|Lrnaz °" this class of in-
stances such that Lmax — 0. Moreover, if such a schedule exists the algorithm
outputs a job-oriented description of the schedule. The algorithm is an ex-
tension of the algorithm by [60] solving in polynomial time the corresponding
version of single multiplicity problem l|rij = l,rm = l,p^ = l|£mox-
The basic idea of the algorithm is following. Notice that we have a poly-
nomial number of time moments where we have strictly positive additional
supply or strictly positive additional demand (the due dates of individual
jobs). Consider any two sequential time moments from this set. Clearly,
in the interval between such moments neither supply, nor demand changes.
Consider the last such interval. Schedule the demand (individual jobs) of this
interval backwards (from the latest time moment to the earliest one) in non-
increasing order of raw material consumptions. Assign the remaining part of
the demand to the demand of the previous interval and proceed recursively.
Check sufficiency of the raw material supply and sufficiency of the schedule
length for the remaining jobs (jobs which are not scheduled yet) on every
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step of the procedure. In Proposition 5.3.13 we prove that this procedure
correctly solves the problem.
More formally we define the algorithm .4:
Input:
1. A set of pairs {(ri,a(r<))| i € / } , where r* is i-th time moment when
additional strictly positive amount S(TJ) of raw material becomes avail-
able.
2. A set of pairs Uje./{(^fc'™.;(^))l * ^ ^ } - where d* is Ar-th time moment
when n,(r4) individual jobs have their due dates and at least one of
this numbers is strictly positive. Notice,
3. A set of consumption requirements {a,| j € . /} . Without loss of gen-
erality we may assume that «M > 03 > .. . > a,.
Output:
Given an instance of l|rm = l,pj = l|£max, if there is no schedule such
that L,,,OJ. = 0 then the algorithm stops with answer "NO". If there is a
schedule with zero maximum lateness then the algorithm outputs "YES"
and a certificate such that, given a job type j € J and a number 1 < i < n,,
it in polynomial time computes the starting/completion time of (j, i)-job in
the schedule.
Preliminary steps:
1. Create a set of triples {(tj,5j,r»j,i : ! 6 L = / U /C, j 6 J} , where
/(. / € L, is a time moment, 5/ is aggregated supply to this time
moment, and 7ij,j individual jobs of type j € J have their due date.
2. Find the lowest number jo from J (the job type with highest consump-
tion of raw material) such that rijo,|L| > 0. Define "j|t|+i = 1 if j = jo
and '» ,^|£|+i = 0 otherwise. Redefine r»jj£,| := nj,|t| - «^ |ij+i * •? ^  •'•
3. Let / := |L|.
Basic steps:
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1. Check whether £Vgj £,,<,a,,,. < «,. If not then STOP: the length of
the interval [0, </] is too short to process the jotxs in time.
2. Check whether £ ^ j £,.<,o,n,.,- < 5,. If not then STOP: the ag-
gregated supply to moment f< is not sufficient to process the jobs in
time.
3. If / = 1 then STOP: there is a schedule with zero maximum lateness.
4. Consider an interval [(j_i,<jj. Find min{f/_| - f j , £,£jnj,/} individual
jobs with the highest raw material consumption assuming not allowing
to take more than n_,,j jobs of type j € J. Let n^ be the number of
such jobs of type j . Redefine n,j_i := n,,/_i + n,,/ - r^,, j € ./, let
I := / - 1, and repeat the basic steps.
Job-oriented schedule:
Input: j e J, and 1 < i < n^.
Output : Cj,i.
Computat ion of Cj,i:
1. Find a number Z € L such that
2. Output the number
Let us clarify equation (5.11). According to algorithm .4, within interval
[ti_i,£j] we schedule n^,; individual jobs of type / . Moreover, we schedule
individual jobs backwards starting from time moment £/ in order of nonin-
creasing of j ' (by assumption, ai < 02 < . . . < a,). This means that in the
interval [fj_j,ij] job (j,t) has n^,( jobs-successors of type / if / > j , and
0 successors of type j>' otherwise. Now, let us count how many successors
of type j ' has job (j,i) on interval [</_i,</]. By time t; we have to schedule
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7ij — 53//>/ **>/' J ° ^ °^ typ^ J- This implies that after the t-th job of type j
we have to schedule n, - 5Zc>/ ™j,r ~ * J°bs °^ ^P^ •?' '" ^he interval [tj_i, ij].
Summing up the unit processing times of all successors of job (j, i) in the
interval [£/_],£{] we derive equation (5.11).
Proposition 5.3.13. Given an instance o/l |rm = l,p^ = l|Lmai, </ie aZ-
<7ori</im .4 in O(.s|L|^) correc</j/ answers </ie question Wiet/ier f/iere exists a
sc/iedu/e tth</i zero maximum /ateness.
Proo/. First let us show that the algorithm correctly answers the question.
To prove it we use the following inductive argument. Consider the Z-th basic
step of the algorithm. In this stage we are solving the reduced problem P(£)
with only 5Z,-</ n>,r individual jobs of type j £ J where n,,c jobs of type j
have the due dates £//, 1 < /' < /. Notice that quantities rij,i<, j € J, /' < Z,
are redefined by the algorithm. Now, the inductive argument is following.
For P(/) there exists a schedule with zero maximum lateness if and only if
(1) there are enough raw materials to finish all individual jobs in time; (2)
the length of the planning interval [0, üj] is long enough to complete all jobs
in time; (3) P(/ - 1) has a schedule with zero maximum lateness.
The basis of induction with / - 1 is trivial since we only have to check
whether the amount of raw materials and the length of [0, <i] are large enough
to complete the jobs.
Suppose (1) (3) holds then we simply take the zero maximum lateness
schedule for P(f— 1) and in interval [<j_i, fy] schedule the remaining n^j, j £ J,
jobs. Since (1) and (2) hold and all remaining jobs, n^(, j G J, have the
same due date tj, the resulting schedule has also zero maximum lateness.
Now, suppose in P(/) there exists a schedule with zero maximum lateness.
Then (1) and (2) are obviously satisfied and it remains to show that P(/ - 1)
has a zero maximum lateness schedule. Clearly, in time interval [tj_i,f/]
there are only individual jobs having due date ij; otherwise it would not be a
schedule for P(i) with zero maximum lateness. Since from time </_i we have
enough raw materials to complete all jobs we assign to the interval [^_J,(J]
the most expensive (raw material consuming) jobs having the due date <;.
Since all the jobs have unit processing time we can either completely fill in the
interval or fill it in with all jobs having the due date fy. This implies that there
is a zero maximum lateness schedule for the reduced problem with changed
number of jobs having due date <j_i: fij.j-i := 'ij,i-i + ">.j ~ n^j, j £ J,
Notice that this is exactly the problem P(f — 1).
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Estimating the running time of the algorithm .4 we notice that the most
expensive step is the fourth basic step. It requires O(.s|/,|) time. Tho number
of basic steps is |L|, which implies the total running time of the algorithm is
O(s|L|>). D
Proposition 5.3.14. 77ie jot-oriented description output 6y «4 comrt/y de-
ines a .sc/ifduie untA zero manraum /atene.s.s. For any inditndua/ jot tAe
optima/ comp/etion time can 6e obtained in time 0(s|L| + |L| log |£>|).
Proo/. The first statement of the proposition is a straightforward conse-
quence of Proposition 5.3.13.
To estimate the running time of computing C,,<, ; € 7, 1 < i < rij, in
the job-oriented description we notice that calculation of the corresponding
/ at the first step takes O(|L| log |L|) time and calculation of C,, afterwards
takes O(s|L|) time. Ü
Notice that increasing due dates by a constant Z/„,„x for all individual jobs
we enforce zero maximum lateness. Any other increment of due dates which
is strictly less than Z,„,ai does not provide zero maximum lateness. Notice
also that there is an upper bound t|£| +5^,gj Hj on Z/max which is polynomial
in the input size of the problem. Therefore, combining the standard binary
search over values of Lmo* with the algorithm .4 we can in polynomial time
obtain an optimal solution for l|rm = l,pj = l|Lmo*- Thus, we have a
theorem.
Theorem 5.3.15. 77ie pro6/em l|rm = l,p, = l|£mai " po/j/nomia//y s
a6/e, i.e., in po/ynomia/ time we compute L„,„ and output a po/ynomia/ size
po/ynomia//y computafc/e jo6-oriented description o/ an optima/ sc/iedu/e.
5.3.9 l|rij = l , r m = l,s«
In Section 5.3.3 we observed the close relation (equivalency) of the problems
l|rm = 1,5» = l|Cmoi and F2|rm = 0|Cmoi- Applying exactly the same
reduction, one can show that F2|rij = l,rm = 0|L^ix is reducible to l|rij =
l,rm = l,st = l|^mai- By Lenstra, Rinnooy Kan, and Brucker [81] the
recognition version of F2|nj = l,rm = 0|L„oz >s strongly NP-complete.
Therefore, the recognition version of l|nj = 1, rm = 1, s, = 1| L^oi 'S strongly
NP-complete as well.
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5.3.10 l|rij = l,rm = 2,p^
In Section 5.3.4 we show that l |n, = l , rm = 2,pj = l|Cmoi is strongly
NP-hard and its recognition version is NP-complete. Using this result let us
briefly show that the recognition version of l|nj = l , r m = 2,p^ = l|Lm<n is
also strongly NP-complete.
Consider the recognition version of the problem l|n_, = l , rm = 2,p^ =
l|Cma* where we are looking for a feasible schedule with makespan at most
C. Let us reduce this problem to the recognition version of l|rij = l , r m =
2,pj = l|Z,moi- Given an instance of the recognition version of l|rij = l , rm =
2,pj - l|Cmox. define <fj = C , j G J , and consider the given instance with
objective to minimize the maximum lateness. Clearly, there is a feasible
schedule with makespan at most C if and only if there is a feasible schedule
with zero maximum lateness. Since recognition version of 1 |rij = l , rm =
2,Pj = l |Lm« is clearly in NP, we conclude that this problem is strongly
NP-complete.
5.3.11 11 n j = l,rfrfc|L„,oi
Since dedicated supply schedules are generalizations of the static release
dates, and niiiiiinization of maximum lateness on one machine with release
dates is strongly NP-hard, see [81], we conclude that l |n, = l,d<fc|L„,„ is
strongly NP-hard as well.
5.3.12 An approximation algorithm for l|rm,Pj = l|L,™u
Holtlmijsen, and Van do Khindert in [60] show that the EDD rule provides
a schedule for 1|»^ l , r» i ,p , -- l|Lmoi with a worst-case ratio of 2. Com-
bining this result with Theorems 5.3.11 and 5.3.12, we claim that we can
construct in polynomial time a polynomial space description of a schedule
for l|»ij = l,rm,p_, = l|Lmoj with a worst-case ratio of 2.
5.3.13 l|rij = 1,rm = 1, sj = l,pj = 1,dj = £>| £V «;_,{/,
Despite the very restrictive setting and simplicity of many parameters, the
problem is difficult to solve. It clearly has a number theory flavor. To
illustrate this we show that the problem is a special case of the well known
KNAPSACK problem.
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Let i j , ; € J, be a variable indicating whether job j is late or not. We
write the following integer linear program being the KNAPSACK formulation
and modelling our scheduling problem:
^ i , ; (5.12)
*,<£>; (5.13)
i y € { 0 , l } , > € / (5.14)
The objective function (5.12) and the integrality constraints (5.14) are
clear. Let us clarify the knapsack constraint (5.13). Since we have just «no
additional unit of raw material at a time we can collect to time moment /)
at most D units of the material. So, the knapsack constraint in the model
is clearly valid since for the set of jobs which are not late, we can not use
more units of raw material than we have up to moment D. Sufficiency of the
knapsack constraint follows from the fact that, given a feasible solution of
the KNAPSACK problem, we can easily construct the schedule of the jobs
which are not late. To do this (1) take a set of the jobs corresponding to
the variables of the KNAPSACK problem with value 1, and arrange this
set in non-increasing order of a ;^ (2) schedule the first job of the order in
time interval [D — 1, D], the second one in interval [D — 2, D — 1], and so
on. By the knapsack constraint and by the condition that all jobs have unit
processing times we have that all jobs corresponding to the variables of the
KNAPSACK with value 1 can be scheduled before time D.
Since the KNAPSACK problem is NP-hard, see (34), the problem 1 |wj =
l,rm = l,s« = l,Pj = l,dj = Ö|]TVU;J{/J 's NP-hard as well. It is well
known also, see, e.g., [93], that the KNAPSACK problem can be solved
in pseudopolynomial time by a straightforward dynamic programming algo-
rithm. This implies that the problem l|rr, = l,rm = 1,«^  = l,p^ = l,dj =
D| 53. ^^> also can be solved in pseudopolynomial time. Moreover, we can
use the dynamic programming algorithm to derive a FPTAS for the problem
(the detailed FPTAS for KNAPSACK can be found in [93], and for the gen-
eral approach to derive FPTAS given a dynamic programming algorithm see
[110]).
To manage the high multiplicities in demand we have to slightly modify
the integer linear program (5.12)-(5.14). If instead of binary variables i^ G
{0, l} , j € J, we consider integer variables x^  € Z+ from the range 0 <
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£j < "ji then new integer linear program correctly describes our scheduling
problem with high multiplicities in demand. Here, integer variable Xj, j € J,
indicates how many individual jobs of type j are not late. The problem is
known as INTEGER KNAPSACK, see [34].
5.3.14 l|n_, = 1, rm = 1, st = 1,P> = 1| £ j w/7}
In this section we show that minimization of the total weighted tardiness
is also difficult even in very restricted setting: 1 |rz^  = l,rm = 1,S( =
1|P> = MHj^j^i- First, we notice that collecting the required raw ma-
terials (together with processing) takes for the job j € J time a,, and
there is an optimal solution in which during this period there is no other
job that collects the raw materials. Now, it is easy to reduce the strongly
NP-hard problem l|rij = 1, rm = 0| £V Wj7}, see [78] and [81], to the prob-
lem l|nj = l,rm = l,a, = l,p, = l|Ej^>^>-
Define
• J = J" where J' is the set of jobs given in l|rij = l,rm = 0| ^Z WjTjj
• dj, = pj, tUj = u^, dj = dj, j € ./ where pj,u^-,dj are processing time,
weight and due date of job j € J ' respectively.
Now, let job j 6 J' in l|nj = l,rm = 0| JZ tü^Tj has completion time C,
if and only if j has the completion time Cj also in l|rij = l,rm = 1,«| =
l,Pj = 1| ^  f>7}. FVom the observation above it follows that every feasible
schedule for l|rij = l,rm = 0| £ , w>7j corresponds to a feasible schedule
in l|rij = l ,rm = l,Sj = l,p, = l|]Cy«;jT^ and vice versa. The objective
values of the corresponding solutions are the same, and therefore we have a
complete polynomial reduction.
5.4 Models and problems for periodic ver-
sions
In Remark 5.2.5 we have introduced two descriptions of input data in high
multiplicity scheduling problems. One is based on the explicit representa-
tion of data in time moments when something is changing, for example, at
moments when the raw materials are delivered or at due dates of individual
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jobs. The other one is a regular supply schedule where we receive identical
amount of raw material every so many time units. Symmetrically, we have
introduced a regular demand schedule where the due dates for a job type ap-
pear regularly, once a certain period, for the same amount of individual jobs.
In practice, however, we often observe a combination of these two descrip-
tions. Namely, in a fixed time interval we have an irregular supply/demand
but the interval with this irregular setting appears repetitively (regularly)
many times (for instance, we can think of delivery of raw materials at l\n»n-
days and Thursdays every week during one year). Moreover, from product ion
planning perspectives we are interested in a cyclic production policy having
a cycle length equal to the length of the repeating supply/demand interval.
In this section we introduce a generic algorithm that solves a variety
of such problems to optimality. Consider the problem l|<Mr,;^ M5Z » j
5Z?=i Wj^,i- To simplify further explanations we construct an algorithm for
this relatively simple and non-periodic problem and then we show how to
extend the algorithm for the problems we are interested in.
5.4.1 Basic ideas of the algorithm
The announced algorithm is based on the same branch-and-price approach
as in Chapter 4.
First, let us formulate an integer linear program model for the problem.
We introduce the time horizon T = {1,2,... ,T}, and the sets 5j, j € J,
of all feasible schedules of individual jobs of type j . Let the variable Zj,,
have value one if individual jobs of type j € J are produced in the unit time
slots contained in s € Sj and zero otherwise. This leads to the following se<
parti£ionin<7 formulation:
min
subject to
,,« = 1, j e ^; (5.16)
x^<l, JeT; (5.17)
j , , e {o,i}, j e J, «€Sj . (5.18)
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Here c ^ , j G J, a G 5 j , is the contribution of schedule s for jobs of type j
to the objective function. Because of equation (5.16) we can choose only one
feasible schedule for every job type. Equation (5.17) prohibits the processing
of more than one individual job at a time. Notice, that this program just
slightly differs from the set partitioning formulation considered in Chapter
4. The only difference is that we have additional restrictions on the sets
5 j , jf G J . These restrictions are simply requirements that any a € 5,
consists of exactly rij ones and in the remaining positions of this vector we
have zeros.
in the next theorem we show that despite the exponential size of the
program, its linear relaxation is solvable in time polynomial in a and T (notice
that because of the high multiplicity, T is not polynomial in the input size
of the problem).
Theorem 5.4.1. 77ie /inear relaxation o/£ne profc/em f5. J5,/-f5./£,) is so/v-
a6/e tn time polynomial in a and T.
.- ' ' , • . . .
Proo/. Consider the dual problem -'* ••-*- ••••"••'•-
max
subject to
«y + ^ ( f t < ^ „ j e i , « 6 5 j i (5.20)
'**
q, < 0, < € T. (5.21)
The corresponding pricing proft/em (to be shown polynomially solvable)
boils down to the following question:
„ - 3 j € J, a G Sj such that Uj +
Since in the pncin^ proMem different job types are not related to each
other, we can decompose the problem into | J | independent subproblems.
Consider the subproblem for job type j G J . Construct a directed graph
G = (V, 4 ) with a vertex set
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and an arc set
U
Calculate the number D^(() of individual jobs of type j with thp due dates
not exceeding time t € 7*. Define the length of arc e = (t^i.
and the length of arc c = (v<,t, vt+u+i) as
+ g,+, - ^(D,(< + 1) - i - 1)+, if $ ( t + 1) > (i + l)a,;
= <
otherwise, '
- ^ ; » , • • ; . * •
Figure 5.1: Graph G with job multiplicity 2 and T = 3
To clarify the intuition behind this graph let us say that vertex i>j_t cor-
responds to the state of the schedule in time £ when i individual jobs of type
j have been processed. The arcs correspond to possible evolutions of the
states. In principal, every state has only two opportunities for evolution:
either in the next time unit we process an individual job of type j or we do
n o t . ^. . .^ , .< , ,;., -,i. .
Now, let us find in G the longest path from uo,o to i>n,,T- These two
vertices correspond to the initial and the final states of any feasible schedule,
respectively. Notice that the edge weights are defined in such a way that the
length of the longest path from i>o,o to fny,T is equal to the maximum value
of ttj + 53 9« - 9,« over all s € 5 j . Take this maximum value and compare it
with 0. If it is positive then the pair (j, s) associated with the longest path is
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a solution of the pricing proftZem. If the value is non-positive then the answer
to the question of the pricing pro6/em is negative.
The number of vertices in G is O(T^). Therefore calculating the longest
path in G takes 0(T*), see [3]. Thus, the pricing pro Wem is solvable in time
O(.qT'). If the pricing pno6/em is polynomially solvable then we can find a
violated inequality in the dual problem in polynomial time. D
Having a polynomially solvable linear relaxation we can straightforwardly
construct an LP-based branch-and-price algorithm that solves the integer
program to optimality. As it was described in Chapter 4, the linear program
outputs a fractional solution if and only if there exists a pair (j, <) such that
H«€&yee» **« '* fractional. Now, in the case that we have a fractional solution
we introduce two branches: either an individual job of type j is processed
at time unit t or it is not. This branching rule eliminates the possibility for
53#eS <e# ^>'* ^ ^e fractional. In a node of the search tree where we decide to
process an individual job of type j at time t let us forbid all edges (fj,f-ii t/^)
in the graph corresponding to j and forbid the edges (vj,t-i,Ui+i,t) in all
graphs corresponding to job types from J \ j . In a node where we decide not
to process a j-job at time t we simply forbid the edges (i>i,t-i,Vj+i,t) in the
graph corresponding to j only. For the detailed branch-and-price algorithm
and moro comments see Chapter 4.
Below we extend the algorithm to solve several generalizations of the
problem.
R e m a r k 5.4.2. Notice <na< t/ie aZgoritnm is /aiWy universal and appZica6Ze
<o many sc/icdu/mg pro6/ems. /t can 6e adopted <o a twde variety o/ o&-
jedive« and even to com6tna<ioas o/ oijectives. For examp/e, <Ae pro6/em
can 6e .so/t'ed aiso /or <o<a/ weig/ited tardiness and earZiness, Zateness, sum o/
«;eig/ited compZetion times, etc. 7b do tAis we s/iouZd just rede^ne in G tAe
Zeng/7ts o/ tne arcs in t/ie an appropriate u;au.
R e m a r k 5.4.3. //ere, u>e u'ouZd /tA-e to empnosize tnat t/»e aZgorit/im is very
u»eZZ suitd6/e /or /»g/j muZtipZtcity pro6Zems. /ntuitiveZy it is cZear tnat in /iig/i
muZtipZicity profcZems u»e can consider a sc/ieduZe o/ tdenhai/ jobs as a u>/ioZe
stnee any permutation o/ t/iese jo6s docs not c/iange t/»e objective. 77»is is
exactZy «»/»at t/»e aZgoritnm does: it scneduZes »ndnftduaZ jo&s not one-fty-one
6ut aZZ tAe joi.s o/ tAe same type simuZtaneotts/y.
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5.4.2 Multiple dedicated raw materials
Consider the problem l|m<idc,p^ = l l X ^ / E ü i i "'•»^••- ' " '*"» ™*' '" '"**
primal ILP, (5.15)-(5.18), only the structures of sets „<?,, > € ./ change. The
ILP itself, its dual and the pricing pro6/em do not change at all.
To take into account changes in the sets S,, j € J, we only have to
take care of sufficiency of the raw materials to process the jobs. In t his cast«
pnciru? profc/em can be modelled as the longest path problem for the same
graph (7 as in the previous section with the arc lengths modified an follows.
Redefine the length of an arc e = (Vj,i,t/<+i,j+i) by
-oo, if there exists r € fy such
thatS,(< + l ) < ( i f l ) a , . , ;
^ + w,+i - t^(Dj(< + 1) - » - 1)+, otherwise.
5.4.3 Dedicated raw materials with inventory costs
To make the problem even more practical in the version with dedicated raw
materials we can introduce the inventory (holding) costs in addition to, e.g.,
total weighted tardiness, see Remark 5.4.2. In the primal ILP we have to
change the coefficients c,-,,, j € J, s € Sj, in the objective function adding the
corresponding contributions of the inventory costs. In the pricing praMem,
to take the inventory costs into account we modify graph G in the following
way. We split every vertex t'^ into two vertices u^ and i>", adjacent by an
arc (f,'(,u",). All incoming arcs into i>i,t redirect on i/,', and all outgoing arcs
direct from i/,''(.
Figure 5.2: Inventory
Keep the old arc lengths the same and define the length of new arcs,
,«»"M)I * — '^  — " i ' ^ 6 ^ . as a negative value of the total inventory cost
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at time <:
where <7,.,e is the cost of holding one unit of r € fij in inventory during the
period < € T. Now, the length of the longest path from VQ.O to *4' T contains
the contribution of the inventory costs to the objective function.
5.4.4 Periodic scheduling
Now, let UB discuss an extension of the algorithm for periodic scheduling prob-
lems. For simplicity again take the problem l|ddc,pj = 1| 53>eJ Sr=i Wj7>,i
but from now on in a periodic context. Given the supply and demand sched-
ules in interval T = {1,2,... ,T}. Now, we assume that in the long run in
every T time units supply/demand will be repeated in the same quantity,
i.e., Sr,i — Sp,(+T for *uiy r £ fl and £ £ Z, and rfj,( = rf>,e+T for any j ' € J and
t € Z. It is required to find a schedule of individual jobs with period length
T which minimizes a certain long run criterium.
To create a periodic schedule we suggest to consider all possible initial
(the same as final) states and the corresponding state evolutions. To do this
let us introduce an extended set of vertices and a new set of arcs.
R M = 0 < t < n,; * e T; 0 < a <
-4 = {K«..» «*,«+!,*..,.,+,) : Vt,t,s} IJ
Now, define t he lengths of arcs in the same way as we have done in Section
5.4.1 and find the longest paths between all pairs of vertices tfo.o,« and t'nj.T,»,
where 0 < s < Xleer *>.«• ^"® longest path overall j G 7, provides a solution
for the pricing pro6/em in the periodic version.
One can easily see that in the periodic version graph G is not polynomially
encoded in terms of T and logmaXreÄ.ierSr,«" the number of vertices in the
graph is O(Tl*l+'(maXreR.,er-"'r.<)"")- On the other hand, if the number
Sr,e is bounded from above by a polynomial function on the input
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Figure 5.3: Evolution graph with additional supply s, and consumption a
size, and L is bounded from above by a constant then the encoding of the
graph remains polynomial in s and T. In this case all results obtained above
are valid for the periodic version also.
Surprisingly, we can easily apply the algorithm to a generalization of the
periodic version where raw materials can be used by jobs of different types.
Suppose, two or more job types require the same raw material. Additionally
we assume that (1) there are no inventory costs and we are free to choose
inventory for the initial/final state of the schedule; (2) the total periodic
supply of a raw material equals the total periodic demand on this material
r G Ä. (5.22)
teT je./
By condition (5.22) any chosen initial/final inventory becomes renewable
in every cycle. With large enough and renewable initial inventory any sched-
ule satisfying demand becomes feasible with respect to raw materials. Thus,
resources (raw materials) and their supply schedules are not restricting fac-
tors in the periodic problem. It means we can allow the sharing resource
types by different types of jobs. Notice that this claim is valid only in case
of no inventory costs and free choice of the initial state.
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5.5 Conclusions and suggestions for further
research
This chapter investigates the complexity of basic supply chain management
problems and present a complete picture of complexity results including algo-
rithms for polynomially solvable cases, NP-completeness proofs for difficult
problems, and some polynomial time approximation algorithms.
Dealing with algorithms for high multiplicity problems, we apply no-
tions of job-oriented and time-oriented descriptions of schedule introduced in
Chapter 2. We extend this with the notion of a sequence-oriented descrip-
tion of a schedule. We motivate this extension by showing that for several
high multiplicity problems we can construct in polynomial time a polynomi-
ally encoded sequence-oriented optimal schedule while we have not been able
to construct job- or time-oriented one. We present also some cases where
in polynomial time we can construct a polynomially encoded optimal solu-
tion using a job-oriented description but are unable to compute the optimal
objective value.
Finally, we introduce the following list of open questions to this chapter:
1. Can we obtain in polynomial time a polynomial size and polynomi-
ally computable job-oriented description for problem l|ddc|Cm»x with
regular supply given as in Remark 5.2.5?
2. How to compute the value of L„,ax in the problem l|rm = 0|Lm«x with
regular demand given as in Remark 5.2.5?
3. How to solve the problem l|rm = l,pj = l|Lm&x in case of regular
demand given by a compact mapping, see Remark 5.2.5?
4. What is the optimal cycle length for periodic versions of the various
scheduling problems? In particular, like in Chapter 3 we are asking the
question: if T is the length of the supply-demand cycle then can an
optimal solution with period ! x T , l £ Z+, be better than the optimal
solution with period T?
Chapter 6
Project scheduling with
irregular costs:
Complexity, approximability,
and algorithms
6.1 Introduction
Due to its practical importance, the discrete time-cost tradeoff problem for
project networks has been studied in various contexts by many researchers
over the last fifty years; see Kelley & Walker [66] for an early reference. The
modern treatment of this problem started with the dynamic programming
approaches of Hindelang & Muth [53] and Robinson [97], and with an enu-
meration algorithm by Harvey & Patterson [50]. An up-to-date overview on
the discrete time-cost tradeoff problem is Chapter 4 of the survey by Brucker,
Drexl, Möhring, Neumann & Pesch [16]. In this chapter, we look at a gener-
alization of the classical discrete time-cost tradeoff problem where the costs
depend on the exact starting and completion times of the activities.
6.1.1 Statement of the problem
Formally, we consider instances that are called project« and that consist of
a finite set .4 = {v4i, . . . , /!„} of activities together with a partial order
-< on ./4. All activities are available for processing at time zero, and they
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must be completed before a global project deadline T. Hence, the set of
possible starting and completion times of the activities is {0 ,1 , . . . , T}. The
set of intervals over {0 ,1 , . . . ,T} (the so-called 7Tea/wa<iorw of the activities)
is denoted by 71 = {(x, y) | 0 < x < y < T}. For every activity J4J, there
is a corresponding cost function c, : 7?. —» R+ U {±00} that specifies for
every realization (x,y) £ 71 a non-negative cost Cj(x,y) that is incurred if
the activity is started at time x and completed at time j / . A rea/tza<ion of
the project is an assignment of the activities in .4 to the intervals in 7£.
A realization is /eosz6/e if it obeys the precedence constraints: For any >4j
and i4j with /!< -< v4j, activity J4^ is not started before activity J4J has been
completed. The cost of a realization is the sum of the costs of all activities
in this realization. The goal is to find a feasible realization of minimum cost.
This problem is called min-co5( project scheduling with irregular costs, or
min-cost PSIC for short.
A closely related problem is max-pro/it project scheduling with irregular
costs, or max-profit PSIC for short. Instead of a cost functions Cj for activity
i4j, here we have profit functions p^  : 71 —> R+ U {±00} that specify for
every realization of .4, the resulting profit. The goal is to find a feasible
realization of maximum profit. Such a profit may, for instance, represent
the cost reduction for the project, if a deadline is stretched and an activity
becomes less urgent. Clearly, the min-cost and the max-profit version are
polynomial time equivalent: The transformations Cj := consti — Pj and p^ : =
consta - Cj with sufficiently large constants consti and consta translate one
version into the other. However, the two versions seem to behave quite
differently with respect to their approximability.
6.1.2 Special cases and related problems
Various special cases arise if the cost and profit functions satisfy additional
properties. A cost function c is monotone, if [xi,j/i] C [xa,ya| implies
C(JTI, j/i) > c(x2,yj). A profit function p is monotone, if [xi,j/i] C [xa,j/2]
implies ;>(J"I,J/I) < p(Ja,}/2)- The intuition behind these concepts is that
short ami quick executions should be more expensive than long and slow
executions. It is readily seen that the general version of PSIC is equiva-
lent to the monotone version with respect to computational complexity and
approximability.
Another interesting special case arises, if yi — Xi = j/a — xa implies
c(xj,yi) = c(xa,jfa) and p(xi,yi) = p(xa,ya)- In this special case, the cost
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and the profit of an activity only depend on the length of its realization.
This special case actually is equivalent to the DEADLINE problem for the
discrete time-cost tradeoff problem: The deadline T is hard, and the goal is
to assign lengths to activities such that the overall cost is minimized Only
recently. De, Dunne, Gosh & Wells [24] proved that this problem is NP-hard
in the strong sense. Skutella in [103) gives some positive approximability
results, and Deineko & Woeginger [26] give some in-approximabilitv results
for bicriteria versions. All negative results in this chapter are proved for the
DEADLINE problem, the weakest variant of PSIC. All positive results in
this chapter are proved for the most general version of PSIC.
In another special case, for every activity -4^  there is a number /,j such
that Cj(x, y) < oo if and only if j / - z = Zy. In other words, activity /I, must
be realized by an interval of length exactly / , j . This special case is classi-
cal project scheduling with fixed processing times. Chang fr Edmonds |18|
proved that this case is polynomial time equivalent to the min-cut problem
in graphs; hence, this case is polynomially solvable. Project scheduling with
fixed processing times and some of its variants were also studied by Maniezzo
& Mingozzi [82] and by Möhring, Schulz, Stork & Uetz [91].
6.1.3 Results
We derive several positive and negative statements on the complexity and the
approximability of min-cost and max-profit PSIC for several natural classes
of precedence constraints. Our results are the following:
1. Interval orders (Section 6.2). The min-cost and the max-profit version
of the DEADLINE problem (and of their PSIC generalizations) are
NP-hard and in-approximable even for interval orders. We establish
a close (approximation preserving) connection of the min-cost DEAD-
LINE problem to minimum vertex cover and of the max-profit DEAD-
LINE problem to maximum independent set. All in-approximability re-
sults for these graph problems carry over to the DEADLINE problems.
As an immediate consequence, unless P=NP the min-cost DEADLINE
problem can not have a polynomial time approximation algorithm with
worst case ratio strictly better than 7/6. This is quite an improvement
over an earlier in-approximability result of Deineko & Woeginger [26]
that only established APX-hardness for this problem.
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2. Orders of bounded height (Section 6.3). If the height of the precedence
constraints is bounded by 2, then the DEADLINE problems and its
PSIC generalizations are NP-hard and in-approximable. However, if
the height of the precedence constraints is bounded by 1, then min-
cost and max-profit PSIC both can be solved in polynomial time. The
main idea is to translate these project scheduling problems into a maxi-
mum weight independent set problem in an underlying vertex-weighted
bipartite graph.
3. Orders of bounded width (Section 6.4). If the width of the precedence
constraints is bounded by some fixed constant <f, then min-cost and
max-profit PSIC both can be solved in polynomial time O^T^"*"').
The algorithm is based on simple dynamic programming over the time
axis, but the details are somewhat messy.
4. Series parallel orders (Section 6.5). For series parallel precedence con-
straints, min-cost and max-profit PSIC can be solved in polynomial
time 0(71^) by dynamic programming. This result builds on the ap-
proaches of Frank, Frisch, van Slyke & Chou [20] and Rothfarb, Frank,
Rosenbaum, Steiglitz & Kleitman [33] for the classical discrete time-
cost tradeoff problem, and extends them to the more general problems
max-profit and min-cost PSIC.
5. Finally in Section 6.6, we discuss how the complexity of min-cost and
max-profit PSIC depends on the encoding of the input. We present an
example of PSIC with two activities .4 and ß, with the precedence con-
straint i4 -< Z?, and with (very) specially defined cost/profit functions.
For this example, even the DEADLINE problem is NP-hard.
6.1.4 Technical remarks
For costs and profits wo allow any values from R"*" U {±oo}, that is the non-
negativo numbers together with plus/minus infinity. This should be seen as a
useful and simple convention for specifing the input: Whenever a cost equals
+oo or a profit equals — oo, then the corresponding realization is forbidden.
Of course this convention leads to instances that do not have any feasible
realization with finite cost or profit, but these instances are easily recognized
and singled out in polynomial time by the following greedy algorithm: *7n
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every 5<ep, se/ecf a yet unneaiized activity .4 /or wAtr/i a// predwSMOre Aave
a/ready 6een reaVüed. CTioose /or A t/»e realization ( J . J / ) o//fnrte cosf (re-
spectire/y, /int<e pro^ty un£/i smai/es t^ a/tip y." This algorithm gets stuck if
and only if there is no project realization of finite cost (respectively, finite
profit).
Hence, throughout the chapter we will restrict ourselves to instances that
allow at least one realization in which all costs (respectively, all profit«) are
non-negative reals. A more compact representation of the input only specifies
those realizations of activities that have finite costs/profits.
6.2 Interval orders
In this section we will derive a number of negative results for problem PSIC
under interval orders. An «n<<rva/ onfpr on a set .4 ~ {-4j,..., /!„} is speci-
fied by a set of n intervals Tj , . . . , / „ along the real line. Then >4j —> /lj holds
if and only if the interval /j lies completely to the left of the interval /^, or
if the right endpoint of /< coincides with the left endpoint of 7j. See, e.g.,
Möhring [90].
The central proof in this section will be done by a reduction from the NP-
hard INDEPENDENT SET problem in graphs; see Garey & Johnson [34]:
Given a graph G = (V, £ ) and a bound 2, does G contain an independent
set (a set that does not induce any edges) of cardinality 2? Without loss of
generality, we assume that V = { 1 , . . . ,q}.
We construct a project with deadline T — 3o for max-profit PSIC. This
project contains the activities listed below. For every activity A, we define a
so-called crucia/ interval / ( J 4 ) that will be used to specify the interval order.
• For every vertex i 6 V, there is a corresponding activity .4*. If 4 ,
is realized by an interval of length zero, then its profit is —oo; for an
interval of length 1 or 2 the profit is 0, and for any longer realization
the profit is 1. The crucial interval /(Aj) for Aj is [3i - 3,3i].
• For every edge (i ,j) € £ with i < j , there is a corresponding activity
Ajj. If ^i,j is realized by an interval of length 3j - 3i - 2 or more then
its profit is 0, and for shorter intervals its profit is -oo . The crucial
interval / ( ^ i j ) is [3i,3j - 3].
• For £ = 0 , . . . , g there are so-called 6/ocfcing activities ß* and Cj. If
they are executed for at least 3( time units, then they bring profit 0,
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and for shorter intervals they bring profit —oo. The crucial intervals
for them are /(ß,) = |0,3t) and /(C«) = [3g - 3t,3g].
The precedence constraints among these activities are defined as follows: For
activities X and K, X -< V holds if and only if the crucial interval /(X) lies
completely to the left of the crucial interval /(V), or if the right endpoint
of /(X) coincides with the left endpoint of /(V). Note that this yields an
interval order on the activities. Moreover, for every edge (i,j) G E with
i < j this implies A, -< A<j -< J4J.
Lemma 6.2.1. // tAe grapA G Aas an independent set W, tAen tAe con-
structed project Aas a/easifc/e realization witA pro/it
Proo/. Let W C V denote the independent set of cardinality 2. If i G W\ then
process activity ^ with profit 1 during [3i — 3,3i]. If i ^ W, then process
it with profit 0 during [3i — 2,3i — 1]. All other activities are processed
at profit 0: Every blocking activity is processed during its crucial interval.
For an edge (i,j) € E with i < j and i ^ W, process activity Aij during
[3i - 1, 3j - 3]; this puts J4JJ after <4, and before J4J exactly as imposed by
the precedence constraints. For an edge (i,j) € E with i < j and i G W,
process activity Ajj during [3i, 3j - 2). Since t G W, its neighbor j cannot
be also in W; hence Aj is processed during [3j - 2,3j - 1] and after A^,
exactly as imposed by /^ -< i4ij -< i4j.
Since in this realization activity -4j brings profit 1 if and only if i G W, this
realization has profit |W|. Moreover, it can be verified that all precedence
constraints indeed are satisfied. D
Lemma 6.2.2. //tAe constructed project Aas a/easi6/e rea/xzation untA pro/it
p > 1, tAen tAe jrapA G Aas an independent set W tyitA jW| = p.
Proo/ We first establish three simple claims on such a feasible project re-
alization. The first claim is that (in any feasible realization with positive
profit) the processing of every blocking activity must exactly occupy its cru-
cial interval. Indeed, consider the activities ß, and C,_, with their crucial
intervals /(£,) = [0,3t] and 7(C«) = [3t,3q]. Since the total profit is positive,
#, is processed for at least 3t and Cs,_, is processed for at least 3q - 3t time
units. Since ß | is a predecessor of C,_,, they together cover the whole time
horizon [0,3q); this fixes them in their crucial intervals.
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The second claim is that every activity ;4j is processed somewhere within
its crucial time interval [3t -3,3i). By our first claim activity #,_i completes
at time 3* — 3 and activity C,_, starts at time 3». Since ö,_i -</!,-< 6^_<,
activity J4* cannot start before time 3i - 3 and cannot end after time 3i.
The third claim is that there exist exactly ;> activities .4, that exactly
occupy their crucial intervals. By construction of the project all the profit
results from the activities .4,, and -4, brings positive profit only in caw it is
executed for at least three time units. By our second claim, /I, cannot, be
executed for more than three time units. Hence, each activity ,4, that brings
positive profit occupies its crucial interval |3i - 3,3i].
Now, we are ready to prove the statement in the lemma. Consider t he set
W C V that contains vertex i if and only if -4, occupies its crucial interval
[3i - 3,3«j. We claim that W is an independent set. SuppotK' otherwise, mid
consider t, j € W with t < j and (t, j) € E. Then /I, occupies |3t - 3,3t|, and
J4J occupies [3j - 3,3j|, and A, -< A,j -< A, holds. Hence, /t,j is processed
during the 3j — 3i — 3 time units between 3i and 3j - 3. But in this case
its profit is — oo, and we get the desired contradiction. Hence, IV is an
independent set, and by our third claim |W| = p. D
Theorem 6.2.3. Max-pro,/it project sc/ieduZim? u/it/i imegu/ar costs is
Äoni even /or inferuaZ order precedence constraints. For any e > 0, t/ie
existence o/ a poZjmomiaZ time approximation aZjorit/im /or max-pro/it P5/C7
/or projects wit/i n activities
worst case ratio O(n*/*~') impZies P=/VP,
worst case ratio O(n'^~*) impZies
Proo/. NP-hardness follows from the Lemmas 6.2.1 and 6.2.2. The con-
structed reduction preserves objective values. It translates graph instances
with independent sets of size 2 into project instances with realizations of
profit z, and thus it is approximation preserving in the strongest possible
sense. For a graph with q vertices, the corresponding project consists of
O(o^) activities. Hastad [51] proved that the clique problem in n-vertex
graphs (and hence also the independent set problem in the complement of n-
vertex graphs) cannot have a polynomial time approximation algorithm with
worst case guarantee O(n'^~') unless P=NP, and it cannot have a polyno-
mial time approximation algorithm with worst case guarantee O(n'~*) unless
ZPP=NP. Since the blow-up in our construction is only quadratic, the the-
orem follows. D
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In the VERTEX COVER problem, the goal is to find a minimum cardi-
nality vertex cover (a subset of the vertices that touches every edge) for a
given input graph. Note that vertex covers are the complements of indepen-
dent sets. We denote by TVC the approximability threshold for the vertex
cover problem, i.e., the infimum of the worst case ratios over all polynomial
time approximation algorithms for this problem. Hastad [51] proved that
> 7/6 unless P=NP, and it is widely believed that TVC = 2.
Theorem 6.2.4. Min-cost project sc/iedu/ing wit/i irregu/ar costs is /V
euen /or interua/ order precedence constraints. 77ie e:ristence o/ a po/j/nomia/
time approximation a/gorit/im/or min-cost P5/C wif/i worst case ratio better
t/ian TVC wou/d imp/j/ P=A^P.
Proo/. By a slight modification of the above construction. For activities Ajj
and for blocking activities, we replace low profit -oo by high cost oo, and
the neutral profit 0 by the neutral cost 0. For activities A,, we replace low
profit -oo by high cost oo, profit 0 by cost 1, and profit 1 by cost 0. It can
be shown that there exists a realization of cost c for the constructed project,
if and only if there exists an independent set of size 9 - c for the graph, if
and only if there exists a vertex cover of size c for the graph. Hence, this
reduction preserves objective values. D
Corollary 6.2.5. For t/ie discrete time/cost tradeoj(f prob/em, t/ie existence
0/ u /w/j/nornta/ time approximation a/ooritAm wif/i worst case ratio better
tnan rvc /or t/>e DfMDL/WE prob/em wou/d imp/y P=WP. D
6.3 Orders of bounded height
In this section we will derive a positive result for the project scheduling prob-
lem with irregular costs under orders of bounded height. The Aeiy/it of an
ordered set is tho number of elements in the longest chain minus one. Prece-
d e n t constraints of height 1 are sometimes also called bipartite precedence
constraints; see, e.g., Möhring [90].
Theorem 6.3.1. A/ax-pro/it and min-cost project sc/jeduimy witA irreou/ar
costs äff jVP-/>utti and /IPA'-Aard even to/»en restricted to precedence con-
straints 0/
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Proo/. Deineko & Woeginger (26] establish APX-hardness for the min-cost
DEADLINE version of the discrete time/cost tradeoff problem. Their reduc-
tion produces instances of height 2 for nun-cost PSIC, and it is straight for-
ward to adapt the construction to max-cost PSIC. D
In the rest of this section we will concentrate on the max-profit PSIC
for precedence constraints of height 1, and we will derive a polynomial time
algorithm for it. Consider such an instance when* all profits are either oo
or non-negative, and classify the activities into two types. The /t-activates
/ij A« do not have any predecessors, and the ß-aciivitiej ß|,...,/Jfc
do not have any successors. The only precedence constraints are of the
type >4j —• ßj , that is from A-activities to B-activities. We start with a
preprocessing phase that simplifies this instance somewhat.
• If there exists some activity that neither has a prodwwwor nor a suc-
cessor, it is completely independent from the rest of the instance. We
process this activity at the maximum possible profit, and remove it
from the instance. Prom now on we assume that each activity has at
least one predecessor or successor, and that consequently the partition
into A-activities and B-activities is unique.
• We remove all realizations with profit — oo from the instance.
• Assume that there is an A-activity .4* with profit function p<, and
that there are two realizations (x, y) and (u,i>) for it with y < u and
Pi(a;.J/) > Pi(u, f). Then the realization (x, y) imposes less restrictions
on the successors of y4* and at the same time it comes at a higher profit;
so we may disregard this realization (u,t>) for /lj. By a symmetric
argument, we may clean up the realizations of any B-activity J3j.
• Assume that .4* -< Bj and that there exists a realization (x,y) of .A*
that collides with all surviving realizations of ßj (that is, the endpoint
y lies strictly to the right of all possible starting points of 5^). Then
we remove realization (x,y) for J4J, since it will always collide with the
realization of ß^. Symmetrically, we clean up the realizations of the
B-activities.
Lemma 6.3.2. ^ 77ie origina/ instance nas a nea/izaiion untn pro/it p i/ and
on/y t/ t/ie pnepnocessed instance ftas a rea/tzaiion wi</i pro/i/ p.
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fuj TAe sumving reaZizations /or Aj can 6e enumerated as (xj, y') , . . . ,
(x° , y° ) sucA tAat tAey are ordered 6y strict/y increasing rigAt endpoint and
simuZtaneousZy fey strictZy increasing pro/it /or A<. SimiZar/y, tAe survran<7
reaZizations/or ß j can 6e enumerated as (u j ,v j ) , . . . ,(u^ ,t^ ) sucA tAat
tAey are ordered 6y strictZy decreasing /e/( endpoint and simuZtaneousZy 6y
strictZy increasing pro/it /or ß^.
t^ii^  / / tAe originaZ instance Aas a reaZization untA non-negative pro/it,
tAen /or every actiwty A< frespectiueZy, ß j^ fAere exists a reaZization in tAe
preprocessed instance tAat does not coZZide untA any reaZization 0/ a successor
frespectiveZy, o /a predecessor o / ß j /
Proo/ Statements (i) and (ii) are clear from the preprocessing. To see (iii),
consider the realization (xj,y,') that has the smallest left endpoint over all
realizations of A*. Suppose that it collides with some realization (u ' ,u ' ) of
some successor 5 , of /I*. Then this realization of Sj collides with a// realiza-
tions of A, and would have been removed in the last step of the preprocessing.
D
l'Yom now on we assume that the conditions in (iii) in Lemma 6.3.2 are
satisfied. We translate the preprocessed instance into a bipartite graph with
weights on the vertices. The mox-profit problem will boil down to finding an
independent set of maximum weight in this bipartite graph.
• For every realization (xf.yf) of /l< with profit function p,, there is a
corresponding vertex A* in the bipartite graph. If fc — 1, then the
weight of i4* equals p,(xj,y') . If & > 2, then the weight of J4* equals
Pi(x*,j/*) - Pi(jf~\y,*~')- Note that all weights are non-negative and
that the weight of the first fe realizations of .4, equals Pi(x*,y*).
• Symmetrically, the bipartite graph contains for every realization (uj, uj)
of activity /?, a corresponding vertex Z?j. The (non-negative) weights
of the vertices ß j are defined symmetrically to those of the vertices .A*.
• Finally, we put an edge between Af and ß ' if and only if A< -< ß ,
holds and if the interval [xf.y*] does not lie completely to the left of
the interval [uj,u'j.
Lemma 6.3.3. TAe pro/if p 0/ tAe most pro/itafrfe reoZüation 0/ tAe prepro-
(T.wd project e t^wZs tAe u'eigAt 0/ tAe maximum u'eijAted independent set in
tAe bipartite gropA.
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PTDO/. (Only if) Consider the most profitable realization, and consider the
following set 5 of vertices. If activity J4J is real««! as (j"*,y*). then put
the vertices j4,',i4?,... ,i4* into 5. The weight of these it vertices equals
the profit p,(xf,y*) of realization (xf.yf). If B; is realized as (uj.uj), then
put the vertices Bj fl' into 5. The weight of these f vertices equals
the profit of the realization of B^. By construct ion, the total weight of 5
equals the total profit p of the considered realization. Moreover, the set .V is
independent: If in 5 some ,4* was adjacent to Bj, then /I, X B, and /If and
£?j would be adjacent. But this would yield a collision in the execution of v4j
and B,, and the realization would be infeasible.
(If) Consider an independent set 5 of maximum weight in the bipartite
graph. For an activity /!,, consider the intersection of .S' with {/tj 4°*''}.
By Lemma 6.3.2.(iii), this intersection is non-empty. Let fc denote the largest
index such that /I* is in 5. Since the neighborhood of ,4), . . . , /if"' is a millet
of the neighborhood of vertex J4*, also these & — 1 vertices are contain«! in
5. Then we realize activity .4* by (x*,yf); the resulting profit Pt(x{\y*)
equals the total weight of the vertices J4,- , . . . , .4* in 5. For activity Bj, we
symmetrically compute a realization that is based on the maximum index £
for which B ' is in 5. Since .4* and Bj are not incident in the bipartite graph,
the chosen realizations of ,4; and Bj do not collide. Hence, this realization is
feasible. By construction, the total profit equals the total weight of 5. D
Theorem 6.3.4. Maz-pno/i< and mm-cost project sc/iedu/mg un£/i iTTe<7?//ar
costs are po/ynomia//?/ so/t>a6/e uAen restricted to precedence constraints o/
AeiaAt one.
Proo/. By Lemma 6.3.3, these problems are polynomial time equivalent to
finding a maximum weight independent set in a bipartite graph with non-
negative vertex weights. Maximum weight independent set in bipartite graphs
is well-known to be polynomially solvable by max-flow min-cut techniques;
see Ahuja, Magnanti & Orlin [3J. D
6.4 Orders of bounded width
In this section, we will show that if the width of the precedence constraints
is bounded by some fixed constant d, then max-profit PSIC is solvable in
polynomial time. For technical reasons, we assume throughout this section
that all realizations of length 0 have profit —oo and hence are forbidden;
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all our arguments would also go through without this assumption, but the
presentation would become more complicated.
In an ordered set, two elements A^  and Aj are called in-compara6Ze if
neither A< is a predecessor of Aj nor A j is a predecessor of A*. A set of tasks
is an anti-c/iain, if its elements are pairwise in-comparable. The uncft/i of the
order is the cardinality of its largest anti-chain. A well-known theorem of
Dilworth [27] states that if the width of an ordered set with n elements equals
d, then this set can be partitioned into d totally ordered chains Ci , . . . ,Cj.
Moreover, it is straightforward to compute such a chain partition in O ^ )
time.
For a given instance of max-profit PSIC of width d, we first compute a
chain partition Ci , . . . ,C<<, and we denote the number of activities in chain
Cj by Tij (j = 1, . . . ,d). Now, let us consider some feasible realization of the
project, and let us look at some fixed moment t + | in time with 0 < t < T.
As the chain Cj is totally ordered, at time t + i, at most one of its activities
is under execution. Chain C, is called in-active at time £ + ^ if none of its
activities is under execution, and otherwise it is active at time £ + ^.
Definition 6.4.1. For a /easifc/e rea/ization, t/ie snapshot 5 tafcen at time
t + s untA 0 < t < T contains t/ie /o/fowing in/ormation:
For every c/min C,, one 6it o/ in/ormation t/iat speci/ies tu/iet/ier Cj is
active or in-active.
For every in-active c/iain Cj, a number /ty «nt/i 0 < /ty < n^ t/iat
speci/ies t/ie /ast activity in C, t/iat was executed 6e/ore time t + ^. / /
no activity Aas been executed so /ar, tAen /TVj = 0.
For every active cnain C^, a number ACTj uritn 1 < A (77} < n^ tAat
spectres tne current activity o/ C^. Moreover, t/ie starting time i j o/
t/»e current activity uritA 0 < x^  < T — 1.
For the data in (Si) there are at most 2* possibilities, for all the numbers
INj and ACT; in (S2) and (S3) there are at most O(n*) possibilities, and for
all the starting times in (S3) there are at most 0^**) possibilities. Since d
is a fixed constant, this yields that there are at most 0 ( ^ 7 ^ ) snapshots at
time t + £.
Definition 6.4.2. For any t twin 0 < t < T and /or any possioie snapsAot
S, we denote by F[t; 5] tne maximum passtb/e pro^t tAat can be earned on
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acttvitse* comp/ehn^ 6e/ore dme ( + | m a /easi6/e project rra^uaiior»
snapshot at time t + 5 equals 5.
// no sue/» /easi6/e realization exwts, tAen F[t; 5] = —00.
We compute all these values F[f; 5] by a dynamic programming approach
that works through them by increasing t. The initial caws with / 0 arc
trivial, since F[0; 5] can only take the values 0 (if there exists a feasible real-
ization with snapshot .*> at time ^) or — 00 (otherwise). To compute F|f;iS|
for < > 1, we check all possibilities for a compatible predecessor snapshot 5'
at time t — 5 in the following way by considering all the chains separately (the
data from snapshots 5 and 5* is represented by un-primed and by primed
variables, respectively):
T'• Chain C, might be active in 5* and in-active in 5. Then INj ACT
The additional profit comes from realizing the ACT'-th activity in chain
Cj from time 1^ to time t.
• Chain Cj might be in-active in 5' and active in 5. Then ACTj - IN^ + 1
and Xj; = t. No additional profit is generated.
• Chain C,- might be in-active in 5' and 5. Then INj = INj. Since
no activity can simultaneously be started and completed at time (, no
additional profit is generated.
• Chain Cj might be active in 5' and 5. There are two cases: If the same
activity is executed at time £ - ^ and at time ( + 1 , then ACT, = ACTj
and Xj = Xj, and no additional profit is generated. And if the executed
activities at times 2 - | and < + ^ are distinct, then ACT, = ACT^ + 1
and i j = < must hold. The additional profit comes from realizing the
ACTj-th activity in Cj from time i j to time t.
If snapshots S and 5' are of this form for all d chains, then we say that 5'
is a predecessor of 5. Moreover, we denote the total additionally generated
profit over all the chains by profit(S', 5). It can be verified that any snapshot
5 at time f + i has at most O(T^) predecessors at time £ — 5. Then the value
F[i; 5] can be computed as
F[£; 5] := max {F[( - 1; 5'] + profit(5', 5) | S" is a predecessor of 5 } .
(6.1)
In the end, the solution to the instance of max-profit PSIC can be found in
F[T; 5*] where 5* is the snapshot at time T+ 5 where all chains are in-active
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and where IN^ = n, holds for j = l , . . . ,d. The time complexity of this
dynamic programming algorithm is O(n"'T^"'"'): Since there are O(n*'X''')
snapshots at time t + ^, we altogether compute O(n''T^"''') values F[t;S].
Each value can be computed in O(T^) time by checking all predecessors in
(6.1). By storing appropriate auxiliary information and by performing some
backtracking, one can also explicitly compute the optimal feasible realization
while increasing the running time only by a constant factor. Since these are
standard techniques, we do not elaborate on them.
Theorem 6.4.3. Max-pro/it and min-cost project sc/iedu/iny wi£/i irregu/ar
costs are po/ynomiai/j/ so/i/a6/e in O(n'*X '^'"'"') time iu/ien restricted io prece-
dence constraints o/ und£/i bounded 6j/ t/ie yiied constant d. D
6.5 Series parallel orders
Precedence constraints are called series para//e/ if (i) they contain a single
vertex, or (ii) they form the series composition of two series parallel order,
or (iii) they form the parallel composition of two series parallel orders. Only
orders that can be constructed via rules (i)-(iii) are series parallel. Here
the series composition of two orders (Vj, -<i) and (V2, -<a) with Vj n Vj = 0
is the order that results from taking their union and making all elements
in V'i predecessors of all elements in V2, whereas the para/Ze/ composition of
(Vii "<i) and (^ 2> ~<a) simply is their disjoint union. Series parallel precedence
constraints are a proper generalization of tree precedence constraints; see,
e.g., Möhring [90].
It is well known that a series parallel order can be decomposed in poly-
nomial time into its atomic parts according to the series and parallel compo-
sitions. Essentially, such a decomposition corresponds to a rooted, ordered,
binary tree whore all interior vertices are labelled by s or p (series or par-
allel composition) and where all leaves correspond to single elements of the
order. We associate with every interior vertex v of the decomposition tree
the series parallel order SP(r) that is induced by the leaves of the subtree
below t\ Note that for the root vertex root of the decomposition tree, the
corresponding order SP(root) is the whole ordered set.
Our goal is to design a polynomial time algorithm for max-profit PSIC
with series parallel precedence constraints. The usual tool for dealing with
series parallel structures is dynamic programming.
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Definition 6.5.1. For a vertex t> »n tAe decomposition tree, and/or intrgers
x and y unt/i 0 < x < y < T, u>e denote fey F[t>; x, y) t/ie maximum ;x)s.si6/e
pro/it tnat can fee earned on tAe activities in 5P(v), subject to t/ie condition
t/iat a// tAese activities are executed ÄomeuiAere dunnj t/»e time inten«/ |x, y]
sue/» tAat tney oftey fAe precedence constraints.
/ / no sttc/i/easi6/e rea/uation exwts, tAen F[v;i,y) = -oo.
We compute all these values F[v;x,y] by a dynamic programming a|>
proach that starts in the leaves of the decomposition tree, and then moves
upwards towards the root.
• If v is a leaf, the order SP(i>) consists of a single activity <4,
and F[r; x, y) is easily computed.
• If f is a p vertex with left child t'i and right child i'j,
then F[v;x,y] :^ = F[fi;x, yj
If u is an s vertex with left child ui and right child t>2,
then F[t>;x,y] := max{F[i;i;x,2:] + F[f2; 2,y] : x < 2 < y}
In the end, the solution to the instance of max-profit PSIC can be found in
F[root; 0, T]. The time complexity of this dynamic programming algorithm is
O(nT^): To compute the values F[u; x, y] for the 0(717^) leaves, it is sufficient
to look once at every possible realization of every activity; this altogether
costs O(n7^) time. And for the inner vertices f, the corresponding 0(n7^)
values can be computed in O(T) time per value. By standard techniques, one
can also explicitly compute the optimal feasible realization while increasing
the running time only by a constant factor.
Theorem 6.5.2. Max-pnq/it and min-cos< project sc/iedu/ino wit/i irre^u/ar
costs are po/j/nomiaZ/y so/va6/e in O(nT^) time w/ien restricted to series par-
precedence constraints. D
6.6 PSIC with compactly encoded inputs
In all the sections above, we assumed that the cost and profit functions are
specified pointwise, that is, that the input lists for every possible realization
(x, y) G 71 of every project the corresponding non-negative cost, respectively
the corresponding non-negative profit. In this section, we briefly discuss the
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variant where the cost and profit functions can be encoded compact/y via a
fast oracle algorithm.
We present a pathological example for the min-cost version of this variant;
a pathological example for the max-profit version can be derived in a similar
fashion.
Theorem 6.6.1. 77ie specia/ case o/</ie Z)£MDL/A7?pro6/em wi</i on/j/ too
ac£iw£tes >4 -< B and uri£A compact/;/ encoded cost /unctions is ^VP-Aard in
t/ie ordinary sense.
Pnoo/. The proof is done by a reduction from the NP-hard THREE-SA-
TISFIABILITY problem; see Garey & Johnson [34]: Given a collection C =
{c],cj,. . . ,Cm} of clauses over a finite set i/ = {xi,i2, • • • ,£„} of logical
variables such that every clause contains exactly three literals, does there
exist a truth assignment for f/ that satisfies all the clauses in C?
With every n-bit integer F with bits / i , /a, . . . , / „ , we associate a corre-
sponding truth assignment for the variables zi, z j , . . . , z„ that sets x* =TRUE
if / t 1, and x^ -FALSE if /& = 0. Consider the following instance of the
DEADLINE problem with time horizon T = 2", and with two activities A
and M where /I -< B:
• If activity /I is realized at a length of ^ with 0 < £ < 7\ then the result-
ing cost c^(f) equals 2T - 2<" if the true assignment corresponding to £
satisfies the given THREE-SATISFIABILITY instance, and otherwise
the cost equals 27' - 2j + 1.
• For any <* with 0 < £ < T, the cost CB(£) of realizing activity B at a
length of f equals 2T - 2j.
Note that the defined cost functions are strictly decreasing in <*. The cost
function 0,4 is compactly encoded via the clause set C, and for any given value
£ it can be evaluated in polynomial time. If there is a satisfying truth assign-
ment, then the optimal cost is 2T. If there is no satisfying truth assignment,
then the optimal cost is 2T + 1. D
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Samenvatting
(Summary in Dutch)
Dit proefschrift heeft als onderwerp high multiplicity scheduling prohli'ineti,
oftewel scheduling problemen waarin veelvuldigheid wn rol spwit. in een
traditioneel scheduling probleem, bestaat dt> {>r<>b!<*<>!»}>f>whrijviüg wit «M»IS
verzaineling van taken en een verzameling van niiddelen. Het probleem
bestaat er vervolgens uit om toewijzing in de tijd te vinden van de mid-
delen aan de taken, op zodanige wijze dat een bepaalde doelstellingsfunctie
wordt geoptimaliseerd. In een high multiplicity scheduling probleem, bestaat
de probleembeschrijving niet uit individuele taken, maar uit types van taken,
en wordt van ieder type omschreven hoeveel taken van het betreffende type er
zijn. Hierdoor is de probleembeschrijving significant compacter dan wanneer
ieder van de taken apart wordt omschreven. Dit proefschrift bestudeert effici-
entie beschrijvingen van verscheidene aan de praktijk gerelateerde high mul-
tiplicity scheduling problemen en hun oplossingen, alsmede de mate waarin
het mogelijk is ze op efficiente wijze op te lossen.
Vanuit theoretisch oogpunt zijn er verscheidene onderzoeksvragen die
gesteld kunnen worden, waaronder de volgende drie:
1. Hoe verändert de complexiteit van een probleem wanneer we van enkel-
voudigheid naar meervoudigheid gaan?
2. Kunnen algoritmes die voor enkelvoudige versies zijn ontwikkeld ook
worden toegepast in high multiplicity problemen?
3. Hoe dient de oplossing van een high multiplicity probleem te worden
gerepresenteerd?
Dit proefschrift beantwoordt deze vragen voor een aantal bekende com-
binatorische problemen.
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Hoofdstuk 1 geeft een formele introductie in high multiplicity scheduling.
Bovendien biedt het een gedetailleerde beschrijving van de onderzoeksvra-
gen die in het kader van high multiplicity relevant zijn. Hoofdstuk 2 bevat
een complexiteitsraamwerk voor de analyse van high multiplicity scheduling
Problemen. Doel van dit raamwerk is om output gerichte complexiteitsmaat-
staven te definieren voor algoritmes die een bepaalde natuurlijke beschrijving
van de oplossing geven. Daarbij wordt onderscheid gemaakt naar algoritmes
die de oplossing weergeven als een verzameling van intervallen en algoritmes
die de oplossing weergeven als een projectie.
In Hoofdstuk 3 beschouwen we het bekende handelsreizigersprobleem,
meer specifiek het high multiplicity traveling salesman problem. Dit prob-
leem is op verscheidene manieren gerelateerd aan scheduling problemen. Een
taak correspondeert in dit geval met het bezoeken van een stad. Hoofd-
stuk 3 onderzoekt hoe de structuur en de waarde van de optimale oplossing
samenhangten met de veelvuldigheid, bijvoorbeeld door deze te parametris-
eren. Bovendien laten we zien hoe optimale oplossingen voor problemen met
hoger veelvuldigheden kunnen worden verkregen op basis van oplossingen
voor lagere veelvuldigheden.
Hoofdstuk 4 beschouwt een onderhoudsplanningsprobleem, het "periodic
maintenance problem". In dergelijke problemen bestaat een aantal machines,
en een taak correspondeert met het verlenen van onderhoud aan een ma-
chine. Doelstoiling is om de onderhoudsbeurten zo in te plannen dat de som
van de onderhouds- en productiekosten zo laag mogelijk is. In dit hoofd-
stuk richten we ons vooral op het berekenen van optimale oplossingen voor
dit probleem. Daartoe onderzoeken we diverse mathematische formulerin-
gen waaronder geheeltallige lineaire programmeringsformuleringen met een
goed LP relaxatie. Op basis van deze formuleringen lossen we grote prob-
leeminstanties op met behulp van branch-and-price technieken. Dit resulteert
in de ecrste exacte oplossingsmethoden voor periodic maintenance proble-
men, en we geven dan ook uitgebreide reken resultaten.
Hoofdstuk 5 beschouwt een varieteit aan supply chain gerelateerde schedul-
ing problemen en him high multiplicity aspecten. We gebruiken het in hoofd-
stuk 2 ontwikkolde Instrumentarium om hun complexiteit te onderzoeken
en om goschikte beschrijvingen voor de oplossingen van de problemen te
definieren. We laten bovendien zien hoe een aantal klassieke algoritmes voor
traditionele scheduling problemen kan worden toegepast op high multiplicity
problemen.
Hoofdstuk 6 beschouwt een speciale klasse van project scheduling proble-
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men, namelijk project scheduling problems with irregular costs. We richten
ons daarbij op een generalisatie van het klassieke discrete time-cost trade off
problem, waarin de kosten onregelmatig verlopen, en afhankelijk zijn van de
begin- en eindtijden van de taken. We geven een complect overzicht over
de complexiteit van het probleem en van haar approxiineorbaarheid voor
verscheidene natuurlijke klassen van precedentierelaties, en voor Varianten
waarin veelvuldigheid een rol speelt.
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